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Abstrat
Multisensor data fusion is a broad area of onstant researh whih is applied to a
wide variate of elds suh as the eld of mobile robots. Mobile robots are omplex
systems where the design and implementation of sensor fusion is a omplex task
but researh appliations are explored onstantly.
The main objetive of a multisensor system is to improve the apabilities of a
single sensor system. In this terms, some questions arise. How is it possible to
ahieve the task of improving a single sensor system? Even further, how is it
possible to do the previous task with sensors like sonar and ameras? How an
this improvement be used for tasks like map making and path planning?
In order to enhane the improvement of a single sensor and by onsequene nd
answer to the mentioned questions it is important to nd novel solutions based
on the state of the art of the eld. The researh work done in this PhD thesis
makes the following major ontributions.
Firstly, redution in sensor unertainty is ahieved by interpreting and ombining
sensor readings. The unertainty in the inoming sonar data is interpreted using
probabilisti sensor model to the oupied and empty region. The features ex-
trated from the SIFT (Sale Invariant Feature Transform) are also interpreted
using probabilisti sensor model. Seondly, Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer theo-
ries are used to integrate and update the sensor data readings over the oupany
and Shafer grids respetively. The data from sonar and stereo vision system are
taken over multiple points of view. Thirdly, omparison between both methods
of integration is arried out. This omparison allows to evaluate the similarities
of both methods. Fourthly, path planning strategies are addressed to the prob-
abilisti and evidential grids. Finally, an arhiteture whih integrates the novel
aspets of the sensor data fusion appliation is proposed.
v
Resume
Multisensor data fusion er et vidtfavnende og aktivt forskningsområde som anven-
des indenfor et bredt spektrum af anvendelser, herunder mobile robotter. Mobile
robotter er komplekse systemer, hvor design og implementation af sensor fusion
er en svær opgave, men hvor nye anvendelser konstant bliver udforsket.
Et multisensor-systems primære opgave er at forbedre individuelle sensorers de-
tektionsegenskaber. Dette giver anledning til følgende hypotese: Enkelte sen-
sorers performane kan forbedres ved at kombinere dem; dette kan gøres med
sensorer af forskellig art, eksempelvis en sonar og stereo-kameraer. En sådan
forbedring af detektionsegenskaber kan afspejles i bedre omputergenererede kort
og deraf følgende ruteplanlægning.
For at eftervise ovennævnte hypotese kan er det nødvendigt at nde nye metoder
til sensor fusion ud fra nuværende state-of-the-art inden for forskningsområdet.
Arbejdet dokumenteret i denne PhD-afhandling bidrager primært med følgende.
For det første vises det, at usikkerheder i sensormålinger kan redueres ved at
fortolke og kombinere målinger fra ere forskellige sensorer. Usikkerheden i data
fra en sonar-sensor estimeres ud fra en probabilistisk sonarmodel, og fortolkes i
form af sandsynlige tomme og besatte regioner. Parallelt hermed udtrækkes fea-
tures fra billeder optaget vha. stereo-kamera ved brug af Sale Invariant Feature
Transform. Disse features fortolkes på tilsvarende måde i en probabilistisk model.
Dernæst vises det hvorledes de registrerede tomme og besatte regioner kan in-
tegreres ved hjælp af Bayes og Dempster-Shafer deision-teori. Herved opnås et
multi-sensor view af forhindringer og åbne områder i nærheden af sensorerne.
For det tredie gennemføres en grundig sammenligning af begge metoder ud fra
empiriske data. Denne sammenligning giver mulighed for at afgøre hvor nært
beslægtede de to metoder er.
For det fjerde undersøges det hvorledes ruteplanlægning for en mobil robot kan
udføres på baggrund af de probabilistiske/evidens-baserede grids.
Ovenstående er tilsidst sammenfattet i en samlet metodik.
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Introdution
Chapter1
The word robot was rst introdued in 1923 in a play alled "R.U.R." or "Rossum's
Universal Robots" by a Czeh writer Karel Cˇapek. R.U.R. was a tale about
human-like servants that were artiially reated out of biologial material to
serve humans in fatories and in the military. Cˇapek alled these manufa-
tured workers "robots," from the Czeh word "robota" meaning obligatory work
or servitude. The word has sine ome to dene our onept of artiial life.
Robotis has turned into a growing eld of researh sine the introdution of the
word robot. Nowadays robotis appliations are used in various setors suh as
industrial, agriultural, submarine and spae exploration.
Robotis in the eld of mobile robots is a relatively new researh eld whih
deals with the design and implementation of algorithms for ontrol, sensor fu-
sion, artiial intelligene (AI), vision, map making, path planning, knowledge
representation and reasoning. However, rather than being simply a olletion
of suh algorithms, robotis is also the physial embodiment of the algorithms
[DJ00℄. One of the main hallenges in robotis is when a mobile robot has to
ahieve autonomous navigation in unknown and unertain environments, a task
that is easy for humans and animals, but more diult for robots. The reason for
this is that it involves pratially every aspet of AI in robotis: sensing, ating,
planning, arhitetures, hardware, omputational eieny and problem solving
[Mur00℄.
Environments the robot has to deal with, suh as oes, are highly dynami
where things are moving onstantly. An abstration of suh environment an be
stored in a world model whih is usually dened in terms of high level internal
representations. The use of a world model enables multisensor systems to both
store and reason based upon previously aquired sensor information. Sensory
information an be either added to a predened model of the world or used to
reate it dynamially during operation.
Sensing is the mehanism in whih the mobile robot an reeive feedbak from its
surroundings. Without sensing the mobile robot annot reat independently on
its own and all the tasks the robot has to perform must be programmed a priori
as in i.e. industry robots used in manufaturing plants et.
Sensors play a fundamental role in the autonomy proess of mobile robots. Hene
it is neessary to equip any robot with sensors, allowing it to sense the surround-
ings to detet obstales; dierent sensors representing dierent modalities must
be taken into onsideration when added in the arhiteture of the mobile robot.
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The fusion proess is an important step when dealing with dierent readings from
dierent sensors and by ombining them on the other hand the mobile robot an
ahieve full autonomy. Sine sensors are by nature inaurate, unertainty has
to be taken into aount when the mobile robot measures its environment. The
result of the fusing proess from dierent sensors an be used to onstrut a loal
as well as global robot's world environment. Furthermore the robot an plan its
own path and avoid obstales. The robot an also adapt by itself to unexpeted
situations in the environment.
Even though there has been advanes in sensor data fusion paradigm there is still
a neessity to investigate new approahes whih an for instane improve aspets
of the sensor fusion paradigm. This thesis desribes a new approah to sensor
data fusion to sene environment. The approah onsists of a novel sensor data
fusion appliation based on experiments applied to sensor readings suh as vision
and sonar sensors.
1.1 Bakground and Motivation
In order for a mobile robot to ahieve full autonomy, and, thus, widen the range
of its appliations, it is neessary to develop more reliable ontrol systems that
an operate in strutured and unstrutured environments.
[LK90℄ formulates the following; if a single sensor an inrease the apability of
a system, would the use of more sensors inrease its apability even further?
Researhes have been exploring this question from both a theoretial and a pra-
tial perspetive. The formulation mentioned above all for the use of external
sensors.
External sensors, suh as an ultrasoni range nder, a laser, and vision sensors
have been taken into onsideration to be used by a mobile robot as depited in
gure 1-1.
Eah of the sensors mentioned has its own drawbaks. The sonar range nder for
instane suers from [Kon97℄:
 Speular reetion: this is when the sonar does not give diret information
on the distane to the nearest surfae. In other words, the ultrasound signal
is not reeted bak diretly to the sonar; instead it is reeted away from
the surfae ausing misreadings in the orret distane from the objet to
the sonar as it an be seen in gure 1-2(a).
 wide beam: this refers when the unertainty in sonar measurements is bigger
perpendiular to the main axis of the beam than along the axes, i.e. the
objet an be situated any plae along the oupied region as shown as a
shadow region in gure 1-2(b). On the other hand it gives better detetion
of broad surfae struture and indiates large empty areas between the robot
and nearby objets, as depited in gure 1-3.
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Figure 1-1: Pioneer3AT mobile robot from AtiveMedia robotis showing
the sensors used in this thesis.
On the other hand, lasers available in the market are expensive and transparent to
some materials. Stereo vision systems are very sensitive to hanges in illumination
and the algorithms that exist are omputationally expensive. It is believed that
the vision system has the greatest potential among the sensor used in mobile
robots, but, it is the most diult to master [Liv03℄. Stereo systems loalise
features well in the diretion perpendiular to the line of sight and less well along
the line of sight [EM88℄, meaning that, the unertainty in the features deteted
by the stereo vision system is more aurate perpendiular the axes or the line
of sight, as shown in gure 1-4. From this researh, the appliation of the fusion
of dierent sensor readings in the hierarhial arhiteture of the robot's ontrol
system is learly advantageous.
The autonomous navigation of a mobile robot equipped with dierent sensors in
environments whih are unknown has some hallenging issues. The seeking of
solutions to those issues is what has motivated the researh in this thesis. The
solutions to those issues are based on observations and analysis of experiments
arried out in the proess of building the sensor data fusion appliation as part
of a hierarhial arhiteture in mobile robots. The hallenging issues addressed
in this thesis are:
 Is it possible to handle sensor data fusion in mobile robots using inexpensive
sensors like sonar and reently developed stereo vision algorithms? A proper
investigation of the state of the art in omputer vision algorithms must be
done in order to takle this problem.
 Whih kind of sensor models are more suitable to represent the inauray
in sensor readings? The answer to this question omes from a good survey
of existing models and their appliation in sensor data fusion.
3
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Figure 1-2: (a) Speular reetion. (b) Wide beam of the sonar. The
shaded region is where the objet an be deteted. The uner-
tainty perpendiular to the main axis is wider than the uner-
tainty along the main axis.
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Figure 1-3: (a) The sonar has diulties in deteting narrow openings suh
as walls. (b) The sonar detets better broad surfaes as walls
for instane.
 How an the mobile robot get knowledge from the environment and in-
tegrate this knowledge in a high level of abstration? A proper overview
among sensor data fusion tehniques that are available in the literature is
appropriate in order to takle the knowledge aquisition and the integration
problems.
 Whih paradigm of internal representation is more suitable for the fusion
proess? And an this internal representation be used in the urrent re-
searh task?
 How are path planning strategies hosen in aordane with the type of
environment the robot has to work with?
 How an the observations, testing, analysis and proposals of dierent as-
pets in the paradigm of multisensor integration and sensor fusion suh as
the ones mentioned above lead to a formulation of a hierarhial sensor data
fusion struture appliation in mobile robots?
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Figure 1-4: Shows the unertainty around the feature whih has been lo-
alised by the stereo system.
1.2 Literature Review
There has been an interest in researh on the subjet of multisensor data fusion
in the last 20-30 years. During this time, various tehniques have been developed
in the proess of integrating data from dierent sensory devies.
In the eighties, researh in sensor fusion in mobile robots was intense, espeially
in the use of oupany grids for robot mapping, sensor fusion, path planning
and obstale avoidane.
During the nineties, researh ontinued in the eld of sensor fusion ranging from
dierent methods for integrating and fusing multisensory information, to existing
multisensor systems used in dierent areas of appliation. Even today robotis
ontinues to be a rapidly evolving researh area.
The researh areas an be broadly lassied in the following two ategories:
The rst ategory onsists of the following areas: (a) map building based grid
representations. (b) map updating where dierent sensor fusion tehniques suh
as Bayesian estimation theory, Dempster-Shafer theory of evidene and Neural
Networks an be used and (c) omputer vision algorithms.
The seond ategory deals with (d) path planning and obstale avoidane.
A survey of the related researh work in eah ategory is outlined below.
First ategory.
5
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(a) Map making based grid representation whih represents the map or the
environment into evenly-spae grids alled ells. Eah ell in the map ontains
a probabilisti estimate of whether it is empty or oupied by an objet in the
environment. This fat was formulated at the CMU Mobile Robot Laboratory in
1983 to turn a wide angle range measurements from heap mobile robot-mounted
sonar sensors into detailed spatial maps. The grid was alled oupany grid
by Elfes and Morave in [Elf87, Mor88℄. Later on, Morave and Elfes [ME85℄
proposed to model the sonar beam by probability distribution funtions.
In [Fly88℄ two inexpensive sensors (sonar and infrared) were ombined to redue
unertainty and to produe a rened map of the robot's work spae. A sonar
appliation to mobile robot has been developed in [BK88℄, where a sonar was
used for map making and the experiments were arried out in the tehnion's
mursing robot. Further on, Elfes in [Elf89b℄ proposed the use of a bivariate
density funtion for representing the sonar model for map making purposes.
In [Kon97℄ a method alled MURIEL (Multiple Representation, Independent log)
was developed to overome speular reetions and redundant readings of sonar
devies. It was shown that the method an improve the delity of oupany
grid-map making in speular and real time environments.
Thrun [Thr98℄ desribes an approah that integrates two paradigms: grid-based
maps and topologial maps. Topologial maps represent the environment as a
onneted graph between nodes whih orrespond to plaes and the links orre-
spond to onnetion between plaes. Grid-based maps are generated using arti-
ial neural networks and Bayesian integration. Topologial maps are generated
on the top of the grid maps.
[SCM
+
04℄ makes a qualitative omparison of two sonar models (the Morave-
Elfes and the Konolige sonar models) and three mathematial update methods.
This omparison is interesting beause a wide range of sonar models and map
update methods have been developed by researhes in isolation from eah other.
(b) Map updating based sensor fusion tehniques are drawn from a wide range
of areas suh as artiial intelligene, inferene, lassiation and estimation
methods [LYS02℄. Early work in map updating an be found in [ME85℄ where the
fused operations performed on the oupied and empty areas of the sonar model
are simply done by using probabilisti addition formula. The experiments were
tested on the Neptune mobile robot at CMU.
Elfes and Mathies in [EM87℄ proposed the use of Bayesian estimation sheme as
a way to integrate and update the existing map with suessive sensor readings.
Luo and Kay [LK88℄ gathered and presented the issues onerning the eetive
integration of multiple sensors into the operation of intelligent systems and they
also gave a desription of general paradigms and methodologies onerning the
integration of multiple sensors. In a later publiation, Luo and Kay [LK89℄
presented a more omplete survey of the variety of the approahes of multisensor
integration and multisensor fusion that emerged in those years:
6
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 Multisensor integration, as dened in [LK89℄, refers mainly to the inter-
ation of information whih has been provided by multiple sensory devies
where the goal is to aomplish a task by the system in this ase the mobile
robot.
 Multisensor fusion is a spei task within the multisensor integration where
there is a ombination or fusion of dierent soures or devies into one
representation format.
[LK89℄ also addressed a disussion assoiated with reating a general methodol-
ogy for multisensor integration and fusion.
[LK90℄ omes with a tutorial on multisensor integration, where multisensor inte-
gration is disussed in terms of basi integration funtions, suh as sensor model,
sensor registration, world model et. where some of them are ommon to many
implementations. And, multisensor fusion in terms of dierent levels in whih
fusion an take plae. These onepts bring a general funtional diagram of mul-
tisensor integration and fusion.
Moshe Kam in [KZK97℄ makes a review of sensor fusion tehniques in robot
navigation. These integration tehniques fall into two ategories: low level fusion,
whih is used for diret integration of sensory data, resulting in parameter and
state estimates, high level fusion is used for indiret integration of sensory data
in hierarhial arhitetures.
Artiial Neural Networks (ANNs) an be applied as a sensor fusion tehnique
in mobile robots. ANNs learn omplex relationships among the individual sen-
sor data values. In [LYS02℄, a neural network onsists of proessing elements
that may be interonneted in a variety of ways. Neurons an be trained to rep-
resent sensor information and, through assoiate reall, omplex ombinations
of neurons an be ativated in response to dierent sensory stimuli. Applia-
tions of ANNs in sensor fusion an be found in the literature. For instane,
[Thr93℄ utilises a mobile robot alled "COLUMBUS", in whih a neural network
is trained. The input of the neural network are the sensor measurements and the
output are the oupany values of the ells. The mapping between the sensor
measurements and the oupany of the ells of the loal robot's environment an
be learned.
Krose in his paper [vDKG96℄ proposes a neural network method to learn the prob-
abilisti sonar sensor model. The onversion of the sensor data remains adaptive
to hanges in either the sensor or its environment. The SDF arhiteture is also
desribed in this paper whih is similar to that proposed by [DW88b, Elf89b℄.
This arhiteture mainly onsists of the onversion of sensor measurements to a
ommon representation before the atual fusion is performed. Moshe in [KZK97℄
presents a hierarhial neural network for a mobile robot ontrol. The network
reeives input from the sensors and transmits on/o ommands to the motors.
The Dampster-Shafer theory is based on Dempster's work from the 1960's and
later on extension by Shafer. Garvey introdued the possibility of using Demspter-
Shafer theory in multisensor fusion [GLF81℄. As an example, a sensor fusion
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approah is outlined in [PNDW98℄. In this paper, sonar readings are fused using
both Dempster-Shafer and Bayesian inferene rules and a new sonar sensor model
is proposed. The experiments yielded good results in map making for the purpose
of robot navigation.
(c) Computer vision in the eld of mobile robots was in high prominene and
intense in the 1980s and rst half of the 1990s. The researh an broadly be
lassied in two lines: vision-based navigation for indoor robots and vision-based
navigation for outdoor robots [DK02℄. Over the years, stereo vision has proved
to be an eonomial sensor for obtaining three dimensional range information
whih an be used to map building. Early approahes for indoor environments
attempted to identify edges in images and infer the geometry. Some work has
been done in gathering this information for building the robot's map. [EM88℄
for instane uses the anny edge detetor to extrat edges (features) from the
sene; the features are mathed from the pair of images near to the horizon line
to obtain range data. The result of this proess is a set of edge points on the
horizon line where depth is known, and the range data unertainty model is used
to reate an oupany grid.
The work done by Renken in [Ren94℄ onsists of loalisation of features by the
mobile robot in the environment. Suh features were used by the mobile robot
to loalise itself in suh environment. Meanwhile, the robot was seeking for new
features whih ould be used for the same purpose, i.e. loalisation of the robot
in the environment.
Some researh was foused on using stereo vision with other sensors for naviga-
tion. More preisely, [KTB89℄ has used stereo vision together with odometry to
instantiate a symboli world model. The unertainty in sensor data is represented
by a multivariate normal distribution and the unertainty is redued by the use
of Extended Kalman lter.
Researh appliations using vision an be found in the year 1997. [JM97℄ for
instane, uses a trinoular stereo vision to produe high aurate depth images,
whih are mapped on an oupany grid framework. In this approah the om-
bination of potential eld together with shortest path method is arried out,
yielding good results.
The development of image mathing by using a set of loal interest points an
be traed bak to the work of Morave [Mor81℄ on stereo mathing using orner
detetor. The Morave detetor was improved by Harris and Stephens [HS88℄.
The Harris orner detetor is very sensitive to hanges in image sale, so it does
not provide a good basis for mathing images of dierent sizes. David Lowe
[Low99℄ extended the loal feature approah to ahieve sale invariane and ame
up with a new method for image feature generation alled the Sale Invariane
Feature Transform (SIFT ). The work also desribes a new loal desriptor that
provides more distintive features whih are also invariant to image translation,
saling, rotation and partially to illumination hanges and ane or 3D projetion.
This method was developed originally for objet reognition in luttered real-
world senes. [SLL01℄ uses the SIFT -features proposed by [Low99℄ to build
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up a 3D map of the robot. Later on, Lowe in [Low04℄ provides a more in-
depth development and analysis of [Low99℄ and at the same time it presents
improvements in stability and feature invariane.
[DBZ04℄ presents a mapping approah to the sene based on ative stereo vision,
and an oupany grid framework is used for the fusion and the representation
of range data vision. [SPK05℄ introdues a method for building an oupany
grid from a monoular olour amera. He also desribes the fusion proess from
amera data with the data from range nder. [SPK05℄ also desribes how the
oupany grid an be used for path planning with harmoni potential eld.
In 1995 Wallner and Dillmann ombined sonar and stereo vision. It was shown in
this paper that the ombination of both sensors is advantageous due to the om-
plementary error harateristis of both sensing devies with respet to range and
angular resolution. The mobile robot alled PRIAMOS served as experimental
testbed.
Seond ategory.
(c) Path planning deals with knowledge of the environment or world model
in whih a path has to be determined in order for the mobile robot to navigate.
The path must be planned so that the robot does not ollide with obstales in
the environment and so that the planned motion is onsistent with the kinemati
onstrains of the mobile robot.
Khatib in [Kha85℄ introdued the use of potential funtions for robot path plan-
ning based on the artiial potential eld whih is a disretization of the ong-
uration spae of the robot into a regular grid and searhing for an appropriate
path within that grid. In this approah, the robot is onsidered as a partile in
the onguration spae moving under the inuene of an artiial potential eld.
The potential eld onsists of the sum of an attrative potential eld generated
by the goal and a repulsive potential generated by the obstales [Lat91℄. Other
authors [Mye85, Kod87℄ have used a variety of potential funtions, all based on
the underlying sheme introdued by Khatib. A drawbak of this method is that
it does not prelude the spontaneous reation of loal minima other than the goal.
Connolly [CBW90℄ presented a method for smooth robot paths, whih omputes
solutions to Laplae's equation to generate a potential funtions. The Laplae
equation an be thought of as governing the shape of a thing membrane whih in
this ase is the environment of the robot. In this membrane obstales positions
are pulled up, and goal positions are pulled down. If a ball is dropped on this
membrane it always reahes the goal position and will never touh the obstales.
The trajetory of the ball an be seen as the solutions of Laplae's equation alled
harmoni funtions [Con94b℄. These funtions do not exhibit the loal minima
problem whih plague the potential eld method. Two years later, Connolly
showed in his paper [Con92℄ that harmoni funtions have a number of other
properties, whih are essential to roboti appliations. These properties strongly
reommend harmoni funtions as a mehanism for robot ontrol.
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1.3 Objetives and Contributions
A key issue in the appliation of fusion methods is the aurate onversion of
physial measurements in an internal model to whih the atual fusion method
will be applied. Furthermore, the autonomous mobile robot needs to be able to
form models of its loal environment based on the measurement of the mounted
sensors.
In order to be able to takle the problem of aquiring sensor data information and
ombining it into a model representation from whih the layout of the environment
an be understood by the robot, it is therefore neessary to onsider various
solution strategies.
In this ontext, the main objetives of this thesis an broadly be lassied in
 Finding a proper ombination of sensors.
 Finding strategies to aurately represent sensor information into a spatial
representation.
 Finding sensor fusion strategies to ombine sensor information into the on-
strution of the robot environment.
Within this framework, the main ontributions of the work done in this thesis
an be outlined in the following:
1. A probabilisti SIFT-desriptor model, whih enodes stereo vision infor-
mation in a spatial representation has been onstruted. The model takes
into aount the unertainty inherited in stereo vision measurements.
2. It was proposed to apply the SIFT algorithm, whih mainly was developed
to be applied in objet reognition tasks, in the eld of sensor data fusion
and map building in mobile robots. This led to a new ontribution in the
proess of generating maps for robot path planning based on sensor data
fusion.
3. The use of Dempster-Shafer and Bayesian theories for multisensor fusion
of data generated using the SIFT algorithm and other sensor models were
implemented, ompared and analysed using pratial measurements. These
experiments ontributed with new insight into the relative advantages of
eah approah. It was found that the theory of evidene an improve
the map building proess for autonomous robots, in the sense that the
Dempster-Shafer approah performs better than the Bayes approah in
terms of dening an oupied area. On the other hand, the Bayesian ap-
proah was found to perform slightly better in terms of omputational time
of the proess of fusing the sensor data readings ompared with the Demp-
ster approah.
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4. A layer arhiteture for multisensor data fusion in mobile robots was pro-
posed. The arhiteture mainly ombines the dierent aspets in the hi-
erarhial proess of data interpretation and integration whih have been
ahieved during the researh of this thesis. It shows an alternative way of
map building based on sensor fusion readings for path planning purposes
ompared to similar arhitetures that have been presented into the sien-
ti ommunity.
The ndings from this PhD study were presented to the researh ommunity in
the following artiles:
 Alfredo Chávez Plasenia and Jan Dimon Bendtsen, Sensor Fusion -Sonar
and Stereo Vision, Using Oupany Grids and SIFT . In Proeedings of the
IEEE International Conferene on Dynamis, Instrumentation and Control,
(CDIC'06), pages 303− 314, 2006.
 Alfredo Chávez Plasenia and Petr t¥pán. Sensor Data Fusion. In Pro-
eedings of the IEEE Conferene on Advanes in Cybernetis Systems, pages
20− 25, Sheeld University, United Kingdom, September 2006.
 Alfredo Chávez and Hetor Raposo. Robot path Planning Using SIFT and
Sonar Sensor Fusion. In Proeedings of the 7th WSEAS International Con-
ferene on Robotis, Control and Manufaturing Tehnology, ROCOM'07,
pages 251− 256, Hagzhou, China, April 2007.
 Alfredo Chávez Plasenia and Jan Dimon Bendtsen. Hierarhial Sensor
Fusion Struture for a Mobile Robot Path Planning Using SIFT and Sonar
Measurements. IEEE Systems, Man and Cybernetis Soiety, 2007.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is strutured as follows.
Chapter 2 provides a review about multisensor fusion and integration in mobile
robots. It stresses the neessity of having an existing knowledge about the eld
and gives the basi theory of whih the thesis is build on.
Chapter 3 addresses the neessity to reate a SIFT -desriptor model. A model
whih take into aount the unertainty in stereo vision measurements is pro-
posed. The model represents stereo vision measurements into spatial representa-
tion for sensor fusion purposes.
Chapter 4 presents a general hierarhial struture (arhiteture) for sensor data
fusion in mobile robots, then, a sensor data fusion appliation of this arhiteture
is given. The arhiteture is divided into layers, and eah layer ontains a spei
appliation within the arhiteture. The layers range from a simple olletion of
data from the environment to a more abstrat representation of the environment.
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The layers is a olletion of appliations that have been implemented during the
PhD researh projet.
Chapter 5 deals with experiments based on Bayes' rule of ombination. Bayesian
approah allows the inremental updating of the oupany grid using readings
from sensors suh as sonar, stereo vision system, and laser range nder.
Chapter 6. This hapter shows the feasibility in applying Demspter's rule of
ombination to integrate and update the evidential maps generated from sensor
readings suh as sonar, and stereo vision system.
Chapter 7. This hapter presents similarities and dierenes between Bayes and
Dempster-Shafer formalisms. This hapter also presents a omparative study
of Bayesian vs. Dempster-Shafer theory based sensor fusion. Meanwhile it
gives a thorough omparison between the maps generated from Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6. It also deals with the omputational omplexity and time require-
ments of the algorithms whih have been run and tested in this thesis.
Chapter 8 briey touhes path planning experiments based on the potential eld
paradigm.
Chapter 9 outlines the onlusion of the thesis and, points to future researh
work.
Appendix A. This appendix presents some basi onepts of omputer vision
needed in this thesis.
Appendix B shows the data aquisition aquired by the mobile robot Pio-
neer3AT from Atimedia Robotis during its path. The data is simply presented
as plots.
Appendix C. This appendix shows some mathematial proofs.
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Chapter2
Proper implementation of the sensor data fusion approah requires existing knowl-
edge about the eld. However, it is well known that the eld of sensor data fusion
has only very reently begun to attrat serious attention. This hapter presents
an overview of some of the existing theory available in the literature needed in
order to implement the sensor data fusion approah.
The hapter is divided as follows: Setion 2.1 refers to the sensor data fusion
approah; a distintion is made between multisensor integration and multisensor
fusion. The sensor data fusion arhiteture is introdued and reviewed and how
it an be used for sensor data fusion is also onsidered. There is a review of the
multisensor fusion algorithms but speial attention is paid to inferene methods.
Two attrative methods are onsidered in the development of this researh suh
as Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer methods whih are reviewed in setions 2.3 and
2.4 respetively.
An internal representation of the environment is needed in order to implement
the sensor data fusion arhiteture, two internal representations based on spatial
deomposition are analysed (oupany grids and Dempster-Shafer grids) in se-
tion 2.5. Sensors are the means by whih a mobile robot an interat with its
surroundings. Setion 2.6 presents a taxonomy of the sensors used in autonomous
systems. Sensor models are needed in order to interpret and abstrat the phys-
ial sensor readings. Setion 2.7 deals with sensor models. SIFT is the stereo
vision algorithm used in this thesis. Setion 2.8 ontains a review of the SIFT
algorithm.
Setion 2.9 addresses the motion planning approah whih is one of the hallenges
on the design of autonomous mobile robots that enables the robot to plan its own
motion. The setion touhes; the simpliation of the motion planning problem,
the onguration spae of the robot (Roadmap and Potential eld navigation
methods). However, emphasis is given to the potential eld. Setion 2.10 presents
the onlusion of the hapter.
2.1 Sensor Data Fusion
This setion presents an overview of the potential advantages of integrating
and/or fusing data as well as the multisensor fusion methods used in mobile
robot appliations. In order to ahieve autonomy in an intelligent system like a
mobile robot, it must be able to sense the environment. Sensing is ahieved by
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sensors and these are required to provide useful information about the robot's
surroundings; this information an be used to ontinuously learn about the world
and the mobile robot an use it to reate its own world model and update it as
the robot moves around and by onsequene giving full autonomy to the robot
so that it may operate without human intervention. It will be impossible for a
mobile robot to interat with its surroundings without sensing and all the tasks
the robot has to perform must be programmed a-priori. It is also impossible
for a single sensor to fully and aurately determine the urrent status of the
environment all by itself. In this ase, the system must gather information from
dierent soures and rely on the fusion of sensor data to inrease its apabilities.
Some denitions of sensor data fusion an be found in the literature.
[KZK97℄ denes sensor fusion as the proess of integrating data from distintly
dierent sensors for deteting objets, and for estimating parameters and states
needed for robot self-loalisation, map making, path planning, path omputing,
motion planning and motion exeution.
[LYS02, LK90, LK89℄ give the following denition: Multisensor integration refers
to the synergisti use of information by multiple sensory devies to assist in the
aomplishment of a task by the system. Sensor fusion refers to any stage in
the integration proess where there is an atual ombination of dierent soures
of sensory information into one representational format. Potential advantages in
integrating and/or fusing information orrespond to the notions of redundany,
omplementary, timeless and ost of the information provided by the system.
Charaterisation of multisensor fusion an take plae at signal, pixel, feature,
and symbol level. Current work in the eld overs a wide range of multisen-
sor fusion algorithms suh as estimation, lassiation, and artiial intelligent
methods. The fous in this thesis is plaed on the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer
theory methods. The methods belong to the group of inferene methods [LYS02℄.
2.1.1 Multisensor Integration
As it was mentioned before; multisensor integration is the synergisti use of the
information provided by multiple sensory devies to assist in the aomplishment
of a task by the system. In this sense, the external sensors provide the system
with useful information onerning some features in the environment that an be
used by the system for dierent purposes. The potential advantages in integrating
and/or fusing data from multiple sensors orrespond respetively to the notions
of redundany, omplementary, timeless and ost of the information [LK90℄.
 Redundant; it is redundant beause the same feature in the environment
is pereived by a singular sensor over time or by a group of sensors. The
fusion of redundant information an redue the overall unertainty and thus
inrease the auray whih the system pereives the features from the
environment.
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 Complementary; it is omplementary beause dierent features in the envi-
ronment are pereived by dierent sensors. This means that the information
from multiple sensors allows features in the environment to be pereived
that are impossible to pereive using a single sensor working separately.
 More timely; refers to the speed of the information. Multiple sensors an
ahieve the same speed as a single sensor due to either the atual speed
of operation of a single sensor or the proessing parallelism that ould be
ahieved as a part of the integration proess.
 Less Costly. It refers to the ontext of a system with multiple sensors where
the information an be obtained at lesser osts ompared with the informa-
tion of a single sensor. In other words, the total ost of the information of
a single sensor must be ompared with the total ost of the information of
the integrated multisensor system.
Autonomous systems like a mobile robot an have dierent approahes for mul-
tisensor integration depending of the sensors to be used and the task to be
done. But, ertain basi funtions are ommon to most implementations. Luo in
[LK90, LYS02℄ desribes a general system for multisensor integration; the former
an be depited in gure 2-1. The diagram shown in this gure is a omposite of
the basi funtions whih will be desribed below.
 Sensors; a group of n dierent sensors that provide an input to the integra-
tion proess.
 Sensor Model; The data from the sensors must be eetively modelled before
it is used by the integration. A sensor model represents the unertainty
and the error in the data from eah sensor. This unertainty an often be
adequately modelled as a Gaussian distribution.
 Sensor Registration; Before the data is fused, it has to be ommensurate
both in spatial and temporal dimensions i.e. the data refers to the same
loation in the environment over the same time period.
 Sensory Proessing; Fusion is done at the symbol, feature, pixel and signal
level, and this step is desribed in subsetion 2.1.2. If the data of a sensor is
signiantly dierent from other sensors and does not need to be fused then
it an be separated from the fusion proess. Guiding refers to the situation
when data of a sensor will be used to guide the operation of other sensors
in the system.
 World Model; The data gathered from the dierent devies an be used to
either onstrut a world model dynamially during operation or to be added
to a predened model of the world. The world model is usually dened in
terms of high level representation for multisensor mobile robot navigation
and ontrol.
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Figure 2-1: Funtional diagram of multisensor integration and fusion
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 Sensor seletion; Selets the best sensor onguration when the robot is
performing a task.
2.1.2 Multisensor Fusion
As it is stated above, multisensor fusion refers to any stage in the integration
proess where there is an atual ombination of dierent soures of sensory in-
formation into one representational format. The fusion of data from multiple
sensors an take plae at dierent levels in the representation proess. A useful
ategorisation is to onsider multisensor fusion as taking plae at the signal, pixel,
feature and symbol level [LK90, LK89℄.
 Signal-Level Fusion; the sensors in this fusion level must have a great degree
of registration. This means that the signals from the sensors must be in
temporal as well as in spatial registration. i.e. the signals an be regis-
tered spatially by having the sensors o-aligned in the same platform. The
resulting signal from the fusion proess is usually of the same form as the
original signal but with greater quality. Random variables an be used to
model the signals from the sensors.
 Pixel-Level Fusion; the sensors in this level of fusion ome from a single
image sensor (like a CMOS or CDC amera), or a group of sensors (like
a stereo pair of ameras). The fused image an be reated either by the
fusion of pixel-by-pixel or by the fusion of assoiated loal neighbourhoods
of pixels in eah of the images. The sensor registration an be ahieved if
either a single sensor or multiple sensors provide the same resolution and
share the same optis and mehanis. Tasks like segmentation or feature
extration an be improved by the fusion of multisensor data at the pixel
level. A sequene of images from a single sensor and images from a stereo
pair are good andidates for pixel-level fusion.
 Feature-Level Fusion; when multiple sensors report similar features at the
same loation in the environment, the likelihood that the features atually
present an be inreased and the auray with whih they are measured
an be improved. Additional features an be reated as a result of the fusion
proess and they an be a omposite of the omponent features. In order to
ahieve the feature-level fusion, the sensors an be plaed either in the same
platform or in a dierent one, making the sensor registration less stringent
than those for signal and pixel level fusion. Typial features extrated from
an image and used for fusion inlude edges and regions of similar intensity
or depth.
 Symbol-Level Fusion; a symbol omes from mathing sensory information
into a model, and it also assoiates the degree sensory information mathes
the model. Symbol-level fusion an be done at the highest level of abstra-
tion and an be the only means of sensory information that an be fused if
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the information provided by the sensor is very dissimilar or orresponds to
dierent regions in the environment. A statistial inferene an be used for
symbol level fusion; the symbols to be fused are represented as onditional
probability expressions and their unertainty measures orrespond to the
probability measures assoiated with the expressions.
On the dierent levels of sensor data fusion, signal, pixel, feature and symbol
level, appropriate algorithms an aordingly be applied to fuse the sensory data.
2.1.3 Multisensor Fusion Algorithms
This setion is not intended to give a thorough explanation of the existing algo-
rithms found in the literature, for that look at the soures [LYS02, LK89, LK90,
HS90℄. Albeit, this setion is intended to give a brief explanation of the alterna-
tives onsidered to be applied in this thesis and the delimitation of the sope of
the hosen algorithms.
The sensor fusion data algorithms onsidered in the sope of this thesis are briey
desribed as follows:
 Bayesian method. This method is lassied as an Inferene one. And, it
allows multisensory information to be ombined aording to the rules of
probability theory. Bayes' rule of ombination is the mathematial formu-
lation that allows the ombination of a priori probability of a hypothesis,
the onditional probability of an observation given a hypothesis, and a pos-
teriori probability of a hypothesis. The Bayesian theory has been used to
model unertainty in many disiples, suh as sensor fusion, [HS90, LYS02℄.
 Dempster-Shafer method. This method is also onsidered to belong to the
lass of inferene methods. And, it is also onsidered to be a method to
model unertainty. It mainly onsists of representing hypothesis as a evi-
denes. The Dempster's rule of ombination is the heart of the Dempster-
Shafer theory. And, it is the mathematial formulation that allows the
ombination of multisensor information, [HS90, LYS02℄.
 Fuzzy Logi. This method is onsidered to belong to the lass of artiial
intelligene methods. It an also be onsidered as a possibilisti approah in
the sense that the method does not assign probabilities to the propositions
but instead it assigns membership values to propositions. These values are
real numbers ranging from zero to one. The multisensory information is
performed with speial rules of ombination of fuzzy values.
 Artiial Neural Networks. This method is also onsidered as being part of
the artiial intelligene methods. A neural network mainly onsists of lay-
ers of proessing elements that may be interonneted in a variety of ways.
Neurons an be trained to represent sensor information and through asso-
iate realled neurons be ativated in response to dierent sensor stimuli,
[LYS02℄.
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Eah sensor fusion method previously mentioned is unique to some extend. The
Bayesian is the oldest approah and the one with strongest foundation. The
Dempster-Shafer method is a reent attempt to allow more interpretation of
what unertainty is all about. Both methods oer approahes to some of the
fundamental problems of sensor fusion: information unertainty, onits, and
inompleteness [Bra00℄. Due to this fat, the inlination of using Bayes and
Dempster-Shafer approahes have been taken into onsideration to arry out the
fusion proess along the researh in this thesis.
In [LYS02℄, a lassiation and an overview of sensor data algorithms is presented.
The lassiation is shown in the table 2-1. In general, estimation methods an be
used at signal level fusion. Classiation methods an be used in pixel and feature
level fusion. Inferene methods an be eetively used for symbol level fusion due
to their apabilities of evidential reasoning. Artiial intelligene methods are
seen as an advaned version of the estimation, the lassiation and the inferene
methods. As a result, they an eetively ondut sensor fusion at dierent levels
[LYS02℄. In the following setions a detailed overview of the Bayesian Inferene
and Dempster-Shafer method will be presented.
2.1.4 Sensor Data Fusion Arhiteture
For a spei task at hand, a Sensor Data Fusion (SDF ) arhiteture is intro-
dued. Most of the features of this arhiteture an be related to the multisensor
integration. A thorough theoretial treatment of suh arhiteture is presented
in the work of Durrant-Whyte [DW88b℄. Under this arhiteture the mobile
robot should be able to fuse dierent readings from dierent modalities of sen-
sors. Fusion an be applied at any stage in the hierarhy arhiteture of the
fusion proess. In this way, the readings of the dierent kind of sensors must be
onverted to the internal representation. This internal representation is ommon
to all the sensors. The fusion of the data of all the sensors is performed in this
internal representation. For instane, a mobile robot is equipped with dierent
sensors like sonar, amera, infrared and laser. Eah of them speaks a dierent
language, i.e. the information they provide is dierent from eah other. In order
to fuse these disparate sensor readings it is neessary that they speak the same
ommon language before the fusion proess is arried out. In other words, all
sensors must onvert their measurements to a ommon internal representation
before the fusion is performed. Three types of sensor data fusion methods are
distinguished under this arhiteture, and they are: omplementary, ompetitive
and ooperative fusion methods.
 Complementary fusion : is the proess of fusing inomplete measure-
ments from several disparate sensors. Inomplete is referring to the fat
that a single sensor is not able to sense the whole environment. As an ex-
ample, onsider the fusion of range sensors plaed on a ring with a stereo
vision system, where the sonars measure dierent parts of the environment
and the stereo vision system an apture other features of the sene.
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Estimation methods Non-reursive:
 Weighted Average
 Least Squares
Reursive:
 Kalman Filtering
 Extended Kalman Filtering
Classiation methods
 Parametri Templates
 Cluster Analysis
 Learning Vetor Quantisa-
tion (LVQ)
 K-means Clustering
 Kohonen Feature Map
 ART, ARTMAP, Fuzzy-
ART Network
Inferene methods
 Bayesian Inferene
 Dempster-Shafer Method
 Generalised Evidene Pro-
essing
Artiial intelligene methods
 Expert System
 Adaptive Neural Network
 Fuzzy Logi
Table 2-1: Classiation of sensor data fusion algorithms
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 Competitive fusion : It is the proess of fusing redundant information
from several soures. The word redundant means multiple sensors extrat-
ing the same information. An example is a range reading from a sonar and
the depth from a pair of ameras where both sensors are pointing to the
same obstale. In this way the distane to the objet an be omputed
more aurately. This type of fusion tends to redue the unertainty in the
measurement.
 Cooperative fusion : It is the proess of fusing dierent sensors where the
readings of one sensor relies on the reading of the other to make its own
observation. A typial example is to onvert 2D images of visual sensors
-using triangulation- to a single sensor measurement -depth to the feature-.
The SDF arhiteture is skethed in gure 2-2. Cooperative fusion is handled
by sensor 2 and sensor 3, in this ase it ould be two ameras in stereo vision
mode ooperating to estimate a single objet. Competitive fusion is handled by
the output of the ooperative fusion and the output of sensor 1; they ompete
to give a better estimation of the objet. Complementary fusion is handled by
sensor 4 and the output of the ompetitive fusion; they omplement the internal
model by estimating the other objet in the sene.
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Figure 2-2: Shows a SDF arhiteture and how oopera-
tive,omplementary and ompetitive fusion are performed.
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2.2 Fundamentals of Probability Theory
Modern probability theory began in 1600′s by Pasal and other mathematiians.
Sine then it has been developed extensively and being applied to many elds.
This setion deals with fundamental onepts of probability theory.
Denition 2.2.1. (Statistial experiment)[Wal97℄
A statistial experiment is dened as any proess that generates data.
Denition 2.2.2. (Sample spae (S))[Wal97℄
A sample spae S is dened as the set of all possible outomes of a statistial
experiment. Eah outome of the sample spae is alled element.
Denition 2.2.3. (Event)[Wal97℄
An event is a subset of the sample spae S.
Denition 2.2.4. (Complement)[Wal97℄
A omplement of an event A with respet of the sample spae of S is dened as
all the elements of S that are not in A, denoted as ¬A.
Denition 2.2.5. (Intersetion)[Wal97℄
The intersetion of two events A and B, denoted as A ∩B, is dened as the set
ontaining all elements that are ommon to A and B.
Denition 2.2.6. (Mutually exlusive)[Wal97℄
Two events are mutually exlusive if the intersetion between them has no ele-
ments in ommon and it is represented as A ∩B = ∅,
Denition 2.2.7. (Union)[Wal97℄
The union of two events, denoted as A∪B, is the set ontaining all elements that
belongs to A or B or both.
Denition 2.2.8. (Probability of an event)[Wal97℄
Let N be a dierent equally likely outomes from a experiment, and, exatly n of
these outomes orrespond to the event A, then the probability P (·) of an event
A is dened as,
P (A) =
n
N
(2-1)
Remark 2.2.1.
The probability of an event A range between 0 and 1, the probability of an empty
set is 0, and, the probability of S is one, as stated as follows,
0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1, P (∅) = 0, and, P (S) = 1
Theorem 2.2.1. (Additive rule)
The probability additive rule of two dierent events is dened as,
P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B)− P (A ∩B) (2-2)
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Proof. See [Wal97℄.
Corollary 2.2.1. If A and B are mutually exlusive, then
P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B) (2-3)
Theorem 2.2.2. (Complementary events)
If A and ¬A are omplementary events, then
P (A) + P (¬A) = 1 (2-4)
Proof. See [Wal97℄.
Denition 2.2.9. (Conditional probability)
P (B|A) represents the onditional probability of an event B given an event A
and it is dened as follows
P (B|A) =
P (A ∩B)
P (A)
if P (A) > 0 (2-5)
Denition 2.2.10. (Independent events)
Two events, A and B, are independent if and only if
P (A ∩B) = P (A)P (B)
P (B ∩A) = P (B)P (A)
P (B|A) = P (B)
P (A|B) = P (A) (2-6)
Corollary 2.2.2. If the events A1, A1, A2, A3, An are mutually exlusive then
P (A1 ∪A2 ∪A3 ∪ · · · ∪An) = P (A1) + P (A2) + P (A3) + · · ·+ P (An) (2-7)
2.3 Bayesian Inferene
Bayesian inferene is a statistial inferene method in whih observations (evi-
denes) are used to update or infer (onlude) the probability that a hypothesis
may be true. The name Bayesian inferene omes from the use of Bayes' theorem
in the inferene of the proess. Bayesian inferene is an approah to statistis
in whih all forms of unertainty are expressed in terms of probability. Bayes'
theorem is also known as Bayes' rule [SB88, Kle04, BT73, HH88, Wal97℄.
Theorem 2.3.1. (Bayes' rule) If the events B1, B2, ..., Bk onstitute a partition
in the sample spae S, where P (Bj 6= 0) for j = 1, 2, ..., k, then for any event A
in S suh that P (A) 6= 0.
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi ∩A)∑k
j=1 P (Bj ∩A)
=
P (Bi)P (A|Bi)∑k
j=1 P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
(2-8)
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for i = 1, 2, ..., k
Proof. Refer to appendix C.
 Bi is one of the i mutually exlusive (disjoint) events to be estimated.
 A is the evidene event.
 P (Bi) is the prior probability of the event Bi. It is "prior" in the sense that
it does not take into aount any information about A.
 P (Bi|A) is the onditional probability of Bi given A. It is also alled the
posterior probability beause it is derived from or depends upon the spei-
ed value of A.
 P (A|Bi) is the onditional probability of A given Bi.

∑k
i=1 P (Bj ∩ A) =
∑k
j=1 P (Bj)P (A|Bj) is the total probability of A, and
ats as a normalising fator.
2.4 Dempster-Shafer Theory
The mathematial theory of evidene proposed by Glenn Shafer [Sha76℄ is an
extension of the work made by Dempster [Dem68, Dem67℄. The work is om-
monly referred to as the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory. This theory is based on
belief funtions and plausible reasoning, whih is used to ombine separate piees
of information (evidene) to alulate the probability of an event. In the past
years the theory has begun to reeive inreasing interest from the AI ommu-
nity as a potentially useful tool for manipulating unertain information [HH88℄.
The Dempster-Shafer theory is mainly haraterised by a frame of disernment
(FOD), basi probability assignment (bpa), belief (Bel) and plausibility (Pls)
funtions and the Dempster's rule of ombination [PNDW98℄. These terms are
reviewed in the following.
2.4.1 Frame of Disernment
Denition 2.4.1. (frame of disernment)[HH88℄
Let Θ be the set of propositions that are mutually exlusive and exhaustive in the
sample spae S, suh that,
Θ = {a1, a2, ..., an} (2-9)
Θ is alled the frame of disernment (FOD). Eah proposition in Θ is alled
singleton. Any subset of Θ (inluding Θ itself, the empty set, ∅, and eah of the
singletons) is alled hypothesis. 2Θ is alled the power set of Θ whih is in fat
the set of all subsets of Θ.
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Example 2.4.1.
Assuming that there is a set of ve propositions {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2}. {a1, a2, a3}
belongs to the set A, and {b1, b2} belongs to the set B. The set {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2} is
alled the frame of disernment. a1,a2,a3,b1 and b2 are alled the singletons. Any
subset of {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2} is alled a hypothesis; i.e. {a1, a2, a3} is the hypothesis
that the propositions {a1, a2, a3} belong to the set A.
2.4.2 Basi Probabilisti Assignment and Belief Funtions
Denition 2.4.2. (basi probability assignment)[Sha76, HH88℄
If Θ is a frame of disernment, the mass funtion m : 2Θ → [0, 1] is alled basi
probability assignment (bpa) whenever
m(∅) = 0 (2-10)∑
A⊂2Θ
m(A) = 1 (2-11)
The basi probability assignment is a funtion that assigns to eah hypothesis a
basi probability number whih is in the range of [0, 1] and must sum to 1.
Remark 2.4.1. If Θ = (a1, a2) and 2
Θ = {∅, a1, a2, (a1, a2)} then m(∅)+m(a1)+
m(a2) +m(a1, a2) = 1. The basi probability assignment for Θ is to be dened
as 1−the basi probability assignment for all proper subsets of Θ, e.g. m(Θ) =
1−m(a1)−m(a2).
Example 2.4.2.
Taking the set A from example 2.4.1 and assuming that Θ = (a1, a2, a3) and
m(a1, a2) = 0.6, m(a3) = 0.2. Sine the addition over all hypothesis must be
one; and the basi probability assignment for Θ is 1 minus the basi probability
assignment for all proper subsets of Θ. m(a1, a2, a3) = 1−(m(a1, a1)+m(a3)) =
0.2. The basi probability number for the rest of the subsets is zero.
Theorem 2.4.1. (Belief funtion)[Sha76℄
If Θ is a frame of disernment, then a funtion Bel : 2Θ → [0, 1] is a belief
funtion if and only if it satises the following onditions:
Bel(∅) = 0
Bel(Θ) =
∑
A⊂2Θ
m(A) = 1
Bel
(
n⋃
i=1
Ai
)
≥
∑
I⊂{1,...,n};I 6=∅
(−1)|I|+1Bel(
⋂
iǫI
Ai)
Proof. See [Lat91℄
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The rst and seond onditions of the theorem 2.4.1 follow immediately from the
rst and seond onditions of the denition of a basi probability assignment 2.4.2.
The last ondition of 2.4.1 means that more than one belief funtion ontributing
evidene over Θ an be summed, and that the resulting belief in a proposition
an be higher after the summation.
One interesting funtion in Dempster Shafer theory is alled vauous belief fun-
tion. This funtion is the simplest in struture and is dened as follows.
Denition 2.4.3. (Vauous funtion) [Sha76℄
If Θ is a frame of disernment, and the set of all subsets of Θ is 2Θ suh that
A ⊂ 2Θ, the vauous funtion Bel : 2Θ → [0, 1] is dened by,
Bel =
{
m(Θ) = 1
m(A) = 0 for all A 6= Θ
(2-12)
The vauous funtion is used to represent omplete ignorane, e.g. it represents
the situation where there is no evidene about Θ at all.
Denition 2.4.4. (Lak of vauous funtion)
If Θ is a frame of disernment, and the set of all subsets of Θ is 2Θ suh that
A ⊂ 2Θ, the lak of vauous funtion Bel : 2Θ → [0, 1] is dened by,
Bel =
{
m(Θ) = 0
m(A) = 1 for all A 6= Θ
(2-13)
The lak of vauous funtion represents lak of ignorane or full evidene, e.g. it
represents the situation where there is full evidene about A 6= Θ.
2.4.3 Plausibility and Unertainty Interval.
Denition 2.4.5. (Plausibility) [PNDW98℄
If Θ is a frame of disernment, then a funtion Pls : 2Θ → [0, 1] with the following
properties,
Pls(A) = 1−Bel(¬A) = 1−
∑
∀B:B(A
m(B)
Pls(A)−Bel(A) ≥ 0
Pls(A ∪B) = max(Pls(A), P ls(B))
is alled plausibility funtion.
Remark 2.4.2. In the rst property ¬A is used to denote the set omplement of
A. The Pls(A) an be thought as the amount of evidene that does not support
its negation. The seond property tells that Bel(A) ≤ Pls(A) for all A.
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Example 2.4.3.
Suppose that the evidene of a belief that belongs to lass A is;
Bel({a1, a2, a3}) = 0.8 and the belief that belongs to lass B is; Bel({b1, b2}) =
0.0. Moreover, The disbelief of a sensor reading be of lass A is; Bel(¬{a1, a2, a3}) =
Bel({b1, b2}) = 0.0. The plausibility that a sensor reading is of lass A is 1 −
Bel(¬{a1, a2, a3}) = 1 − Bel({b1, b2} = 1. It is inferred that Bel({a1, a2, a3}) ≤
Pls({a1, a2, a3}).
Denition 2.4.6. (Unertainty interval) [Kle04℄
Bel(A) and Pls(A) are often denoted as lower and upper probabilities respetively.
The unertainty interval is dened as the interval between Bel(A) and Pls(A) e.g.
[Bel(A), P ls(A)], where
uncertainty interval = Pls(A)−Bel(A)
Example 2.4.4.
In Example 2.4.3, Bel(A) = 0.8 and Plas(A) = 1 form an unertainty interval
of [0.8, 1] where its length is 0.20. The value of 0.8 implies partial evidene to A.
The plausibility of one indiates that there is no diret evidene to refute A sine
Pls(A) = 1 − Bel(¬A) = 1 thus Bel(¬A) = 0, this allows all the unertainty
interval to move to the support of A.
2.4.4 Dempster's Rule of Combination
Dempster's rule of ombination enables to ompute the orthogonal sum (⊕) be-
tween two or more Bel funtions over the same frame of disernment but based
on distint bodies of evidene [Sha76℄.
In the sequel, a Dempster's rule of ombination for two Bel funtions will be
desribed. First, a foal element is dened.
Denition 2.4.7. (Foal element) [Sha76℄
A subset A of 2Θ is alled foal element of a Bel funtion if m(A) > 0.
In order to takle the explanation of the Dempster' rule of ombination, A and
B are dened as A = {Ai|Ai ∈ 2Θ} for i = 1, ..., k and B = {Bj |Bj ∈ 2Θ}
for j = 1, ..., l. Eah element Ai and Bj are the foal elements. Bel1 and Bel2
are the Bel funtions over A and B respetively. Sine the summation of the
basi probability assignment of all foal elements in eah belief funtion must be
one; eah belief funtion an be represented as a unit line of length one. Eah
segment element in that line represents the basi probability assignment of the
foal elements. It an be depited in gures 2-5(a) and 2-5(b).
The two number lines an form orthogonal axes forming a square of unit area of
one, this an be seen in gure 2-4. The interior of the square an be divided into
subregions where eah region or partition has a size of m(Ai) ×m(Bj) where it
represents the amount of belief assoiated with the intersetion Ai ∩Bj , as seen
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Bel1
0 1
m(Ai)m(A1) m(Ak)
(a)
. . . . . .
Bel2
0 1
m(B1) m(Bj ) m(Bl)
(b)
Figure 2-3: (a) Belief funtion Bel1 represented as a line of segment one,
eah segment in the line represents the bpa of eah foal ele-
ment. (b) Belief funtion Bel2 represented as a line of segment
one, eah segment in the line represents the bpa of eah foal
element.
as a shadow area in gure 2-4. In other words, the joint eet of Bel1(Ai) and
Bel2(Bj) is ommitted exatly to Ai ∩ Bj . If Zk ⊂ 2Θ, it may be that more
than one of these retangles are ommitted to Zk, So that the basi probability
assignment of these retangles an be omputed as equation 2-14.
m(Zk) =
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bi⊂Zk;Zk 6=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj) (2-14)
One of the problems with this approah is that if some of the retangles ommit
to the empty set i.e. m(Ai) × m(Bj) = ∅, no belief mass an be assigned to
∅. This problem is solved by disarding the area produed by all the retangles
ommitted to ∅ and the area for ∅ is distributed equally to eah of the nonempty
areas; eah area gets a little bit bigger and the sum of them is equal one. This
proess is alled normalisation and an be ahieved by multiplying 2-14 by the
fator 2-15
K =

1− ∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)


−1
(2-15)
The above assumptions brings up with a formulation of a formal theorem of
Dempster's rule of ombination.
Theorem 2.4.2. (Dempster's rule of ombination) [Sha76℄
Suppose Bel1 and Bel2 are belief funtions over the same frame of disern-
ment Θ, with basi probability assignment in eah foal element, e.g. {m(A1), · ·
·,m(Ak)} and {m(B1), ···,m(Bl)} respetively. The belief funtion given by m(Zk)
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m(Bl)
m(Bj)
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m(A1) m(Ai) m(Ak)
Figure 2-4: Combination of two belief funtions (Bel1 and Bel2). Eah
funtion represents and axis. The total belief funtion repre-
sents an area of one. The shadow area represents the interse-
tion.
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. . . . . .
Bel2
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(b)
Figure 2-5: (a) Belief funtion Bel1, represented as a line of segment one.
Eah segment in the line represents the bpa of eah foal ele-
ment. (b) Belief funtion Bel2 represented as a line of segment
one; eah segment in the line represents the bpa of eah foal
element.
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is alled orthogonal sum of Bel1 and Bel2 and is represented as Bel1 ⊕Bel2,
m(Zk) = Bel1 ⊕Bel2 = K
−1
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bi⊂Zk;Zk 6=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj) (2-16)
K = 1−
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj) (2-17)
with ondition ∑
∀Ai,Bj∈Λ:Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj) < 1 (2-18)
Proof. See [Lat91℄
If ondition 2-18 does not hold, then the orthogonal sum Bel1 ⊕ Bel2 does not
exist.
Some remarks are drawn. These two belief funtions are independent and have
at least one foal element in ommon. The two belief funtions an be ombined
by nding the foal intersetions for eah Zk, where Z is the set of all subsets
produed by Ai ∩ Bj . The denominator in equation 2-16 is the normalisation
term.
2.5 Internal Representations
How an the robot establish whih parts of the environment are free for navi-
gation, reognise regions or loations and reognise spei objets within the
environment?. The answer to this question must be found in the robot's internal
representation of its spae. This internal representation must be hosen so that it
is ommon to all sensors. This means that sensors from dierent modalities must
be onverted to the internal representation in advane before the fusion proess
is arried out. It must also represent the estimation and the unertainty values
or the ondene of the true parameters. The fusion proess for dierent sensors
must be feasible under this internal representation. Conversion of sensor data
from the physial measurements to the internal representation should be arried
out without diulties.
[DJ00℄ formulates that the simplest solution to the best representation of a robot's
spae is to let the environment represent itself and not to onstrut an internal
representation of the environment at all. Aording to this approah, plans an
only be on instantaneous sensory input and long-term planning is diult to
aomplish though. In order to do long-term path planning the robot needs an
internal representation of the environment. This setion will desribe the two
fundamental paradigms of internal representations: metri and topologial. The
taxonomy of spatial representation for mobile robots is depited in gure 2-6.
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spatial internal representations
         for mobile robots
topological internal
    representation
metric internal
representation
geometric internal
    representation
grid based internal
   representation
occupancy 
    grids
Dempster−Shafer
        grids 
Figure 2-6: Taxonomy of the two fundamental paradigms of internal rep-
resentations: metri and topologial.
2.5.1 Metri
In this paradigm elements are typially represented as geometri features or as
evenly spaed grids. Two approahes of evenly spaed grids (oupany grids and
Dempter-Shafer evidential grids) are desribed in the following setions. These
two approahes are used for robot navigation using the potential eld method.
Oupany Grids
Oupany grids is a grid-based approah, and it was proposed by [BK91, Elf87,
Mor88, ME85℄.
Denition 2.5.1. (Oupany grids)
An oupany grids Og = {C1, ..., CN} is a tessellation of the robot's environment
W into N ells Ci dened over a disrete spatial lattie.
The ells Ci are stohasti random variables that an take two values, oupied
(o) or empty (e). The state of the ells are exhaustive and exlusive, meaning that
P oi,j + P
e
i,j = 1, where P
o
i,j is the probability of a partiular ell on the grid being
oupied Coi,j , and P
e
i,j is the probability of a partiular ell being empty C
e
i,j .
The probability values for the parameters (o, e) are assumed to be independent
of eah other. Oupany grids has been applied suessfully in robot navigation
tasks. The oupany grids parameters are most often hosen to be probability
distributions. The Bayesian fusion algorithm an be used with suh probability
distributions. A sensor model is needed to represent the unertainty values of the
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parameters. Figure 2-7 shows an oupany grid embedded in a sonar model. In
this gure the probabilities of an oupied and empty single ell are represented
as P oi,j = 1− P
e
i,j and P
e
i,j = 1− P
o
i,j respetively.
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Figure 2-7: An oupany grids is plaed over a sensor model. The prob-
abilities of a single ell Ci,j is represented by the addition of
P oi,j + P
e
i,j = 1.
Dempster-Shafer Grids
Dempster-Shafer grids have been proposed as an alternative to the oupany
grids, [Sha76, IP05, Sme00, Kro98, Mur99℄. In Dempster-Shafer grids, belief is
not just attributed to the propositions but also to the disjuntion of the propo-
sitions i.e. the ell Ci is either oupied or empty or the ell is unknown. The
frame of disernment Θ, whih in fat is the set of mutually exlusive and exhaus-
tive propositions, is dened as Θ = {Coi,j , C
e
i,j}; and the number of all possible
subsets that an be attributed to Θ are 2Θ = {C∅i,j , C
o
i,j , C
e
i,j , (C
o
i,j , C
e
i,j)}. The
terms C∅i,j and (C
o
i,j , C
e
i,j)=dontknow means the empty set and the disjuntion
of the ell (the ell is either oupied or empty) respetively. In Dempster-Shafer
theory unertainty is expressed by assigning a basi probability of belief to the
propositions; just as with Bayesian probabilities where P oi,j +P
e
i,j = 1. The basi
probability assignment of all the subsets of Θ is represented as 2-19.
Bel(Θ) =
∑
A⊂2Θ
m(A) = m(∅) +m(Coi,j) +m(C
e
i,j) +m(C
(o,e)
i,j ) = 1 (2-19)
In the sequel the terms in equation 2-19 will be used as the terms stated in 2-20.
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m(∅)→ m∅i,j
m(Coi,j)→ m
o
i,j
m(Cei,j)→ m
e
i,j
m(C
(o,e)
i,j )→ m
(o,e)
i,j (2-20)
Equation 2-19 turns out to be as equation 2-21.
Bel(Θ) =
∑
A⊂2Θ
m(A) = m∅i,j +m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = 1 (2-21)
Belief for a ell Ci,j in a grid area is expressed as a tuple with three members (un-
like the two in probability) they are (Coi,j), (C
e
i,j) and (C
(o,e)
i,j ); the bpa of the term
∅ is m∅i,j = 0. It is worth noting that in the ontext of disrete representations
of the environment, Dempster-Shafer grids distinguishes the following aspet:
 The expliit representation of the unknown state. If there are no avail-
able sensor measurements for a given ell on the grid the ell will have an
unknown state. In the Dempster-Shafer theory this situation will be repre-
sented as: moi,j = m
e
i,j = 0 and m
(o,e)
i,j = 1.
If there are available sensor measurements for a given ell (half of the sensor
measurements laim the ell to be empty and another half support the oppo-
site) the ell will have inonlusive measurements. In the Dempster-Shafer
theory this situation will be represented as: moi,j = m
e
i,j =
1
2 andm
(o,e)
i,j = 0.
 The expliit distintion between unknown and inonlusive an be eiently
used in ative sensing. It makes sense, for instane to determine the real
state of unknown ells (m
(o,e)
i,j = 1) by means of sensor measurements. But it
does not make sense to measure the state of an unertain oupany (moi,j =
mei,j =
1
2 ) by means of sensor measurements, sine they have proved to be
inonlusive -unless there is a reason to believe that further measurements
an remote that inonlusiveness, i.e. measurements from dierent angles.
The Dempster-Shafer internal representation an be used for robot navigation.
The belief masses are fused with the use of Dempster's rule of ombination.
Figure 2-8 shows a Dempster-Shafer grid plaed over a sonar model. In this
representation eah single ell is divided in three single values. Eah single value
represents the bpa of eah hypothesis of 2Θ, and they an be visualised as three
ells. In this gure the evidene on an oupied ell is represented by moi,j =
1 − mei,j − m
(o,e)
i,j and the evidene of an empty ell is represented as m
e
i,j =
1−moi,j −m
(o,e)
i,j .
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Figure 2-8: A Dempster-Shafer grid is plaed over a sensor model. The
basi probability assignment of a single ell Ci,j is represented
by the addition of moi,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = 1.
Geometri Representations
Geometri internal representations are desribed in [DJ00℄. They are mainly on-
struted by geometri disrete primitives suh as: lines, polygons, points, poly-
nomial funtions, and so forth. A geometrial model needs only a few parameters
to represent large regions of spae, i.e. numerial variables speify the position of
these objets in a global oordinate system. This feature makes geometri maps
highly memory eient. Geometri maps in mobile robotis are omposed of the
union of simple geometri primitives; for instane, points, polygons and irles in
2D, or ubes and ellipsoids in 3D. The matter will not ontinue here, just saying
that a san mathing is used in most of the ases of geometri mathing approah
[LM94, LM94℄. Figure 2-9(a) shows a geometrial map.
2.5.2 Topologial
Topologial representation of large sale spaes seems to be more lose to human
representation of the spae. For instane, when providing diretions to someone
like: `Go down to the street, turn to the left and so forth, topologial features
of the environment are used [IP95, DJ00℄. Topologial approahes suh as de-
sribed in [DJ00, Thr98, Mur00, Kui00℄, represent the robot's environment by a
graph Gp = (V,E), where V represents nodes in suh graph. E represents ars or
edges that onnet the nodes if there exists a path between them. In the former
denition of topologial internal representation; the nodes orrespond to plaes
or landmarks. A landmark is a pereptually distintive feature of interest on an
objet of interest. Landmarks are needed for robot navigation; they tell the robot
when a segment, ar or edge has ended and another will begin. Partiular land-
marks are doorways and gateways. For example, an intersetion of two hallways
is a gateway; the robot an hose to go straight or turn to the left or to the right.
Landmarks an be artiial or natural. Artiial landmarks are extra features
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added to an objet to inrease the reognition of the landmark. Natural land-
marks are features that already exist on an objet for reognition whih were not
designed for the pereptual ativity. Figure 2-9(b) shows a topologial internal
representation of some parts of a struture, an oe or a laboratory for example.
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Figure 2-9: (a) Geometri map (b) Topologial map
2.6 Sensors
Sensors are used to provide a mobile robot with useful information about the
environment as well as the state of the vehile. By sensing, the mobile robot
an interat with its surroundings. A mobile robot uses a wide variety of sensors
for varying purposes in order to ahieve autonomy. The aim of this setion is to
provide an overview of the most ommon sensors used in mobile robots as well as
their harateristis. Emphasis is put on the sensors used in this thesis (vision,
sonar and laser).
2.6.1 Sensor Classiation
Sensors an be lassied as follows:
 Ative sensors. This type of sensors emit and reeive signals from the
environment. By emitting and reeiving signals, a sensor is able to aquire
important features from the environment.
 Passive sensors. The sensors do not emit any signal to the environment;
they simply ollet data through observation. This type of sensors an be
divided into internal and external sensors.
Both lassiations ontain internal and external sensors.
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 Internal sensors. This type of sensors measure the internal state of the
robot.
 External sensors. These sensors are used to determine the state of the
mobile robot's environment.
A taxonomy an be seen in gure 2-10
internal sensors external sensorsinternal sensors external sensors
sensor classification
active sensorspassive sensors
Figure 2-10: Sensor lassiation.
2.6.2 Ative Sensors
Laser Range Finder
Laser stands for Light Ampliation by Simulated Emission of Radiation. Fig.
2-11(1) shows the LMS-200 laser range nder used in this thesis. Some of the
appliations that are involved in using the laser are: vehile guidane, ollision
ontrol and estimation of distane to objets. The distanes whih have been
obtained by the laser an be used for obstale detetion and terrain mapping in 2D
as well as 3D. A ommon method of laser range-nder to obtain distanes is the
time of ight priniple, whih onsists of sending a laser pulse in a narrow beam
towards the objet and measuring the time taken by the pulse to be reeted o
the target and returned to the sender [DJ00℄. Some of the advantages of the laser
are: it provides fast high-resolution readings over a long measurement range; it is
able to produe 2D and 3D ontours of the surrounding terrain; the insensitivity
to illumination makes the laser eliminate the majority of noise and false readings
assoiated with other ative sensors. Some of the disadvantages or limitations of
the laser-range nder are: lasers are the most expensive sensor system devies
available on the market; lasers an be transparent to some materials suh a glass.
Tehnial speiations of the LMS-200 laser-range nder an be seen in table
2-11(2).
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(1)
Manufaturer SICK
Model LMS-200
Range Maximum 80 m
Coverage 180◦
Angular resolution 0.5◦/0.25◦/1.0◦ (seletable)
Data interfae RS232/RS422 (ongurable)
(2)
Figure 2-11: (1) LMS-200 Laser Range Finder. (2) LMS-200 tehnial
speiations.
Ultrasoni
A ommon sensor to measure distane is the ultrasoni range nder or sonar.
A ommon sonar used in mobile robots is the Polaroid 6500 ranging module; it
is depited in gure 2-12(1). The ultrasoni range nder transmits a series of
16 pulses on the transduer at 49.9 kHz. The transmitted pulses reet o the
objet and are reeived at the transduer. The reetion time is proportional to
the distane that the objet is from the soure. The sonar an measure aurately
the distane from the transduer to the objet, but it annot estimate at what
angle within the sonar one the pulse was reeted, hene ausing an unertainty
about the angle at whih the obstale was measured; this is depited in gure 2-
13(1). Figure 2-13(2) depits the typial sonar beam pattern as well as the main
sensitivity in a 30o. The Polaroid an typially detet distanes from 15.24 cm to
10.5 m.
The Polaroid sonar devie omes with its own iruitry. This iruitry is designed
to reeive an INIT signal. When INIT is asserted, the ranging module transmits
an ultrasound signal whih reets o the objet and is reeived at the transduer.
Afterwards the iruitry emits an eho pulse. The time elapsed between the
INIT signal and the ECHO pulse an be used to ompute the distane to the
objet. The BINH signal is needed to ensure that a transmitted signal has
deayed on the transduer, in order not to reeive false ehos. This signal an
also be manipulated to redue the blanking time on the transduer to allow the
detetion of loser objets. The timing diagram of the range module is depited
in g. 2-12(2).
In g 2-14 the basi ranging module interfae is presented.
In the following paragraph some of the advantages and drawbaks in using ul-
trasoni range nder are mentioned. Some of the reasons why the sonar is so
popular in mobile robots is that it is inexpensive and easy to ontrol. But, nev-
ertheless it has some main drawbaks. For instane, the wide beam of the sonar
makes it diult to detet where in the beam the obstale is loalised. Crosstalk
and speular reetion are other drawbaks in ultrasonis. Crosstalk ours when
an ultrasoni range nder detets a signal produed by another transduer; this
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(1)
2
3
BINH
ECHO
INIT_H
INIT_L
PULSES
ECHO
BINH
INIT
VDD
Parameter
  Number
Symbol Characteristic
1
4
5
PU Ranging Module Stabilization Time
Blank Inhibit Time
Echo Time
High Time for INIT
Low Time for INIT
2 2
1 4 5
3 3
(2)
Figure 2-12: (1) Polaroid 6500 ultrasoni range nder. (2) Timing diagram
of the ranging module.
y
sonar angle
obstale
one axis
(1)
threshold
level
0−5
90o
45o
0o
−15−25(dB) −10
angle of the beam
(2)
Figure 2-13: (1) Unertain position of the obstale inside the one beam.
(2) Typial ross setion of the one beam of the sonar .
transduer an either be plaed in the same vehile or in another one. Speular
reetion ours when the signal is reeted o to another objet before returning
to the transduer ausing false distanes. Table 2-2 shows some of the tehnial
speiations of the Polaroid 6500 ultrasoni range nder.
Radar
Radar stands for radio deteting and ranging. It is very muh like sonar in its
priniple, i.e. it works under the priniple of time of ight. Radar systems emit a
mirowave or millimeter-wave signal that is reeted o the objets. The time of
ight an be used to ompute distanes to the objets. The frequeny of operation
of the Radars are between 3 to 300 GHz and it is eetive over both short and
long distanes making it suitable for outdoor appliations [Liv03℄ and [Hay98b℄.
Radar provides better auray, resolution and noise performane than ultrasoni
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PIC 16f877
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BINH
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RB1
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RS232Main computer
Figure 2-14: Polaroid 6500 ultrasoni range nder Interfae
Manufaturer Aroname
Model 6500
Range From 15 m to 10.5 m
Coverage 30◦
Data interfae RS232/RS422 (ongurable)
Table 2-2: Polaroid 6500 tehnial speiations
sensors [Hay98b℄. Radars an also provide information about strutures beause
they an penetrate the surfae layer of the objet [DJ00℄. Radar is also used in
tasks like robot mapping and navigation [HKP90℄. Some of the main drawbaks
of a radar are spatial resolution and high ost.
Infrared
IR stands for infrared sensor [DJ00℄ and [Liv03℄. These kind of sensors are used
to measure distanes. The basi priniple under the IR is to emit an infrared
pulse and detet the reeted signal. The emitted infrared signal is enoded in
order to avoid other infrared soures whih exist in the environment i.e. sunlight.
The range of overage of an IR is typially less than 1m. The range measurement
of the IR sensors are less aurate than the laser ones [KZK97℄.
2.6.3 Passive Sensors
Inertial
The type of sensors whih fall under the lass of inertial sensors are: aelerometer
and gyrosope [DJ00℄. These kind of sensors measure the derivatives of the robot's
position variable. Aelerometers measure the linear aeleration based on the
spring-mass system. Gyrosopes measure the angular aeleration of the vehile
and they an also provide information about the position. There are two types of
gyrosopes; the most familiar one is the mehanial gyrosope, and an alternative
approah is the bber optial gyrosope.
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Compass
The magneti ompass uses the earth's magneti eld to orientate itself with
respet to it. By doing the former, the orientation of the mobile robot an be
found with respet to the earth's magneti eld. The mehani magneti ompass
is the most ommon and oldest in the market, it uses a magnet to rotate in the
horizontal plane and align itself with respet to the earth's magneti eld.
Vision
The vision system is perhaps the highest potential sensor used in mobile robots.
But it is probably also the most diult sensor to master. A ommon amera
onguration used in mobile robots is stereo-ouple or stereo vision system. The
stereo system used in this thesis is shown in gure 2-15; it onsists of a pair of
USB CMOS ameras.
Figure 2-15: Stereo vision system.
[Erh00℄, ameras mainly operate by reeiving the inoming light whih enters the
amera's lens and hits the image sensor whih is the heart of a digital amera.
CCD and CMOS are two image sensors. The CCD (Charge Couple Devie) sensor
onsists of numerous light-sensitive semiondutor elements alled photosensors.
These photosensors an be seen as a tiny retangular bloks or pixels (an aronym
for piture element). When the inoming photons reah the semiondutor ma-
terial, eletrons are produed. The number of eletrons are proportional to the
light whih reahes the light-sensitive part of the sensor. These eletrons are
stored in a apaitor, whih is onneted to a MOS transistor ating as a light
swith. These eletrons ontain ertain voltage, whih is alled the video signal.
The eletrons have to be transported via shift registers to a frame grabber, where
all the pixels are digitised i.e. the pixels are onverted to integer values and
arranged in a M×N matrix and stored in a memory buer. The CMOS (Com-
plementary Metal-Oxide-Semiondutor) sensors are, in priniple, photo sensitive
diodes, whih are in series with a resistor. The priniple of the CMOS amera
allows a ontinuous transformation of the inoming photons into a resulting volt-
age. The exat physial proess is not so relevant beause it is not the main topi
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of this thesis. One an image is aptured either by a CCD or a CMOS amera
it has to be proessed in order to be useful to the system, in this ase, a mobile
robot. There exist many digital image proessing algorithms in the literature;
whih algorithm should be used?. The answer of this question depends on the
task the mobile robot must full. Even though there has been a lot of researh in
vision algorithms in the last deades, the algorithms that exist now suer from
being omputational expensive; whih limits the real time appliations. They
also suer from generalisation; they an work very well in ertain onditions but
probably they do not work if light onditions are hanged. It is believed to be
the most powerful sensor if its full potential is utilised; [Liv03℄. Table 2-3 shows
some of the tehnial speiations of the EHD-CMOS amera.
Manufaturer EHD
Model SMX-M73
fps (frame per seond) 12 at 2048×1536, 20 at 1280×1024, 27 at 1280×1024
Pixel size 3.2 µm × 3.2 µm
Data interfae USB
Table 2-3: EHD-CMOS tehnial speiations.
2.7 Sensor Models
[DW88a℄ desribes a sensor model as an abstration of the physial sensing proess
in whih the sensor is extrating relevant data from the environment. Many sensor
measurements are erroneous, meaning that sensor measurements are prone to
errors. These errors an be interpreted as unertainty in the sensor measurement
[Kro98℄. Probabilisti sensor models have been proposed in the literature due to
the unertainty in sensor measurements.
2.7.1 Sonar Models
A wide range of sonar models have been developed in the past years, by researhes
[ME85, Elf89b, Kon97, vDKG96℄. A sonar model interprets the unertainties in-
herited in sonar measurements. In the sonar model it is diult to determine
where in the one the reeted objet is loated. But experiments done by re-
searhes have shown that the energy is stronger lose to the transduer and along
the axis of the beam. In that sense probabilisti sensor models have been for-
mulated to represent the behaviour of the sonar beam. An overview of some
probabilisti sonar models is given in the following.
Probability Sonar Model
Elfes and Morave [ME85℄ model the sonar beam as two probability density
funtions, fE and fO. These funtions measure the ondene and unertainty of
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an empty and oupied region in the one beam of the sonar respetively. These
funtions are dened based on the geometrial aspet and the spatial sensitivity
of the sonar beam. Figure 2-16(a) shows the oupied and empty probability
distribution for a sonar beam that returns a reading r. In this model the following
is dened:
 r range measurement.
 P oi,j probability of a partiular ell being oupied.
 P ei,j probability of a partiular ell being empty.
 rmin minimum distane.
 ǫ mean sonar deviation error.
 ω width of the one beam.
 Ss sonar sensor.
 Ci,j an individual ell.
 δr distane from Ss to Ci,j .
 θ angle between the main axis of the beam and the line SsCi,j .
1
0 rmin
P ei,j
y [m]
P
r
o
b
a
b
i
l
i
t
y
r
P oi,j
(a)
ω
ǫ
δ
θ
r − ǫ r + ǫ
Ci,j
Ss r
rmin
y [m]
x [m]
(b)
Figure 2-16: Moreve and Elfes probalisti sensor model (1) 2D ross se-
tion of the sonar model. (2) 2D top view of the sonar model.
The beam is divided in two regions:
1. The free spae area or empty probability region whih is the part of the
beam between the sensor and the range where the obstale was deteted.
This inludes ells Ci,j inside the sonar beam. Eah ell has an empty
probability P ei,j = Er(δr)Ea(θ).
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 Er(δr) is the estimation of the free spae ell based on the range mea-
surement from the sonar. The loser it is to the sensor the more likely
it is to have a high estimation that the ell is empty.
Er(δr) =
{
1−
(
δr−rmin
r−ǫ−rmin
)2
for rmin 6 δr 6 r − ǫ
0 otherwise
(2-22)
 Ea(θ) is the estimation that the ell is free based on the angle of the
one beam. The loser it is to the main axis and to the sonar the more
estimate that it is empty.
Ea(θ) = 1−
(
2θ
ω
)2
for
−ω
2
6 θ 6 ω
2
(2-23)
2. The oupied area or probability oupied region. This is the area where the
obstale was deteted. In this region the unertainty to the exat distane
to the obstale (ǫ) has to be taken into aount. The probability of a ell
being inside the oupied region is P oi,j = Or(δr)Oa(θ).
 Or(δr) this estimation is based on the range reading. The loser the
obstale is to the sonar the higher the probability that the ell is o-
upied.
Or(δr) =
{
1−
(
δr−r
ǫ
)2
for (r − ǫ) 6 δr 6 (r + ǫ)
0 otherwise
(2-24)
 Oa(θ) this estimation is based on the dierene of the angle between
the obstale and the beam axis. The loser the obstale is to the sonar
the higher the probability that the ell is oupied.
Oa(θ) =
{
1−
(
2θ
ω
)2
for
−ω
2 6 θ 6
ω
2
0 otherwise
(2-25)
A two dimensional oupany grid generated from a single sonar reading based on
the Elfes-Morave sonar model is presented in gure 2-17. Both the probability
oupied region as well as the probability empty region an be depited in this
gure.
Probability Density Funtion Sonar Model
In his paper [Elf89b℄, Alberto Elfes proposes a probability density funtion (pdf)
sensor model of the form P
r|z
i,j . This model relates the reading r to the true
parameter z. The true parameter z represents the existene of an obstale at
an angle θ and distane from the robots urrent position. In this model, it is
important that the sensor not only gives an estimate of z, but also a ertainty
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Figure 2-17: Oupany grid for the Moreve Elfes probalisti sensor
model. Both the probability oupied region as well as the
probability empty region an be depited in this gure.
value of this estimate, i.e. the sensor assigns probabilities to the estimate of the
parameter z. By onsequene, the sensor will return a probability that there is
an obstale at distane r given the ertainty of the true parameter z. The sensor
probability density funtion is given by:
P
r|z
i,j =
1
2πσrσθ
exp
[
−
1
2
( (r − z)2
σ2r
+
θ2
σ2θ
)]
(2-26)
Now there is a need to onvert the sensor measurements to a ommon internal
representation, i.e. giving a range reading r what is the probability of the true
parameter z, P
z|r
i,j . The onversion funtion is omputed by using Bayes rule:
P
z|r
i,j =
P
r|z
i,j P
z
i,j
P ri,j
(2-27)
Figure 2-18 shows the onversion funtion for a single range reading. The gure
learly shows the free and oupied hypothesis as well as the unknown area.
Multiple Target Sonar Model
Kurt Konolige in his paper [Kon97℄ proposes the use of a two dimensional multiple
target model. Multiple target model refers to the fat that one drawbak in
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Figure 2-18: Probabilisti density funtion for an Elfes sensor model. The
free and oupied areas as well as the unknown area an be
seen in the gure.
ultrasoni sensors is speular reetions. The former is when the energy from
the sonar is reeted by an angle by the surfae, and reets to multiple surfaes
before returning to the devie. So, in multiple target model surfaes other than
the target at the ell Ci,j an be reeted to the transduer. The multiple target
model is similar to the model proposed by [ME85℄ in whih the one beam is
separated in two setions: the empty and oupied spae probabilities. The
mathematial multiple target sensor is dened as follows:
P
r|z
i,j =
α(r)
2πδ(r)ω
exp
( −θ
2σ2
)
exp
(−(z − r)2
2δ(r)2
)
+ Fc (2-28)
In the above formula the following is dened:
 α(r) is the attenuation of detetion with the distane i.e. the further the
obstale is from the transduer the less probable it is to be deteted. A
simple model that attenuates linearly with the distane is used α(ri) =
0.6(1 −min(1, 0.25r)), giving a maximum of 4 meters of detetion, whih
should be reasonable in indoor environments.
 δ(r) is the range variane whih is inreased with the distane i.e. the
further the obstale is from the sonar, the more the unertainty in the range
measurement will inrease. For ultrasoni sensor like the Polaroid the range
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error is about 1%. The following funtion is dened δ(r) = 0.01 + 0.15r,
meaning a xed error of 0.01 plus 0.015% of the range.
 r is the distane from the sonar to the ell being updated.
 θ is the angle of the ell being updated.
 ω is the measure of the beam width.
 Fc small onstant representing the multiple target.
Adaptive Sonar Model
Joris W.M. and Krose J.A. Groen C.A. in their paper [vDKG96℄ propose the
use of Artiial Neural Networks (ANN) whih learns the onversion funtion
from a range reading to a probabilisti spatial representation of the environment.
Conversion funtion whih is used to onvert sensor measurements to oupany
grids was introdue by [Elf90℄ and [Elf89b℄. The funtion is mainly dened as
the probability density funtion P
z|r
i,j as stated in equation 2-27. The left side of
the equation 2-27 is a onversion funtion whih is derived from the sensor model
2-26 and the Bayes' rule (right side of equation 2-27). The network learns the
entire onversion funtion diretly. This is skethed in gure 2-19
range reading
obstale
neural network
sonar
oupany grid
Bayes' rule
P
r|z
i,j
sonar model
Pri,j P
z
i,j
P
z|r
i,j
Figure 2-19: Comparison between Bayes' rule and the neural network. The
left side of the gure shows the traditional Bayes' rule. The
right side shows a neural network whih learns the onversion
funtion.
Fig 2-20 shows the ANN whih learns the onversion funtion P
z|r
i,j from a range
reading (r). In this network the following is dened:
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output units outi (ells in the oupany grid)
weights wi,j
hidden units hj
weights vj
Figure 2-20: ANN for learning the onversion funtion
 r is the sensor measurement whih is fed to the input neurons, in this ase
just one input unit.
 hj is a number of hidden units, j = 1, ....., Nhid with ativation funtion
Fhid and biases Υj .
 outi is a set of out put units, i = 1, ....., Nout with ativation funtion Fout
and biases ϑi.
 ωi,j is a set of weights from the hidden layer to the output layer. Eah
hidden unit is onneted to all output units.
 υi is a set of weights from the input unit to the hidden layer.
In this ANN eah output unit represents a ell Ci,j in the oupany grids. The
output of a single unit is obtained from the following formula:
outi = Fout
(∑
j
ωij · Fhid[υj · r +Υj]
)
+ ϑ (2-29)
In the above formula the weights and biases must be adapted so the dierene
between the output of the network outi and P
z|r
i,j be minimised i.e. ‖outi−P
z|r
i,j ‖ →
0. The funtion learned by the network is given by: outi ≈ P
z|r
i,j . The ANN is
trained based on supervised training by using the generalised delta rule or bak-
propagation algorithm, the exat implementation of the algorithm an be found
in [Hay98a℄, [Pat98℄ and [Lau92℄. It is assumed that the network would be
ideally trained with learning samples (r, P
z|r
i,j ). In this paper it is assumed that
these learning samples are not readily available. Instead the network is trained
with samples (r, P
z|r,bin
i,j ) so that P
z|r,bin
i,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i,j . In this work it is also
shown that if the neural network is trained with samples (r, P
z|r,bin
i,j ), the same
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result is obtained as when it is trained with samples (r, P
z|r
i,j ). During the training
the samples (r, P
z|r,bin
i,j ) are obtained by the robot itself. The robot ollets the
training samples while it is driving around and having ollisions. When there is
a ollision at ell Ci,j , (r, P
z|r,bin
i,j ) is set to 1 and it is set to 0 when there is no
ollision. At this point the matter will not be ontinued here just saying that it is
not pratial to let the robot drive around and have ollisions to get the samples.
The robot must build up its own environment without having ollisions. In this
sense the neural network must be trained a priori in suh way that when the
robot is driving around in an unknown environment it is apable of building up
its own environment.
2.8 The Sale Invariane Feature Transform
The Sale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT ) method was originally introdued
by Lowe [Low99℄ and rened by the same author [Low04℄.
It is a method for extrating distintive invariant features from digital images, in
whih the features are invariant to sale and rotation. They also provide a robust
mathing aross a substantial range of ane distortion, hange in 3D view point,
addition of noise and hange in illumination. The features are also distintive
i.e. they an be mathed with a high probability with other features in a large
database with many images.
The SIFT algorithm onsists of the following major steps:
 Sale-spae peak detetion: The aim of this step is to nd loations in the
image that are invariant to sale hange in the same image.
 Aurate key-point loalisation: In this step the position of eah point an-
didate is determined; points with low ontrast and poor loalisation along
the edge are removed.
 Majority orientation assignment: This step makes the rotation desriptor
invariant. This is done by assigning a onsistent orientation to eah key-
point.
 Computation of the loal image desriptor: This step assoiates eah feature
point with a 128-element feature vetor or interest point desriptor that
uniquely identies that point.
The features an be used for objet reognition [Low99, Low01℄. They an also
be used for loalisation and mapping [SLL01℄.
The following subsetions desribe in detail the individual steps of the SIFT
algorithm.
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2.8.1 Sale-spae peak detetion
This is the stage where interest points, whih are alled key-points in the SIFT ,
are deteted. For this, the image is onvolved with Gaussian lters at dier-
ent sales, and then the dierene of suessive Gaussian-blurred images are
taken. Key-points are then taken as maxima/minima of the Dierene of Gaus-
sian (DoG) that our at multiple sales.
Denition 2.8.1. (Sale spae funtion ) [Low04℄
Let G(x, y, σ) be the Gaussian kernel, I(x, y) and input image, and ∗ the onvo-
lution operator. A sale spae funtion of an image is dened as;
L(x, y, σ) =G(x, y, σ) ∗ I(x, y) (2-30)
Where :
G(x, y, σ) =
1
2πσ2
e−(x
2+y2)/2σ2
(2-31)
The sale spae funtion is produed from the onvolution of a Gaussian kernel
(see appendix A) with an input image, I(x, y), while the sale parameter σ just
indiates whih sale level is being dened.
Denition 2.8.2. (Dierene of Gaussian funtion (DoG)) [Low04℄
The Dierene of Gaussian funtion DoG(x, y, σ) is a funtion whih an be
omputed by subtrating a wide Gaussian from a narrow Gaussian separated by a
onstant multipliative fator k, suh that
DoG(x, y, σ) =
1
2πkσ2
exp
−(x2+y2)
2kσ2 −
1
2πσ2
exp
−(x2+y2)
2σ2
(2-32)
=G(x, y, kσ)−G(x, y, σ)) (2-33)
Denition 2.8.3. (Dierene of Gaussian Image (D)) [Low04℄
The Dierene of Gaussian image D(x, y, σ) is a funtion whih an be omputed
by onvolving the DoG funtion with the image, I(x, y), suh that
D(x, y, σ) =(G(x, y, kσ) −G(x, y, σ)) ∗ I(x, y) (2-34)
=L(x, y, kσ)− L(x, y, σ)) (2-35)
[Low04℄ proposes to nd potentially interesting key-point loations by deteting
extrema in the sale-spae representation obtained from onvolving the image
with the DoG funtion. In addition to the above stated reasons, a main reason
for hoosing this approah is that the DoG an be omputed by a simple image
subtration.
In the implementation, before applying the formula 2-35, the original image,
I(x, y), is up sampled by a fator of two using linear interpolation. [Low04℄
mentions that, by up sampling, the image has the eet of inreasing the number
of stable key-points by almost a fator of 4. Afterwards the up sample image is
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inrementally blurred or onvolved by a Gaussian kernel. Blurring the original
image by a Gaussian kernel has the equivalent eet of low-pass ltering, disard-
ing the higher frequenies. The reation of images separated by a onstant fator
k in sale spae, L(x, y, kσ), brings the onept of an otave.
Denition 2.8.4. (Otave(Oc)) [Low04℄
An otave Oc is dened as the reation of inrementally onvolved images with
a Gaussian kernel in sale spae. An otave in sale spae is divided into a x
integer number su of intervals. The maximum of intervals are hosen as doubling
σ, so k = 2
1
su
Oc = L(x, y, k
iσ) = G(x, y, kiσ)) ∗ I(x, y), i = 0, . . . , su + 1 (2-36)
Remark 2.8.1. su + 1 images must be produed in the stak of blurred images
for eah otave, so the nal extrema detetion overs a omplete otave. Lowe's
implementation uses σ = 12
After the rst otave has been reated, the Gaussian image I(x, y) that has twie
the initial value of σ (it is the seond image) is down sampled by a fator of two
i.e. by taking every seond pixel in eah row and eah olumn. A new otave
is reated at half resolution. This proess is repeated until the image reahes
a predetermined minimum size. This proess produes an otave pyramid, OP ,
onsisting of dierent otaves, as seen in equation 2-37 . The foregoing proess
is shown in the left staked olumn of gure 2-21 and in gure 2-22.
OP =


Oc1(x, y, k
iσ)
Oc2(x, y, k
iσ)
.
.
.
Ocn(x, y, k
iσ)

 =


L1(x, y, k
iσ) i = 0, . . . , su + 1
L2(x, y, k
iσ) i = 0, . . . , su + 1
.
.
.
Ln(x, y, k
iσ) i = 0, . . . , su + 1


(2-37)
Adjaent images in eah otave in the pyramid are subtrated to produe the
DoG funtions' pyramid of otaves at dierent sales, as seen in equation 2-38.
The proess is shown on the right olumn of gure 2-21 and on gure 2-23.
DP =


D1(x, y, k
iσ)
D2(x, y, k
iσ)
.
.
.
Dn(x, y, k
iσ)

 =


L1(x, y, k
i+1σ)− L1(x, y, kiσ) i = 0, . . . , su
L2(x, y, k
i+1σ)− L2(x, y, kiσ i = 0, . . . , su
.
.
.
Ln(x, y, k
i+1σ)− Ln(x, y, kiσ) i = 0, . . . , su


(2-38)
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Figure 2-21: The left stak represents images at dierent sales, they are
arranged in otaves. In eah otave the original image is
repeatedly onvolved with Gaussian funtions. The seond
stak represents the DoG images arranged in otaves as well.
Figure 2-22: Gaussian blurred images
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Figure 2-23: Dierene of Gaussian images
Loal extrema detetion is ahieved by omparing eah pixel in the urrent image
with its eight neighbours and nine neighbours in the image above and below in
the urrent DoG otave. More speially eah pixel is ompared to its eight
neighbours at the sale ki and nine neighbours at the sales ki−1 and ki+1 re-
spetively. A pixel is seleted only if it is larger than all of its neighbours or
smaller than all of them. This proess an be seen in gure 2-24 where shadow
the area represents the pixels to be ompared with the pixel marked with the x.
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Figure 2-24: Loal extrema detetion. The pixel marked with x is om-
pared against its 26 neighbours that are situated in the urrent
adjaent below and adjaent above images respetively.
2.8.2 Aurate key - point loalisation
In the previous setion, key-point andidates were found by a proess alled sale-
spae extrema detetion. In this proess too many key-point andidates were
produed, some of whih were unstable. The next step in the algorithm is to
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perform a detailed t to the nearby data for aurate loation, sale, and ratio
of prinipal urvatures. This information allows points to be rejeted that have
low ontrast (and are therefore sensitive to noise) or are poorly loalised along
an edge.
[Low04℄ makes referene to [BL02℄, where it is mentioned that the loation of
the extrema to a sub-pixel/sub-sale auray is done by tting a 3D quadrati
funtion to the sale spae Laplaian. This approah uses Taylor expansion (up
to quadrati terms) of the sale spae funtion D(x, y, σ) (from denition 2.8.3)
whih is shifted so the origin is at the interest point. The Taylor expansion of
D(x, y, σ) around the deteted key-point loation an be seen in the equation
2-39.
D(z) ≈D(z0) +
1
1!
∂1
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0)
1 +
1
2!
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0)
2
D(z) ≈D(z0) +
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0) +
1
2
(z − z0)
T ∂
2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0)
(2-39)
The funtion D(x, y, σ) and its derivatives are evaluated at the sample point
z0 = [x0, y0, σ0]
T
, and ∆z = [∆x,∆y,∆σ]T is the sub-pixel/sub-sale oset from
this point.
The approximate sub-pixel loation of the extrema is omputed by taking the
derivative of the equation 2-39 with respet to z and setting it to zero, and then
evaluated at z∗ whih is the loation at extremum.
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∂
∂z
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z∗
=0 (2-40)
∂
∂z
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z∗
≈
{
∂
∂z
D(z0) +
∂
∂z
[
∂
∂z
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0)
]
+
∂
∂z
[
1
2
(z − z0)
T ∂
2
∂z
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z − z0)
]}
∣∣∣
z=z∗
= 0
≈
∂
∂z
D(z0) +
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0) = 0
≈
∂
∂z
D(z0) +
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z∗ −
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z0 = 0
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z∗ =
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z0 −
∂
∂z
D(z0) (2-41)
Equation 2-41 is a linear system of the form Az∗ = b, where the Hessian matrix
of
∂2
∂z2D(z) is dened as in equation 2-42. And the derivative of
∂
∂zD(z) as in
equation 2-43.
∂2
∂z2D(z)=


∂2D(z)
∂x2
∂2D(z)
∂x∂y
∂2D(z)
∂x∂σ
∂2D(z)
∂y∂x
∂2D(z)
∂y2
∂2D(z)
∂y∂σ
∂2D(z)
∂σ∂x
∂2D(z)
∂σ∂y
∂2D(z)
∂σ2

 (2-42)
∂
∂zD(z)=


∂D(z)
∂x
∂D(z)
∂y
∂D(z)
∂σ

 (2-43)
[BL02℄ suggests to approximate the derivatives of D(z) by using dierenes of
neighboring sample points. As an example:
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∂D(z)
∂σ
=
D(z)k+1i,j −D(z)
k−1
i,j
2
(2-44)
∂2D(z)
∂σ2
=
D(z)k−1i,j − 2D(z)
k
i,j +D(z)
k+1
i,j
1
(2-45)
∂2D(z)
∂σy
=
(D(z)k+1i+1,j −D(z)
k−1
i+1,j)− (D(z)
k+1
i−1,j −D(z)
k−1
i−1,j)
4
(2-46)
The nal sub-pixel and sub-sale oset is added to the loation of the sample
point to get the preise estimate of the extremum as it an be seen in g.2-25.
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Figure 2-25: This gure shows the sub-pixel and sub-sale oset ∆z.
If the nal oset z∗ − z0 is larger than 0.5 in any dimension. This means that
the extremum lies loser to a dierent sample point than z0. In that situation,
the sample point is hanged to the losest one, and the proess of interpolation
is repeated for that sample point.
[BL02℄ mentions that loating interest points at sub-pixel / sub-sale auray
is espeially important lose to the top of the pyramid, where the resolution of
the image is very low. This is beause the samples spaes at high levels in the
pyramid orrespond to large distanes relative to the base image.
Eliminating Unstable key-points
The extrema loations that exhibit a low funtion value of |D(z)| are sensitive
to additive noise and therefore unstable. In order to rejet interest points with
low ontrast, the funtion D(z∗) at extremum is evaluated. This is done by
substituting equation 2-41 into equation 2-39, giving equation 2-47. In [Low04℄
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all extrema values with a value of |D(z∗)| < 0.03 are disarded (assuming image
pixel values in the range [0, 1]).
D(z∗) = D(z0) +
1
2
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0) (2-47)
Proof. From equation 2-47
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z∗ −
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
z0 +
∂
∂z
D(z0) = 0
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0) = −
∂
∂z
D(z0)
(z∗ − z0)
T ∂
2
∂z2
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
= −
∂
∂z
DT (z0) (2-48)
Clairaut's theorem or Shwarz's theorem gives suient ondition for a Hessian
matrix being symmetri.
∂2
∂z2
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
=
∂2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(2-49)
Equation 2-48 beomes;
(z∗ − z0)
T ∂
2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
= −
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(2-50)
Proper substitution of z = z∗ in equation 2-39 gives;
D(z∗) ≈D(z0) +
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0) +
1
2
(z∗ − z0)
T ∂
2
∂z2
D(z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0)
(2-51)
Substitution of equation 2-50 into 2-51 gives;
D(z∗) ≈D(z0) +
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0)−
1
2
∂
∂z
DT (z0)(z
∗ − z0)
D(z∗) ≈D(z0) +
1
2
∂
∂z
DT (z)∣∣∣
z=z0
(z∗ − z0) (2-52)
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Another set of loations that may have stability problems are those loated along
edges of the dierene-of-Gaussian funtion. Aording to [Low04℄, the DoG
funtion has the property that it produes strong responses along edges, even
if the loation along the edge is poorly determined. This property makes the
loations sensitive to small amounts of noise and therefore unstable. For this
reason, it is not suient to eliminate or rejet interest points with low ontrast.
In order to get better stability further preautions must be taken. A poorly
dened peak in the DoG will have the property that it will have a large prinipal
urvature aross the edge and a small one in the perpendiular diretion. Finding
these prinipal urvatures amounts to solving for the eigenvalues of the seond-
order Hessian matrix, H.
Lemma 2.8.1.
Let H be the Hessian matrix of the DoG funtion with λ1 and λ2 as the eigen-
values. Then:
H=
[
∂2
∂x2D(z)
∂2
∂x∂yD(z)
∂2
∂y∂xD(z)
∂2
∂y2D(z)
]
(2-53)
Tr(H) =
∂2
∂x2
D(z) +
∂2
∂y2
D(z) = λ1 + λ2 (2-54)
Det(H) =
∂2
∂x2
D(z)
∂2
∂y2
D(z)−
[
∂2
∂x∂y
D(z
]2
= λ1λ2 (2-55)
Proof. See [Low04℄.
Remark 2.8.2. The eigenvalues of H are alled prinipal urvatures and are
invariant under rotation. The eigenvalues and the eigenvetors have a geometri
meaning:
 The rst eigenvetor (the one whih eigenvalue has the largest absolute
value) is in the diretion of the greatest urvature.
 The seond eigenvetor (the one whih eigenvalue has the smallest absolute
value) is in the diretion of the least urvature.
 The orresponding eigenvalues are the respetive amounts of these urva-
tures.
Let λ1 and λ2 be the eigenvalues with the largest and smallest magnitude re-
spetively. Then, dening ra, as the ratio between the largest eigenvalue and the
smallest one, ra = λ1/λ2. Thus, from equations 2-54 and 2-55.
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Ra =
Tr(H)2
Det(H)
=
(λ1 + λ2)
2
λ1λ2
=
(ra+ 1)2
ra
(2-56)
whih depends only on the ratio of the eigenvalues rather than their individual
values. Ra is minimum when the eigenvalues are equal to eah other. Therefore
the higher the absolute dierene between the two eigenvalues, whih is equivalent
to a higher absolute dierene between the two prinipal urvatures of D(z), the
higher the value of Ra. It follows that, for some threshold eigenvalue ratio rth,
if Ra for a andidate key-point is larger than
(r
th
+1)2
r
th
, that key-point is poorly
loalised and hene rejeted. [Low04℄ uses rth = 10.
The gures 2-26(1), (2), (3) and (4) show the stages of the key-points seletion.
Figure 2-26(1) shows the original image whih has a resolution of 640 × 480.
Figure 2-26(2) shows all the key-points after the sale spae extrema has been
applied, 8892 key-points have been seleted. Figure 2-26(3) shows the key-points
after they have been rejeted due to low ontrast and 109 points remain. Figure 2-
26(4) shows the key-points after they have been rejeted due to poor loalisation;
91 key-points remain.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Figure 2-26: (1) Original image. (2) Key-points at maxima and minima
DoG funtion. (3) Key-points after applying threshold of
low level ontrast. (4) Key-points after rejetion of poorly
loalized.
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2.8.3 Majority orientation assignment
This step is done by assigning a onsistent orientation to eah key-point. This
step of the algorithm involves the sale at whih the key-point was deteted.
First, a gradient is dened whih provides two piees of information, magnitude
and diretion. it is natural to enode this information in a vetor. The length of
this vetor provides the magnitude of the gradient, while its diretion gives the
gradient diretion. Beause the gradient may be dierent at every loation, it is
represented with a dierent vetor at every image loation.
Denition 2.8.5. (Gradient)
If I is an image funtion of two variables x and y, then the gradient of I is the
vetor funtion ∇I dened by
∇I(x, y) =
(
∂I(x, y)
∂x
,
∂I(x, y)
∂y
)
(2-57)
Denition 2.8.6. (Gradient magnitude)
The magnitude of a gradient image funtion I(x, y) is dened as the square root
of the addition of the square of eah omponent.
|I(x, y)| =
√√√√(∂I(x, y)
∂x
)2
+
(
∂I(x, y)
∂y
)2
(2-58)
Denition 2.8.7. (Gradient orientation)
The orientation of a gradient image funtion is dened as the artangent of its
omponents.
∠I(x, y) = tan−1
(
∂I(x, y)/∂y
∂I(x, y)/∂x
)
(2-59)
The gradient magnitudemg and the gradient orientation θd of a Gaussian-smoothed
image L (x, y, σ) at the key-point's sale σ based on equations 2.8.6 and 2.8.7 are
omputed as follows:
mg(x, y) ==
√√√√(∂L(x, y, σ)
∂x
)2
+
(
∂L(x, y, σ)
∂y
)2
(2-60)
θd = tan
−1
(
∂L(x, y, σ)/∂y
∂L(x, y, σ)/∂x
)
(2-61)
Remark 2.8.3. The fat that the Gaussian-smoothed image L (x, y, σ) at the key-
point's sale σ is taken so that all omputations are performed in a sale-invariant
manner.
Seond, a orientation histogram is desribed in the following:
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Histogram. From the gradient orientations of the sample points around a key-
point, an orientation histogram is formed.
Quantisation. The orientation histogram is quantised into an even-sized bins
Nb to redue the data that has to be proessed. A higher values of bins
results in a higher resolution, but also a higher omputational load. [Low04℄
suggests Nb = 36.
Weighted. Eah sample is weighted by a gradient magnitude and a Gaussian-
weighted irular kernel, that is plaed on the entre of the sample point,
with σ 1.5 times the sale of the interest point. This has the eet of giving
higher weight to the samples near the entre of the window.
Creation of new interest points. The peaks in the orientation histogram or-
respond to dominant diretions of the loal gradients surrounding the inter-
est point. The highest peak in the histogram is deteted and if there is any
other peak whih falls within 80% of the highest peak, a new interest point
is reated with that orientation. So, there will be multiple key-points with
the same loation and sale, but dierent orientations. To obtain a better
preision, a parabola is tted to the three histogram values losest to eah
peak, in order to interpolate the peak position.
The histogram an be depited as in gure 2-27.
2.8.4 Computation of the loal image desriptor
Previous steps found keypoint loations at partiular sales and assigned orien-
tations to them. This ensured invariane to image loation, sale and rotation.
The next step is to ompute desriptor vetors for these key-points suh that the
desriptors are highly distintive and partially invariant to the remaining vari-
ations, like illumination, 3D viewpoint, et. This step is pretty similar to the
orientation assignment step
An interest point desriptor is reated by rst sampling the gradients magnitudes
mg(x, y) and orientations θd(x, y) in the surroundings of the key-point loation.
The gradient magnitude and orientation are omputed using equations 2-60 and
2-61. Then, a rotation matrix is applied to the desriptor in order to get orienta-
tion invariane. Afterwards, the key-point desriptor is weighted and boundary
eets are redued. nally the SIFT -desriptor is reated. The eets of hange
in image ontrast and nonlinear illumination an aet the SIFT -key-point de-
sriptor. The former steps are shown as denitions and remarks in the following:
Denition 2.8.8. (Rotation matrix)
A rotation matrix Q is a real square matrix whose transpose is its inverse and
whose determinant is +1.
QTQ = I = QQT (2-62)
detQ = +1 (2-63)
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Figure 2-27: Orientation histogram with 36 bins at intervals of 10 degrees;
this histogram omes from the gradient orientations of sample
points and they are weighted by a Gaussian kernel. The high-
est pik is deteted and two more peaks fall within 80% of
the highest peak. A parabola is tted to the three histogram
values losest to eah peak.
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Remark 2.8.4. A rotation is a transformation in a plane or in spae that de-
sribes the motion of a rigid body around a xed point.
In the rst point of view, and taking a look at the gure 2-67, a rotation of a
oordinate or vetor about the origin, where (x,y) is rotated θ and the oordinates
after the rotation, (x',y') are omputed:
x′ = x cos θ − y sin θ (2-64)
y′ = x sin θ + y cos θ (2-65)
The equations 2-64 and 2-65 an be arranged in a matrix notation.
[
x′
y′
]
=
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
] [
x
y
]
(2-66)
X
y sin θ
θ
θ
θ
Y
θ
x
si
n
θ
(xc, yc)
xy
x cos θ
y
co
s
θ
Y ′
y′
x′ X
′
(x, y)
Figure 2-28: This gure shows two frames. The rst one with oordinates
(x, y). The seond one with oordinates (x′, y′) whih orre-
spond to the rotated oordinates.
The rotation matrix is applied to the oordinates of the desriptor to get a rotated
key-point desriptor.
Denition 2.8.9. (Rotated keypoint desriptor)
Let x and y be the oordinates of the key-point desriptor and xr and yr the new
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oordinates of the rotated desriptor, and (xc, yc)
T
the translation vetor, so that:
xr = x cos θ − y sin θ + xc
yr = x sin θ + y cos θ + yc[
xr
yr
]
=
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
] [
x
y
]
+
[
xc
yc
] (2-67)
Remark 2.8.5. Rotation of the gradient orientations are arried out in the re-
ation of the gradient orientations histograms.
Denition 2.8.10. (Weighted keypoint desriptor) [Low04℄
Let G(x, y, σ) a Gaussian weighting funtion and σ equal to one half the width
of the desriptor window (win). A weighted key-point desriptor is obtained by
assigning G(x, y, σ) to the magnitude of eah sample point of the desriptor, as
illustrated in the left side of gure. 2-30.
Remark 2.8.6. The purpose of the Gaussian window is to smooth the desriptor
by giving more emphasis to the points loser to the interest point and smoothly
less emphasis to the points that are far from the entre of the key-point.
Denition 2.8.11. (Boundary eets) [Low04℄
Boundary eets our when a sample lies on the edge between two histograms'
regions or when a sample lies on the edge between two histograms bins.
Remark 2.8.7. When boundary eets happens, minor variations suh as noise,
may ause the desriptor to hange abruptly. Obviously, this kind of unwanted
situations must be avoided beause they redue robustness to the desriptor.
Lemma 2.8.2. (Boundary eet redution)
Let d be the distane from the entre of the histogram or the orientation bin in
whih the sample resides. (1−d) be a unity minus the distane. [dx, dy, dθ]T be the
distanes in three dimensions. [x, y, θ]T be the urrent values of the sample, and
[xˆ, yˆ, θˆ]T be the entral values of the sample region and bin orientation histograms.
w be a weight fator and [ωx, ωy, ωθ]
T
be the weights in three dimensions as
illustrated in gure 2-29. So that:
w = [ωx, ωy, ωθ]
T
(2-68)
Where
ωx
ωy
ωθ
=
=
=
1− dx
1− dy
1− dθ
(2-69)
Proof. See [Low04℄.
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Remark 2.8.8. Boundary eet redution mainly onsists of multiplying eah
entry in eah dimension by a weight fator. The eet of weighting eah sample
value is just giving less weight to the samples whih suer from boundary eets
and by onsequene, these samples have less eet on the desriptor.
θθˆ
dθ
1
0
1
dθ
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1 1
0
0
(x, y)
dy
dy
dx dx
(xˆ, yˆ)
(a) A histogram sample (c) A single orientation(b) An eight bins orienta-
region. tion histogram.
histogram bin.
Figure 2-29: (a),(b) and () show the sample region, the eight bins orien-
tation and a single orientation histograms respetively. Here,
(xˆ, yˆ, θˆ) are the entral values, (x, y, θ) are the values for the
sample being evaluated, and (dx, dy , dθ) are the distanes
from the origin to the sample. The distanes are 0 at the
origin of the histogram and 1 at the border of the histogram
or bin.
Denition 2.8.12. (SIFT-desriptor vetor) [Low04℄
A SIFT−desriptor vetor is dened as a vetor with 128 elements that uniquely
identies a key-point. And it is formed as follows:
The key-point desriptor is arranged into 16 histograms. Eah histogram shows
eight diretion bins. Eah bin in eah histogram is formed by adding up the gradi-
ent magnitudes in the urrent diretion. The values of the orientation histogram
onstitute the 128-dimensional vetor (8 orientations × 16 histograms). The 128-
dimensional vetor is the SIFT feature vetor or SIFT desriptor. The bottom
part of g 2-30 shows the vetor desriptor.
Remark 2.8.9. The value of 128 stem from experiments done in [Low04℄. The
best results are ahieved with a 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 element feature vetor for eah
key-point.
A hange in image ontrast will aet the feature vetor.
Denition 2.8.13. (Change in image ontrast)
A hange in image ontrast is ahieved when eah pixel value is multiply by a
onstant.
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Figure 2-30: This gure presents in a ompat form the reation of a key-
point/SIFT desriptor. First of all, the magnitude and orien-
tation of eah sample or pixel around the key-point desriptor
are omputed. Eah sample is weighted by a Gaussian win-
dow. The former is presented in the left part of the gure. In
the right part, the gradient orientations are arranged into 16
histograms. The length of eah arrow represents the sum of
the gradient magnitudes in that diretion and within that re-
gion. The values of the orientation histogram onstitute the
128-dimensional vetor (8 orientations x 16 histograms). The
128-dimensional vetor is the SIFT feature vetor or SIFT
desriptor.
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Remark 2.8.10. The gradients will be also multiplied by the same onstant af-
feting the SITF -desriptor vetor.
Remark 2.8.11. The ontrast will be anelled by vetor normalisation.
Lemma 2.8.3. (SIFT-desriptor unit vetor normalisation) [Low04℄
Let Fˆv be a SIFT -desriptor unit vetor, Fv be SIFT -desriptor vetor and
|Fv | the magnitude of the SIFT -desriptor vetor, so that:
Fˆv =
Fv
|Fv|
=
pi√∑128
j=1 p
2
j
, i = {1, ..., 128} (2-70)
Proof. See [Low04℄.
Nonlinear illumination an also aet the SIFT -desriptor vetor.
Denition 2.8.14. (Nonlinear Illumination) [Low04℄
Nonlinear illumination ours due to amera saturation or due to illumination
hanges that aet 3D surfaes.
Remark 2.8.12. These eets an ause a large hange in gradient magnitudes
but, are less likely to aet the gradient orientation. These hanges annot be
avoided by simple normalisation. A threshold is needed.
A threshold (tg)must be assigned to a desriptor unit vetor Fˆv in order to redue
the inuene of large gradient magnitudes. This mean that eah element in the
unit feature vetor is assigned to a threshold value no larger than tg = 0.2, and
then it is normalised again to unit length. This value was hosen by [Low04℄
experimentally, based on dierent illuminations for the same 3D objets.
2.8.5 Desriptor mathing
One the desriptors from the left and right images are found, the next step
is to nd the best andidate math for eah key point in the left image whih
orresponds with the right image.
[Low04℄ suggests a method for omparing the desriptors. The method onsists
of looking at the relation between the two shortest Eulidean distanes, as seen
in equation 2-71.
If the ratio (rtt) between the seond-shortest (dscn) and the shortest (dcn) Eu-
lidean distane is lose to 1, it implies that two keypoints in the referene set
math the image keypoint equally well. This ambiguous math signiantly re-
dues the probability that the math is orret.
This ratio is used to get rid of inorret mathes. It is done by setting a proper
threshold (ts) for this ratio, thus all mathes above this threshold are onsidered
false mathes (fm) and are rejeted, and all mathes below this threshold are
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onsidered orret mathes (cm) and are aepted. That threshold has been
determined empirially to 0.8. It is, of ourse, inevitable that this proedure will
disard some of the orret mathes, as it is stated in equation 2-72.
rtt =
dcn
dscn
(2-71)
cm
fm
if rtt < ts
if rtt ≧ ts
(2-72)
The Eulidean distane d between two desriptors is omputed as stated in equa-
tion 2-73
d =
√√√√ 128∑
i=1
(p1i − p2i)
2
(2-73)
Figure 2-31 shows the results of mathing interest points in an image stereo pair.
Figure 2-31: Desriptor mathes are onneted by green lines.
2.9 Motion Planning
This setion deals with the notions of motion planning. The setion mainly
touhes the path planning approah under the potential eld method. Experi-
ments based on the potential eld approah are presented in hapter 8.
2.9.1 Basi Problem and its Simpliation
Simpliation of the basi motion planning problem is treated in [Lat91℄ and
[DJ00℄. The notions are presented in this setion. The idea of the basi mo-
tion planning problem is to isolate some entral issues before onsidering some
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additional diulties, i.e. before it an be expanded to more omplex and re-
alisti senarios. In the basi problem, the robot is the only moving objet in
the workspae and the dynami properties of the robot are ignored. Motion is
restrited to non-ontat motion, so mehanial interation between robot and ob-
stales an be ignored. The geometri form of the robot as well as the kinemati
restritions are not onsider either. These assumptions transform the "physi-
al motion planning" problem into a purely geometrial path planning problem
[Lat91℄.
The basi motion planning problem resulting from the mentioned simpliations
an be stated as follows:
 Let A be a single rigid objet (the mobile robot), whih is often modelled
as a point.
 The environment of the mobile robot is stati and known.
 The robot is moving in an Eulidean spae R
N
, with N = 2 or 3, the
Eulidean spae also alled workspace W
 Let B1, ....,Bq x rigid objets in W. The B
′
is are alled obstales and their
loation in W are aurately known.
 No kinemati onstraints limits the motion of A (A is a free ight objet).
 A path τ is generated from an initial position and orientation to a goal
position and orientation. The path τ speies a ontinuous sequenes of
positions and orientations of A in W avoiding ontat with the B′is.
As it an be seen above, the basi motion problem is somehow oversimplied.
But, in many ases mobile robot navigation an be expressed in terms of the
basi problem and later on it an be extended to more realisti senarios [Lat91℄.
2.9.2 Conguration Spae
The onepts in this setion are mainly based on the book of Latombe [Lat91℄,
who uses the onguration spae formulation, desription of a path and obstales
in onguration spae. The main idea is to present a robot as a point in the robot
onguration spae W and to map the environment to this onguration spae,
i.e. that is, the free area as well as the obstales are mapped into this spae. A
path shall be represented as suession of points in the workspae W.
Conguration Spae of the Robot
Let the Mobile Robot A be desribed by the vetor q = [x, y, θ] whih is a ompat
set (losed and bounded) in W. Let W be in R2 and the obstales B1, ....,Bq be
losed subsets of W. FA and FW are Cartesian frames; FA is xed in A, but
movable in FW. FW is embedded in W. The obstales Bi are xed with respet
to FW. The vetor q represents the onguration of A with respet to FW, where
(x, y) represents the position and θ the orientation, as an be seen in gure 2-32.
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Denition 2.9.1. (onguration spae)[Lat91℄
A onguration of A is the spae C of all possible ongurations of A.
Remark 2.9.1. A(q) is a subset of W oupied by A at the onguration q. All
the possible ongurations of A forms the onguration spae C, e.q. it is a set
of all possible values of q = [x, y, θ].
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Figure 2-32: Robot's onguration spae.
Desription of a Path
Denition 2.9.2. (path)[Lat91℄
A path τ of the robot A in the onguration spae of the robot C, is a suession
of ongurations of q, they go from qinit (initial onguration) to qgoal (nal
onguration). The path must be ontinuous without a gap in the workspae. In
other words, a path is a ontinuous point map τ : [0, 1] → C onneting qinit =
τ(0) to qgoal = τ(1).
Figure 2-32 shows a possible path from qinit to qgoal.
Obstales in Conguration Spae
The obstales B1, ....,Bq must be onsidered in the onguration spae of the
robot, whih means that they must be mapped onto this onguration spae.
Feasible paths must take into aount the position of the obstales in the ong-
uration spae of the robot. Therefor, a subset C is desribed whih is made of
ontat-free ongurations. In other words, when the robot is moving in W and
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if it nds any obstale Bi whih has been ongured on W, the robot A must
avoid ollision with them, i.e. the robot annot move into an obstale.
Denition 2.9.3. (C-obstale)[Lat91℄
Any obstale Bi, with i = 1, .., q, in the workspae W maps in the onguration
spae C to a region CBi is alled C − obstacle, so that
CBi = {q ∈ C \A(q) ∩Bi 6= ∅} (2-74)
Equation 2-74 says that the intersetion between a partiular onguration of the
robot A(q) with an obstale Bi, with i = 1, .., q, is dierent than the empty set,
i.e. there is a ollision of the robot with the obstale.
Denition 2.9.4. (C-obstale-region)[Lat91℄
The union of all C − obstacle gives the C − obstacle− region (CBregion), so that
CBregion =
q⋃
i=1
CBi (2-75)
Denition 2.9.5. (free spae)[Lat91℄
A free onguration spae Cfree is a subset C dened by,
Cfree = C|
k⋃
i=1
CBi =
{
q ∈ C \A(q) ∩
(
q⋃
i=1
Bi
)
= ∅
}
(2-76)
Equation 2-76 says that the intersetion between a partiular onguration spae
of the robot A(q) with CBregion, is equal to the free spae, i.e. there is no ollision
between the robot and the obstale.
2.9.3 Planning Approahes
In the literature there exist methods for solving the path planning approah; in
the book of Latombe [Lat91℄ some plan path approahes are explained, suh as
Roadmap and Potential eld. In the following setions only the potential eld
is introdued; the other method is skipped. This is beause the potential eld
method is more suitable to be used with oupany grids than the other. The
reason is that the main idea of the potential eld approah is to disretize the
onguration spae of the robot A into a regular grid and seek for an appropriate
path in that grid.
Potential Field
In this approah the robot is onsidered a partile in the onguration spae whih
is moving under the inuene of an artiial potential eld U . This artiial
potential eld is generated by the obstales and by the goal onguration. It
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onsists of an attrative potential eld whih is generated by the goal and a
repulsive potential eld whih is generated by the obstales, as it an be seen in
equation 2-77.
U(q) = Uatt(q) + Urep(q) (2-77)
When the partile is under the ation of the potential eld U , the repulsive
potential eld rejets the partile away from the obstales while the attrative
potential eld attrats to partile towards it. In other words, it is like having the
partile and the obstales with the same harge and the goal with an opposite
harge; in this way the partile will be attrated towards the opposite harge.
In order to attrat and repulse the partile, a fore is needed; this fore an be
obtained from the negated gradient of the total potential, as shown in equation
2-78.
F =−∇U(q) = −
[
∂U(q)
∂x
∂U(q)
∂y
]
= −
[
∂Uatt(q)
∂x +
∂Urep(q)
∂x
∂Uatt(q)
∂y +
∂Urep(q)
∂y
]
=−
[
∂Uatt(q)
∂x
∂Uatt(q)
∂y
]
−
[
∂Urep(q)
∂x
∂Urep(q)
∂y
]
=
[
F att(q) + F rep(q)
]
(2-78)
An attrative as well as a repulsive potential an be represented as mathematial
funtions respetively. The attrative potential an be represented as a quadrati
funtion with its minimum at the goal onguration. The repulsive potential an
represent the obstales as funtions where it is nonzero only within some distane
from the obstales an tends to innity when the distane to the obstales tend to
zero.
In this thesis sensor readings are used to detet and map obstales from the
environment instead of using mathematial funtions to represent suh obstales.
In this sense, a map of an oe/laboratory has been reated from sensor readings
as shown in hapters 5 and 6. A mathematial funtion is used to represent a
goal onguration in the environment.
It is worth to point out some advantages and disadvantages of the potential eld
method. In [DJ00℄ some attrative and unattrative features are mentioned: Spa-
tial paths an be generated in real time; smooth paths an be generated; planning
and ontrol an be generated into one funtion. Whereas, one of the main draw-
baks is when the robot gets trapped into a loal minima. There are solutions to
the loal minima problem; suh as "Best-rst planning" [Lat91℄. Another way to
solve the loal minima problem is to use global navigation funtions that repre-
sent the potential eld in suh ways that are free from loal minima. One suh
navigation funtion is based on using harmoni potential eld obtained by solving
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the Laplae equation [Con92, CG93, Con94a, CBW90, Con94b℄. The solution to
harmoni funtions by means of Laplae's equation an be visualised as stream
line from the initial onguration to the goal onguration. These streamlines
are ideally free from ollision and loal minima. The work in this thesis does not
onsider the use of harmoni funtions for path planning.
In the next subsetions the repulsive and the attrative potential elds based on
mathematial funtions are desribed.
Attrative Potential
The attrative potential an be represented as a quadrati funtion with its min-
imum at the goal onguration; equation 2-79
Uatt(q) =
1
2
ξρ2goal(q) (2-79)
In equation 2-79 the following is dened; ξ is a positive saling fator, ρgoal
denotes the Eulidean distane ‖q − qgoal‖, Uatt is always positive or zero and
has its minimum at Uatt(qgoal) = 0.
Figure 2-33(a) shows the attrative potential funtion; it an be seen that the
minimum is at the goal onguration. It an also be observed that no matter
where the robot is on that funtion it always will go toward the goal. The olour-
bar shows the olours at minimum and at maximum of the attrative potential
funtion.
The artiial attrative fore an be derived as in equation 2-80. The proof of
this equation is presented in appendix C.
F att(q) = −∇Uatt(q) = −ξ(q − qgoal) (2-80)
Equation 2-80 gives the diretion and orientation of the fore F att(q) whih
is obtained by a subtration of the goal onguration from the urrent robot
onguration as shown in gure 2-33(b).
Repulsive Potential
The artiial potential reates a kind of wall or barrier around the obstales, so
the mobile robot is not able to move lose to the them, i.e. the wall is a kind
of protetion to avoid robot ollisions with the obstales. This potential eld
should not aet the robot motion when the robot is suiently far away from
the obstales. The repulsive potential funtion is positive or zero. It tends to
innity the loser the onguration q tends to the obstale and it is zero when
the distane of the robot's onguration is greater than the distane of inuene
[Lat91℄, as seen in equation 2-81.
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(a)
q
y
θ
qgoal
x
Fatt(q)
(b)
Figure 2-33: Attrative potential. (a) shows the attrative potential fun-
tion, (b) represents the diretion of the fore at eah urrent
robot onguration.
Urep(q) =


1
2η
(
1
ρ(q) −
1
ρ0
)2
if ρ(q) ≤ ρ0,
0 if ρ(q) > ρ0,
(2-81)
Where:
 η is a positive saling fator.
 ρ(q) are the distanes from the urrent onguration of the robot q to the
C-obstale region CB, i.e. it is the Eulidean distane as shown in equation
2-82.
ρ(q) = min
q′∈CB
‖q − q′‖ (2-82)
 ρ0 is the maximum distane of inuene, i.e. it is the distane from the
entre of the obstale to the boundary of the obstale region;
The above mentioned denitions an be seen in gure 2-34(b).
Figure 2-34(a) shows an example of the two repulsive potential funtions plotted
at dierent plaes.
Equation 2-83 shows the artiial repulsive potential fore. The proof of this
equation is presented in appendix C.
F rep(q) = −∇Urep(q) =

 η
(
1
ρ(q) −
1
ρ0
)2
1
ρ2(q)∇ρ(q) if ρ(q) ≤ ρ0,
0 if ρ(q) > ρ0,
(2-83)
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(a)
q
CB
ρ0
qgoal
ρ(q)
y
x
(b)
Figure 2-34: Repulsive potential. (a) shows two repulsive potential fun-
tions plaed in dierent loations of the map. (b) shows the
Eulidean distane from the robot urrent onguration to
the C-obstale region.
Addition of the two potentials
The addition of the two potentials is presented as in equation 2-77(a) and the total
fore is represented as in equation 2-78. In gure 2-77(a), the attrative potential
stem from gure 2-33(a) and the repulsive potential is taken from gure 2-34(a).
Figure 2-36 also shows the addition of two potentials. The repulsive potentials
represents objets and a wall around the map. In both gures the bar-olour
gives an indiation of the minimum and maximum of the potentials.
Figures 2-33(a) and 2-36 an be interpreted as the metaphor of the ball, i.e. if a
ball is thrown on the area whih represents the attrative as well as the repulsive
potential elds respetively, it will always drift away from the objets and will
go towards the goal onguration. It an also be explained as a harge moving
through a magneti eld; where the goal onguration has an opposite harge to
the partile but the obstales have the same harge than the partile, ausing the
partile to be attrated to the goal onguration and to be repulsed away from
the obstales.
2.10 Conlusion
A review of the existing theory available in the literature about sensor data fusion
and motion planning was presented in this hapter.
A distintion between multisensor integration and multisensor fusion was made.
These two onepts are inserted in a funtional diagram of multisensor integra-
tion and fusion. The desription of sensors, sensor models, sensor registration,
and sensor data fusion arhiteture are needed in order to proess the multisen-
sor fusion and by onsequene the multisensor integration under this funtional
diagram.
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Figure 2-35: Addition of the two potentials. (a) shows the addition of
the attrative as well as the repulsive artiial potentials, (b)
shows a path onneting qinit and qgoal .
The Dempster-Shafer theory was reviewed. This review inludes; the frame of
disernment (FOD), the basi probability assignment (bpa), the belief (Bel) fun-
tions, the plausibility (Pls) funtions, and the Dempster's rule of ombination.
These onepts allow a good evaluation of the theory of evidene in the area of
sensor fusion in mobile robots. The hapter has also presented an overview of
Bayesian theory needed in the eld of sensor fusion.
Two sensors are of partiular interest in this thesis: ultrasoni-range nder and
stereo vision system. Some ultrasoni-range nder sensor models proposed in
the literature by researhers were reviewed. The omputer vision algorithm for
feature extration and mapping used in this thesis is the so alled SIFT . This
algorithm is also reviewed.
Sine the motion planning problem is omplex by itself, setion 2.9.1 simplies
the motion planning problem; making the solution for mobile robot navigation
more feasible. Setion 2.9.2 gave an explanation of the onguration spae of the
robot, that is how it an be represented in the environment and how the path and
the obstales of the robot an be desribed in suh environment. The potential
eld method is desribed in setion 2.9.3.
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Figure 2-36: The repulsive potential is depited as two objets and a wall
around the map. The attrative potential is presented as
quadrati funtion.
SIFT-feature Model
Chapter3
One of the tasks of a stereo vision system in mobile robot is the extration of
features from a pair of digital images. These features an be used for map making.
Feature based mapping has been implemented in the past by researhers. [EM87℄
for instane used the anny edge detetor to extrat edges from the environment,
mathing edges in the pair of digital images that are used to onstrut the map.
[DBZ04℄ suggests the use of visual tehniques suh as the SIFT algorithm to
identify features ommon to eah amera view, and thereby infer the geometry.
Sensor readings are unertain by nature and the stereo vision system is not the
exeption. In this hapter a probabilisti sensor model is proposed . The model
takes into aount the unertainties inherited by the stereo vision system readings.
The model is divided in two areas; the oupied area whih is in fat the model of
the quantiation error as is explained in setion 3.1, and the empty area whih
is reviewed in setion 3.2. Setion 3.3 ombines the two models into one having
the nal SIFT -desriptor model. The onlusion is handled in setion 3.4.
3.1 Modelling the Oupied Area
Stereo triangulation is needed in order to get the depth from the stereo system to
the features extrated from the SIFT . And, due to the fators of quantiation
and alibration errors, a ertain degree of unertainty must be expeted in the
triangulation. This unertainty must be modelled. In [MS87℄, Mathies and Shafer
show three approahes to model suh unertainty. Two of the methods are just
mentioned -for further details take a look to the referenes- while the third one will
be explained in more detail. They are: disrete tolerane limits, salar weights
and multidimensional probability distribution.
The multidimensional probability distribution will be explained in the following.
The geometry of stereo triangulation is shown in gure 3-1(a). The tik marks on
the image planes denote pixel boundaries as well as the lines whih are radiating
to the spae from this tik marks. Assuming a point M in the spae whih is
projeted onto the left and right image planes at xl and xr respetively. Beause
of errors in quantiation, the stereo system will determine xl and xr with some
error, whih in turn auses error in the estimated loation of M . Thus, ausing
the point M lying on the region surrounding the true loation. It an also be
seen in gure 3-1(a) that the unertainty is skewed and orientated (diamond
around the point M). This unertainty an be aptured by using 3D Gaussian
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distributions. This distribution an be depited as in gure 3-1(b), where the
ellipse represents the ontour of the error model and the diamond represents the
quantisation error.
  
XrXl
zz
Right cameraLeft camera
Pixel size
M
Uncertainty region
Gaussian uncertainty region
(a) (b)
Figure 3-1: (a) Stereo Geometry showing triangulation unertainty as a
diamond around a point M . It also shows the empty region
unertainty from the pair of ameras to the unertainty region
of the point M . (b) 2D dimensional Gaussian distribution un-
ertainty region.
The mean values and the ovariane matrix of eah point in the spae are needed
in order to get a proper shape of the Gaussian distribution. For that, the tri-
angulation error for the general ase of 3D points projeting onto 2D images is
desribed in the following.
Consider a 3D point M = (X,Y, Z) or a vetor M = [X,Y, Z]T , whih is
projeted onto the left and right image planes respetively as ml = [xl, yl]
T
and
mr = [xr , yr]
T
as depited in gure 3-2.
The vetors ml and mr are onsidered to be normally distributed with means µl
and µr and ovariane matries Vl and Vr [MS87℄. The mean and the ovariane
matrix of the point M are µM and VM . µM and M are funtions of ml and
mr meaning that µM = f(xl, yl, xr, yr) and M = [X,Y, Z]
T = f(xl, yl, xr, yr)
as stated in [MS87℄. Equations A-4 and A-5 from the triangulation proess
explained in setion A.6 an be used to estimate the oordinates of the vetor
M = [X,Y, Z]T . These equations need to be hanged in order to use them in
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Figure 3-2: The gure shows in the left part the perspetive or pinhole
model and also the triangulation.
the estimation of the point M . These equations deviate from the one used in this
setion in that, MATLAB alibration tool box uses the right amera as a referene
frame instead of the left referene frame as stated in setion A.6. Equations A-4
and A-5 get the shape stated in equations 3-1 and 3-2.
sM = amr +
1
2
cn (3-1)
amr − bR
Tml + c(mr ×R
Tml) = T
[
mr −RTml ml + c(mr ×RTml)
] ab
c

 = T
(3-2)
The vetor sM in equation 3-1 denes the oordinates of the point M as seen in
equation 3-3, where n = mr ×RTml.
M = [X,Y, Z]T = amr +
1
2
c
(
mr ×R
Tml
)
(3-3)
Making the following denitions ml(xl) = mlx, ml(yl) = mly , mr(xr) = mrx,
and mr(yr) = mry. The vetors ml and mr an be dened as vetors with
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3 omponents eah one suh as [mlx,mly,, fl]
T
and [mrx,mry, fr]
T
respetively,
where fl and fr are the foal length of the left and right ameras respetively.
mlx = (Oxl − xl)Sx, mly = (Oyl − yl)Sy , mrx = (Oxr − xr)Sx and mry =
(Oyr−yr)Sy, where Sx is the pixel size inmm in horizontal and vertial diretions
respetively. Oxl, Oyl, Oxr and Oyr are the oordinates in pixels of the left and
right image entres (The prinipal point). R is a (3 × 3) rotation matrix. Refer
to setion A.4 for more details about intrinsi and extrinsi parameters.
A proper substitution of the denitions mentioned above into equation 3-3 and
expanding this equation into individual equations gives equations state in 3-5.
[
X,Y, Z
]T
=a
[
mrx,mry, fr
]T
+
1
2
c
([
mrx,mry, fr
]T
×RT
[
mlx,mly, fl
]T)
(3-4)

 XY
Z

 =a

 mrxmry
fr

+ 1
2
c

 mryRT fl −RTmlyfrmrxRT fl −RTmlxfr
mrxR
Tmly −RTmlxmry


X =a(Oxr − xr)Sx +
1
2
c
[
(Oyr − yr)SyR
T fl −R
T (Oyl − yl)Syfr
]
=f1(xl, yl, xr, yr)
Y =a(Oyr − yr)Sy +
1
2
c
[
− (Oxr − xr)SxR
T fl +R
T (Oxl − xl)Sxfr
]
=f2(xl, yl, xr, yr)
Z =afr +
1
2
c
[
(Oxr − xr)SxR
T (Oyl − yl)Sy −R
T (Oxl − xl)Sx(Oyr − yr)Sy
]
=f3(xl, yl, xr, yr)
(3-5)
The parameters a and c in equations stated in 3-5 an be obtained by solving the
linear system as seen in equation 3-2 where a, b and c are salars. This linear
system is dened as follows (Ax = bl), where A = [mr, −RTmr, ml × RTmr],
x = [a, b, c]T and bl = T .
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The mean value µM and the ovariane matrix VM of the point M an be om-
puted as follows. VM is alulated as stated in [MS87℄ as seen in equation 3-6
VM=J
[
Vl 0
0 Vr
]
JT
(3-6)
Where J is the Jaobian of rst partial derivatives of fn(xl, yl, xr, yr) with n =
1, 2, 3 as seen in expression 3-5. The Jaobian, whih is a matrix of all rst-order
partial derivatives of a vetor-valued funtion, an be omputed as in equation
3-7
J =


∂f1
∂xl
∂f1
∂yl
∂f1
∂xr
∂f1
∂yr
∂f2
∂xl
∂f2
∂yl
∂f2
∂xr
∂f2
∂yr
∂f3
∂xl
∂f3
∂yl
∂f3
∂xr
∂f3
∂yr

 (3-7)
The Jaobian- matrix stated in 3-7 an be solved by means of numerial analysis,
and an example of suh numerial approah is shown in equation 3-8
∂f
∂x1
≈
1
2
(
f(xl − 1, yl, xr, yr)− f(xl + 1, yl, xr, yr)
)
(3-8)
Mathies and Shafer [MS87℄ suggest to approximate the means (µl and µr) with the
oordinates returned by the stereo mather and the ovarianes with the identity
matries. This is equivalent to treating the image oordinates as unorrelated
with varianes of one pixel.
Figure 3-3(a) shows a three dimensional probabilisti model of the oupied area
by the SIFT -desriptor. The olour-bar indiates the lowest and the highest
probabilities of being oupied. Figure 3-3(b) is a two gray sale dimensional
representation of the oupied area. The 0 in the gray-sale bar indiates the
lowest probability of oupany, e.g. P oi,j = 0. Whereas, the 1 indiates the
highest probability of oupany, e.g. P oi,j = 1.
3.2 Modelling the Empty Area
The empty regions from the left and right ameras, as shown as shadow areas
in gure 3-1(a), also need to be modelled. A searh onerning the modelling of
the unertainties of these two regions has been arried out in the literature with
unsuessful results.
The approah taken by Elfes [ME85℄ (equations 2-24 and 2-25) to model the
empty region of the sonar beam has been taken into onsideration to solve the
problem of modelling these two empty regions. The implementation ame up
with satisfatory results as depited in gure 3-4. Figure3-4(a) shows the three
dimensional probabilisti model of the two empty areas of the SIFT-desriptor,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3-3: (a) is a 3D representation of the oupied area by the SIFT -
desriptor. (b) is a 2D representation of the oupied area by
the SIFT -desriptor.
whereas gure 3-4(b) shows a two dimensional gray sale representation of the
empty areas. The more blak the region is the more probability of an emptiness.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3-4: (a) A 3D probabilisti representation of the empty area of the
SIFT -desriptor. (b) A 2D gray-sale representation of the
empty area of the SIFT -desriptor.
3.3 Putting all Together
The oupied area as well as the empty one of the SIFT -desriptor model is put
together bringing up the nal probabilisti SIFT -desriptor model. Figure 3-
5(a) shows a 3D model of the unertainty triangulation together with the empty
unertainty region of the empty areas, whih in fat is the 3D probability model
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of the SIFT -desriptor. Figure 3-5(b) shows a 2D view of the former 3D view of
the unertainties.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3-5: The SIFT -desriptor probability model. (a) 3D view of the
SIFT -desriptor probability model. (b) 2D view of the SIFT -
desriptor probability model.
3.4 Conlusion
This hapter has proposed a SIFT -desriptor probabilisti sensor model. The
model takes into aount the unertainty inherited in the stereo vision system
when omputing the SIFT -desriptors. To this end, the model has been divided
in two regions; oupied and empty areas. The oupied area was modelled a-
ording to [EM87℄, where the multidimensional probability distribution approah
is used to model the quantiation error. The empty region was modelled a-
ording to the approah proposed by [ME85℄ in modelling the empty area of the
sonar beam. The modelling ame up with satisfatory results. This model an
be used in the internal representation for sensor fusion tasks.
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ture
Chapter4
This hapter disusses an arhiteture that enables an appliation for sensor data
fusion in mobile robots. The hapter is divided as follows: setion 4.1 explains a
general arhiteture. A spei appliation of the arhiteture is addressed in se-
tion 4.2. Setions 4.3 and 4.4 explain how the Bayesian estimation theory and the
Demspter-Shafer evidential theory an be applied to spatial representations suh
as oupany and Shafer grids respetively. The hapter ends with a onlusion
in setion 4.5.
4.1 Struture of the Arhiteture
[LYS02℄ makes a general review of general multisensor fusion methods, sensor
seletion strategies, and world models along with approahes for the integration
and fusion for dierent types of sensors. It also disusses a general methodology
for multisensor integration and fusion. Later on, [LK90, LYS02℄ ame up with a
funtional diagram of multisensor integration and fusion, as it was reviewed in
setion 2.1.1.
The arhiteture for a general ase is depited in gure 4-1, whih is divided in
the following layers:
 Layer1 represents the environment where the robot has to navigate and
ollet data.
 Layer2 presents the sensors and their data aquisition. Sensors are used in
order for the mobile robot to interat with the environment.
 Layer3 depits the sensor data models, whih are neessary to quantify the
unertainty that always aompanies the sensor data.
 Layer4 onsiders the registration of the sensor data models into a 2D spatial
representation whih is ommon to all sensors. This means that the sensors'
readings of dierent modalities must be onverted into a ommon internal
representation in advane before the fusion proess is arried out.
 Layer5 shows a loal map for eah type of sensor. A loal map represents
a window of the environment around the robot. The window is normally
entred at the robot's urrent position. Several windows are built up during
the robot trajetory.
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Figure 4-1: Layer struture of the arhiteture.
 Layer6 addresses the sensor map updating. This layer is a transition from a
loal map to a global map. A new loal map from Layer5 is used to update
the existing map and at the same time an be used in the onstrution of a
global map.
 Layer7 deals with a global map sensor whih is simply an abstration of the
entire environment the mobile robot has been in. Eah sensor ontributes
with a global map.
 Layer8 addresses the sensor map fusion. Eah global map from the sensor
is fused with the other global maps from the other sensors. The result of
the fusion proess is a map whih ontains all the information from all the
sensors in the system.
 Layer9 deals with the path planning approah whih is relatively straight-
forward if full information of the environment (global map) and the ong-
uration of the robot are available.
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4.2 Appliation of the Arhiteture
Most sensor data fusion systems desribed in the literature follow a spei ap-
proah for a spei task at hand. Suitable sensors are sought and fusion methods
are applied that are spei to those sensors and that task only.
In subsetion 2.1.4 a SDF arhiteture was introdued. This arhiteture was
presented to the sienti ommunity by Groen Krose in [vDKG96, Kro98℄. The
main harateristis of this arhiteture is:
 The data from sensor readings are onverted to an internal representation.
 The internal representation is ommon to all sensors.
 The data fusion is performed in this representation.
[EM88℄ also presented an arhiteture for sensor data fusion to the sienti
ommunity. This arhiteture proposes a paradigm that uses oupany grids as
an intermediate representation.
In this setion, an arhiteture for a partiular sensor data fusion appliation
is proposed [CB07℄. The arhiteture is very similar to the ones proposed by
[vDKG96, Kro98, EM88℄ in the sense that sensor data readings are interpreted by
probability sensor models and it is onverted to a ommon internal representation
before the fusion proess is arried out. The dierenes stem from the fat that
a dierent vision algorithm is used in the data fusion proess in omparison with
[EM88℄. [vDKG96, Kro98℄ uses just a sonar as a sensor devie and a dierent
sensor fusion approah. The dierenes and similarities beome more lear in the
explanation of the proposed arhiteture.
The appliation an be depited in gure 4-2, whih is also divided in layers:
 Layer1. The environment the mobile robot has to deal with is an of-
e/laboratory.
 Layer2 presents the sensors. There is a variety of approahes to the inte-
gration and fusion of information from the ombination of dierent types
of sensors. This paragraph will not disuss all the approahes of sensor
ombinations. It fouses on a seletion of two sensors, mainly the ultra-
soni sound devie or sonar and vision. The vision system is one of the
most powerful soures of information. However, other non visual sensors,
like sonar, are required to be ombined with the vision system in order to
ompensate for some diulties in the visual information. Sonar is widely
used in mobile robots due to its heap prie. This is one reason why sonar
has been hosen in this work. Another reason is that the ombination of
sonar and vision is advantageous due to omplementary error harateris-
tis onerning range and angular resolutions, whih has been shown in the
researh work done in [WGD95, EM88, SPK05℄. The laser range nder is
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Figure 4-2: Layer struture of the appliation of the arhiteture.
the third sensor taken into aount in this sensor data fusion appliation.
This sensor is aurate however, its ost limits its appliations. The laser
is onsidered for evaluating the inoming data from the sonar and vision
system.
 Layer3. The vision algorithms used in the eld of mobile robots are mainly
based on feature extration, where the features are edges. For instane,
[EM88℄ uses the anny edge detetor algorithm to extrat features from the
sene. The features are edges that are mathed from the pair of images
near the horizon line. This fat led to the exploration of new alternatives
for extrating features from the sene and use them in the eld of sensor
fusion in mobile robots. The SIFT algorithm alled the attention in its
suess in objet reognition. It does provide a good basis for mathing
images of dierent sizes.
The SIFT vision algorithm was introdued and reviewed in setion 2.8.
In this layer the algorithm is used to extrat the features from the stereo
snapshots taken from the robot during its path.
 Layer4. The sensors in a multisensor system are harateristially distint
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and the readings are always unertain. Due to this fat, sensor models are
required in order to supply some measure of the unertainty. Probabilis-
ti sensor models have been proposed by researhes in robotis. And their
usefulness has been realized by a number of publiations. Most notably,
[EM88℄ used in its paradigm for sensor integration a sonar sensor model
in the form of a onditional probability density funtion. [ME85℄ modelled
the unertainty in sonar readings by probability distribution funtions to
the oupied and empty regions of the sonar beam. Variations of these
sonar models have also been proposed. For instane, [Kon97℄ proposes a
sonar model alled the multiple target model, whih is based on the normal
distribution. [vDKG96, Kro98℄ propose the use of ANN , whih learns the
onversion funtion from a range reading to a probabilisti spatial repre-
sentation of the environment
This is not intended to be an in depth disussion of sonar models, for that see
setion 2.7.1 and the soure papers. However, this presents an overview of
the most popular sensor sonar models. In this arhiteture, the sensor sonar
model proposed by Elfes in [ME85℄ has been hosen due to its simpliity
and suess in applying Gaussian probability to the eho beam.
[EM88℄ denes an unertainty around the band where the features from the
stereo vision system are laying. This approah takes into aount the un-
ertainty in the oupied region, where the features are edges. The fat is
that sine this approah ould not be used to model the SIFT -desriptor's
unertainty regions, this approah led up to the exploration of new alter-
natives to takle the problem.
Mathies and Shafer [MS87℄ suessfully modelled the triangulation error
in stereo mathed with 3D normal distributions. This approah has been
taken into aount on modelling the oupied area of the SIFT -desriptor.
The Elfes approah has been onsidered to model the empty areas from the
ameras to the boundary of the 3D normal distribution. These two models
led to a SIFT -desriptor probabilisti model. This proposed model was
reviewed and implemented in hapter 3.
 Layer5. Internal representations were treated in setion 2.5. [vDKG96,
Kro98, EM88℄ use an oupany grid as a sensor internal representation.
The main reason is that this kind of representation is more suitable to be
applied to unstrutured environments where the obstales in the environ-
ment are hard to be modelled with geometri representations.
In the arhiteture of this thesis, the use of oupany grids is also pro-
posed. However, the use of a Dempster-Shafer grids has also been taken
into aount to register the sensor data models.
These spatial representations have been hosen beause the onversion from
dierent sensors data readings to this spatial representation and the proess
of fusing the interpreted sensor readings are easy to arry out.
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In this way, the sonar data model, the SIFT -desriptor model are inserted
into an oupany and a Dempster-Shafer grids. Data from the laser is only
inserted into the oupany grids.
 Layer6,7,8. One question arises at this point. How an a interpreted sensor
data reading be integrated and updated on a spatial representation suh as
oupany and Shafer grids?
There are a number of approahes to inferene under unertainty, inlud-
ing probability theory, The Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy sets, and ANN .
[EM88℄ has proposed the used of probability theory to integrate an update
the oupany grid. [vDKG96, Kro98℄ use ANN to arried out the fusion
from dierent sensor readings.
In the urrent work of this researh projet, the Bayesian as well as the
Dempster-Shafer theories have been hosen to update the oupany and
the Shafer's grids. The reason for this is that these two theories have been
applied suessfully in sensor data fusion-based on oupany and Shafer's
grids.
Setions 4.3 and 4.4 desribe how the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer theo-
ries are used in the oupany and Shafer grids, respetively.
The work done in [vDKG96, Kro98, EM88℄ takes into aount the use of
loal maps. A loal map is simply an abstrat representation of the envi-
ronment the robot is operated in. This only inludes information from a
window entred at the robot's urrent position.
This layer presents loal sensor maps, whih orrespond to individual sen-
sors and a ombination of sonar and vision sensors.
 Sonar loal map. This map is built from data of an array of sonars
(16 sonars) whih are distributed around the robot. The data whih
has been aquired, registered and modelled has to be integrated into
the sonar loal map. To this end, two reursive formulas are used to
update the loal map from sonar readings. The Bayesian estimation
approah is used to update the sonar loal map using oupany grids.
The Dempster-Shafer integration formula is used to update the loal
map using Shafer grids.
 SIFT loal map. The SIFT -desriptors identied by the SIFT al-
gorithm in eah snapshot are modelled and registered into oupany
and Shafer grids. After this proess they must be integrated into a
loal map. The Bayes as well as the Dempster reursive formulas are
used to update the SIFT -loal map for all SIFT -desriptors in eah
snapshot.
 Sonar-SIFT loal map. A single loal grid map is used to integrate
both sonar and SIFT -desriptor data. Two loal maps are needed for
the integration proess, one for the oupany grids using the Bayesian
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estimation formula and the other one for the Shafer grids using the
Dempster-Shafer rule of ombination.
 Laser sonar map. The integration of the laser data into a loal map is
done by applying the reursive Bayes formula to the laser data.
Composing robot based loal maps reates a global map. [EM88℄ used
a simple Bayesian approah to ompose both sonar-based and vision-
based maps.
 Layer9. [EM88℄ uses a sensor integration model, whih is in fat a way to
integrate data provided by a qualitative dierent sensors. The integration
mainly onsists of assigning a grid to eah kind of sensor, then the use
of a Bayesian approah is taken into aount to integrate dierent grids
orresponding to dierent sensors.
The work done in [SPK05℄ is similar to the work done in [EM88℄, in the sense
that both use dierent grids to represent dierent sensor data readings. The
dierene stem from the fat that [SPK05℄ alled this proess "fusion of two
maps into one". However, [SPK05℄ presents another method of integration
whih is alled "fusion of two maps with sensor auray".
The work done in [SPK05℄ to integrate sensor readings alled for the atten-
tion and this layer uses that approah. The results of the experiments have
been shown to the sienti soiety in [CS06℄. See hapter 5 for a more
detailed explanation of the methods.
 Layer10 There are numerous dierent planning approahes available in the
literature. It is diult to dene the best planning approah. The optimal
hoie an be made for a spei task. This thesis briey touhes the path
planning approah using potential eld method. The aim is to show that
it is feasible to perform path planning based on the maps that have been
generated using fused range readings from the sonar and vision system.
Path planning using potential eld is ahieved in Chapter 8.
The omparison is mainly done in two parts; The test and plot of oupied
ells. The omputation of the Mahalanobis distane. The details of this
omparison an be found in hapter 7.
4.3 Appliation of Bayes Theory to the Oupany
Grid
4.3.1 Reursive Bayes Update Rule
The attration of the Bayesian inferene approah to map building stems from
the fat that Bayes' updating rule is reursive. When it is used to support sensor
fusion, Bayes' rule provides a way of omputing a posteriori probability of a
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hypothesis being true giving supporting of evidene. [Elf89a℄, [EM88℄, [EM87℄
and [Elf89b℄ have suessfully used Bayes' rule to update the oupany grid for
multiple sensor readings (s1, ....., sn).
Equations 4-1 and 4-2 are obtained when Bayes' rule from theorem 2.3.1 is trans-
fered to the oupany grid framework for multiple sensor readings.
P
o|s
i,j =
P
s|o
i,j P
o
i,j
P
s|o
i,j P
o
i,j + (1− P
s|o
i,j )(1− P
o
i,j)
(4-1)
P
e|s
i,j =
P
s|e
i,j P
e
i,j
P
s|e
i,j P
e
i,j + (1− P
s|e
i,j )(1 − P
e
i,j)
(4-2)
The following statements are dened.
 The relevant evidene A is given by the sensor reading s.
 The ertainty of the true parameter Bi is given by P
o
i,j and P
e
i,j , meaning
that they are the prior probabilities of the ell Ci,j being oupied or empty.
They are taken from the existing map.
 The onditional probability P (A|Bi) is given by P
s|o
i,j and P
s|e
i,j , whih are
the onditional probabilities that a sensor reading will exist given the state
of the ell Ci,j , being oupied or empty. This onditional probability is
given by the probabilisti sensor model.
 The onditional probability P (Bi|A) is given by P
o|s
i,j and P
e|s
i,j , whih is
the onditional probability that a ell is oupied based on the past sensor
readings. It is the new estimate.
A new sensor reading s, introdues additional information about the state of the
ell Ci,j . This information is done by the sensor model P
s|o
i,j , and it is ombined
with the most reent probability estimate stored in the ell. This ombination is
done by the reursive Bayes' rule (P
o|s
i,j ) based on the urrent set of readings to
give a new estimate P
o|s
i,j . It is worth noting that when initialising the map an
equal probability to eah ell Ci,j must be assigned. In other words, the initial
map ell prior probabilities are P oi,j = P
e
i,j =
1
2 .
A sensor reading s in equations 4-1 and 4-2 hanges to r when there is a sonar
reading and to v when there is a vision reading, e.g. s→ r and s→ v.
The graphial interpretation of equations 4-1 and 4-2 for a single ell Ci,j within a
sonar model an be depited as in gure 4-3. In order to update the ell Ci,j with
equations 4-1 and 4-2, a prior probabilities P ori,j and P
er
i,j given by the existing
grid are needed. These probabilities are ombined with the probabilities given by
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empty grid
Existing grid
Ci,j
P
o|r
i,j
P
e|r
i,j
P
r|o
i,j
, P
r|e
i,j
P
or
i,j
, P
er
i,j
oupied grid
New reading
r
Sensor model
Figure 4-3: A graphial interpretation of equations 4-1 and 4-2 for a single
ell Ci,j withing the main lobe of the sonar model. An existing
grid ontains the old probabilities (prior) of the sonar model
P ori,j and P
er
i,j of a single ell Ci,j being oupied or empty
respetively. A new sensor data interpreted by a sonar model
(P
r|o
i,j , P
r|e
i,j ) is used together with the existing probabilities in
the grid to estimate the new state of the ell (P
o|r
i,j , P
e|r
i,j ).
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the sonar model (P
r|o
i,j and P
r|e
i,j ) by means of Bayes' rule of ombination to give
a new estimate or posteriori probabilities (P
o|r
i,j and P
e|r
i,j ).
The following example shows how a single ell state Ci,j is updated in the proess
shown in gure 4-3 through equations 4-1 and 4-2.
Example 4.3.1. The following terms are given from the existing grid in a par-
tiular ell Ci,j , P
o
i,j = 0.52, P
e
i,j = 0.48; update the P
o|s
i,j , P
e|s
i,j with the terms
given by the sensor model P
s|o
i,j = 0.56, and P
s|e
i,j = 0.44.
P
o|s
i,j =
(0.56)(0.52)
(0.56)(0.52) + (1− 0.56)(1− 0.52)
) =
0.2912
0.5024
∼= 0.58
P
e|s
i,j =
(0.44)(0.48)
(0.44)(0.48) + (1− 0.44)(1− 0.48)
) =
0.2112
0.5024
∼= 0.42
Note that the addition of P
o|r
i,j and P
e|r
i,j equal the value of one.
4.4 Appliation of Dempster-Shafer Theory to the
Shafer-Grid
Review of the Dempster-Shafer evidential theory was presented in setion 2.4.
Dempster-Shafer grids were introdue in 2.5.1. This setion reviews how the
Dempster-Shafer evidential theory is applied to update the Shafer-grids (Sg).
Shafer-grids an be updated by means of Dempster's rule of ombination whih
is the heart of the theory. Dempster's rule of ombination is not new in map
building and has long been onsidered as an alternative to the traditional Bayesian
approah [HH88, Mur99, PNDW98, Kle04, IP05, Sme00, KT04℄.
When applying the theory to sensor data fusion, eah sensor reading ontributes
with a belief mass. The belief mass represents the ertainty of the evidene. The
degree of evidene of the belief masses utuates between 0 and 1. The belief mass
an be distributed to any ombination of the propositions. These propositions are
mutually inlusive and exhaustive and form the body of the frame of disernment
(FOD) of the belief funtions Bel. In the ase of a sensor, what an be diserned
or observed, i.e. a ell an be oupied or empty.
The possibilisti belief funtions Bel are ombined by the Dempster's rule of
ombination or orthogonal sum. These funtions serve the same purpose as the
Bayesian probability funtions. However, instead of measuring the probability of
the propositions they measure the basi probabilisti assignment or belief mass
of them.
Prior to the aquisition of evidene from the world, the Bayesian initialises the
oupany grids as P oi,j = P
e
i,j =
1
2 whereas in Dempster-Shafer theory, the
vauous belief funtion is used to initialise Shafer-grids, as stated in denition
4.4.1.
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Denition 4.4.1. (Vauous funtion for Sg)
If Θ = {(o, e)} is a frame of disernment, and the set of subsets of Θ is 2Θ =
{∅, o, e, (o, e)}, the vauous belief funtion Bel : 2Θ → [0, 1] for a Sg is dened as:
Bel =
∑
A⊂2θ
m(A)


m
(o,e)
i,j = 1
moi,j = 0 ∀i, j ∈ Sg
mei,j = 0
(4-3)
In denition 4.4.1, the total basi probability assignment is assigned to the term
dontknow, i.e. m
(o,e)
i,j = 1. This means that the sensor is ompletely unertain
about what there is in the environment sine moi,j = 0 and m
o
i,j = 0.
Whereas, the lak of vauous funtion when applying to the Shafer-grids is stated
in denition 4.4.2.
Denition 4.4.2. (Lak of vauous funtion for Sg)
If Θ = {(o, e)} is a frame of disernment, and the set of subsets of Θ is 2Θ =
{∅, o, e, (o, e)}, the lak of vauous belief funtion Bel : 2Θ → [0, 1] for a Sg is
dened as:
Bel =
∑
A⊂2θ
m(A)


m
(o,e)
i,j = 0
moi,j → [0, 1] ∀i, j ∈ Sg | m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j = 1
mei,j → [0, 1]
(4-4)
In denition 4.4.2 the total probability assignment is ommitted to the addition
of the singletons moi,j and m
e
i,j . This meanse that the sensor is ompletely ertain
about what there is in the environment sine m
(o,e)
i,j = 0.
4.4.1 Orthogonal sum
The explanation on how Dempster's rule of ombination is used to ombine two
sensor readings is treated in the following. Sine it is notationally dense, a graph-
ial example will be given rst followed by a formal mathematial denition.
Example 4.4.1. Assuming that there exist four belief funtions, Bel1, Bel2,
Bel4 and Bel5. The basi probability assignment of all subsets of Θ is given as
follows:
Bel1 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = a1 + 0 + a2 = 1
Bel2 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = b1 + 0 + b2 = 1
Bel4 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = c1 + 0 + c2 = 1
Bel5 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = 0 + d1 + d2 = 1
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Where, ai, bi, ci, di for i = 1, 2, 3 are the basi probability numbers of the single-
tons. The graphial orthogonal ombination over Bel1 and Bel2 is Bel3 as stated
in equation 4-5 and its graphial representations an be depited in gure 4-4(a).
1 2
3 4
1
1
Bel2
occ = a2b1
Bel1
Bel3 = Bel1 ⊕Bel2
m
o
,e
i
,j
=
a
2
moi,j ∩m
o,e
i,j =
m
o i
,j
=
a
1
moi,j ∩m
o
i,j =
mo,ei,j = a2b2
moi,j = a1b2
moi,j = b1 m
o,e
i,j = b2
moi,j = a1b1
mo,ei,j ∩m
o,e
i,j =
mo,ei,j ∩m
o
i,j =
(a)
1 2
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o
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i
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=
c
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m
o i
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=
c
1
mei,j = d1 m
o,e
i,j = d2
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moi,j = c1d2
mo,ei,j ∩m
o,e
i,j =
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o
i,j ∩m
e
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Figure 4-4: (a) Graphial orthogonal ombination between Bel1 and Bel2.
Bel1 is represented as the horizontal axis and Bel3 is repre-
sented as the vertial axis. Eah olour represents the inter-
setion between the singletons from the two belief funtions.
None of the intersetions ommit to the empty set. (b) Graph-
ial orthogonal ombination between Bel4 and Bel5. Bel4 is
represented as the horizontal axis and Bel5 is represented as
the vertial. Eah olour represents the intersetion between
the singletons from the two belief funtions. Setion 3 ommits
to ∅ this means that this setion has to be subtrated from the
retangle and needs to be added to the rest of the areas.
Bel3 = Bel1 ⊕Bel2 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = 1 (4-5)
Where,
moi,j =
a2b1 + a1b1 + a1b2
1− 0
(4-6)
mei,j = 0
m
(o,e)
i,j =
a2b2
1− 0
The terms moi,j , m
e
i,j and m
(o,e)
i,j in equation 4-5 are omputed as follows. Firstly,
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there are four subsetions or subregions in gure 4-4(a). The subregions 1, 3 and
4 orrespond to oupany (moi,j) and the subregion 2 orresponds to a disjunction
(m
(o,e)
i,j ). In other words, the intersetion of m
o
i,j and m
o
i,j is m
o
i,j , and the in-
tersetion of moi,j and m
(o,e)
i,j is m
o
i,j , and the intersetion of m
(o,e)
i,j with m
(o,e)
i,j is
m
(o,e)
i,j . Seondly, the values of m
o
i,j in subregions 1, 3 and 4 are a2b1, a1b1 and
a1b2 respetively, and the value in subregion 2 is a2b2. The belief mass of m
o
i,j
in Bel3 is omputed by summing the value of the areas of the three subregions
(1,3 and 4). The empty area of Bel3 is zero, and the disjunction area is the
value of the subregion 2. As seen in the expression 4-6, the denominator is the
normalisation term. Here, the zero means that none of the subregions ommitted
to the empty set ∅; the addition of the terms in Bel3 must be one, as seen in
equation 4-7
a2b1 + a1b1 + a1b2
1− 0
+
a2b2
1− 0
= 1 (4-7)
The graphial orthogonal ombination over Bel4 and Bel5 is Bel6 as stated in
equation 4-8 and its graphial representations an be depited in gure 4-4(b).
Bel3 = Bel1 ⊕Bel2 = m
o
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)
i,j = 1 (4-8)
Where,
moi,j =
c1d2
1− c1d1
(4-9)
mei,j =
c2d1
1− c1d1
m
(o,e)
i,j =
c2d2
1− c1d1
Now the terms moi,j , m
e
i,j and m
(o,e)
i,j in equation 4-8 are explained. Firstly, the
result in the intersetions in the subregions 1, 2 and 4 in gure 4-4(b) are mei,j =
c2d1, m
(o,e)
i,j = c2d2 and m
o
i,j = c1d2 respetively. Seondly, there is a region where
the intersetion of moi,j and m
e
i,j exists, the resulting intersetion is the empty set
∅, the value of the area assoiated with ∅ is c1d1 and is simply left out from the
square in gure 4-4(b), but it is distributed equally in the nonempty areas. Eah
area gets a bit bigger but they all sum one. Equation 4-10 shows that the addition
of the hypothesis from Bel6 must be one.
c1d2
1− c1d1
+
c2d1
1− c1d1
+
c2d2
1− c1d1
= 1 (4-10)
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4.4.2 Dempster's rule
When the orthogonal sum is formalised as the Dempster's rule of ombination, it
redues to:
moi,j =
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bi=moi,j ;m
o
i,j 6=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
1−
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
(4-11)
mei,j =
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Θ:Ai∩Bi=mei,j ;m
e
i,j 6=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
1−
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2Theta :Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
(4-12)
m
(o,e)
i,j =
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2(o,e):Ai∩Bi=m
(o,e)
i,j ;m
(o,e)
i,j 6=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
1−
∑
∀Ai,Bj∈2(o,e):Ai∩Bj=∅
m(Ai)m(Bj)
(4-13)
A basi probability assignment an be desribed for the sensor readings and for the
map by adding the subsripts em and s to the basi probability masses moi,j m
e
i,j
and m
(o,e)
i,j from equations 4-11, 4-12 and 4-13 respetively. Expliitly, the new
basi probability assignments for eah ell Ci,j are based on the basi probability
assignments from the sensor reading and from the map as stated in equations
4-11, 4-12 and 4-13.
moi,j = m
oem
i,j ⊕m
os
i,j =
moemi,j m
os
i,j +m
oem
i,j m
(o,e)s
i,j +m
(o,e)em
i,j m
os
i,j
1−meemi,j m
os
i,j −m
oem
i,j m
es
i,j
(4-14)
mei,j = m
eem
i,j ⊕m
es
i,j =
meemi,j m
es
i,j +m
eem
i,j m
(o,e)s
i,j +m
(o,e)em
i,j m
es
i,j
1−meemi,j m
os
i,j −m
oem
i,j m
es
i,j
(4-15)
m
(o,e)
i,j = m
(o,e)em
i,j ⊕m
(o,e)s
i,j =
m
(o,e)em
i,j m
(o,e)s
i,j
1−meemi,j m
os
i,j −m
oem
i,j m
es
i,j
(4-16)
The terms mosi,j , m
es
i,j and m
(o,e)s
i,j are taken from the sensor model. And, m
oem
i,j ,
meemi,j and m
(o,e)em
i,j are taken from the existing grid map. The terms m
(o,e)em
i,j and
m
(o,e)s
i,j an be omputed as shown in equations 4-17 and 4-18.
m
(o,e)em
i,j = 1−m
oem
i,j −m
eem
i,j (4-17)
m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1−m
os
i,j −m
es
i,j (4-18)
The graphial interpretation of equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 for a single ell
Ci,j within a sonar model an be depited as in gure 4-5. The basi probability
masses moemi,j , m
eem
i,j and m
(o,e)em
i,j given by the existing grid are needed in order to
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update the ell Ci,j with equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16. These probabilities are
ombined with the basi probability masses given by the sonar model mori,j , m
er
i,j
and m
(o,e)r
i,j by means of Dempster's rule of ombination to give a new estimate
(moi,j = m
oem
i,j ⊕m
or
i,j), (m
e
i,j = m
eem
i,j ⊕m
er
i,j) and m
(o,e)
i,j = m
(o,e)em
i,j ⊕m
(o,e)r
i,j .
oupied grid
(o,emp) grid
r
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Figure 4-5: Graphial interpretation of equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 for a
single ell Ci,j . An existing grid map ontains the old probabil-
ity basi assignmentsmoemi,j , m
eem
i,j andm
(o,e)em
i,j of a single ell
Ci,j being oupied, empty and disjuntive respetively. A new
sensor data interpreted by a sonar model gives mori,j , m
er
i,j and
m
(o,e)r
i,j , whih are used together with the existing probability
assignments in the grid to estimate the new basi probability
assignments of the ell moi,j , m
e
i,j and m
(o,e)
i,j .
The following example shows how a single ell (Ci,j) state is updated in the
proess shown in gure 4-5 over equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16.
Example 4.4.2. The following terms are given from the existing grid, moemi,j =
0.4, meemi,j = 0.2, and m
(o,e)em
i,j = 0.4; update the m
o
i,j , m
e
i,j , and m
(o,e)
i,j with the
terms given by the sensor model mosi,j = 0.8, m
es
i,j = 0.1 and m
os
i,j = 0.1.
moemi,j ⊕m
os
i,j =
(0.4)(0.8) + (0.4)(0.1) + (0.4)(0.8)
1− (0.2)(0.8)− (0.4)(0.1)
=
0.68
0.8
= 0.85
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meemi,j ⊕m
es
i,j =
(0.2)(0.1) + (0.2)(0.1) + (0.4)(0.1)
1− (0.2)(0.8)− (0.4)(0.1)
=
0.08
0.8
= 0.1
m
(o,e)em
i,j ⊕m
(o,e)s
i,j =
(0.4)(0.1)
1− (0.2)(0.8)− (0.4)(0.1)
=
0.04
0.8
= 0.05
The addition of moemi,j ⊕m
os
i,j , m
eem
i,j ⊕m
es
i,j and m
(o,e)em
i,j ⊕m
(o,e)s
i,j give the value
of one.
4.5 Conlusion
This hapter has addressed an arhiteture for a sensor data fusion appliation in
mobile robots. The arhiteture has been divided in layers in a hierarhial stru-
ture. The layers range from a olletion of data to a higher level of abstration
where sensor fusion tehniques (Bayes and Dempster-Shafer theorems) as well as
a reent omputer vision algorithm (SIFT) have been hosen to implement the
task. This hapter has also disussed how Bayesian theory and Dempster-Shafer
evidential theory an be applied to spatial representations, suh as oupany
and Shafer-grids.
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Chapter5
This hapter illustrates experiments on the appliation of the Bayesian estimation
theory to the interpreted data gathered by the sensors. The Bayesian experiments
onsist of applying equations 4-1 and 4-2 to the data whih have been olleted
by the sensors, i.e. the stereo vision system and an array of sonars whih are
mounted in the mobile robot. Firstly, a simple experiment of sensor data fusion is
desribed in setion 5.1. The experiment onsists of showing that the unertainty
in sonar measurements an be redued by fusing them with SIFT -desriptors
unertainties as shown in [CB06℄. Seondly, a seond experiment is shown in
setion 5.2 whih onsists of onstruting a global map of the robot environment
based on SIFT -desriptors. In setion 5.3 a sonar global map is also presented.
Thirdly, in setion 5.5 the SIFT -desriptor map is fused with the sonar array
map based on three methods of fusion whih are a) fusion of two sensors with
one oupany grid. b) fusion of two sensors with two oupany grids. And c)
fusion of two sensors with respet to sensor auray as presented in [SPK05℄.
Finally, the onlusion is presented in setion 5.6.
5.1 SIFT-Sonar Unertainty Redution
[CB06℄ fouses on the problem of fusing range readings from a sonar with land-
marks produed from stereo vision using the SIFT algorithm. The ontribution
of this paper is to redue the unertainty produed by the sonar due to the width
of the sonar beam. This redution is ahieved by fusing the sensor readings with
the landmarks produed by the stereo vision. The experiment is desribed as
follows:
The SDF arhiteture has been implemented. Two sonars as well as a stereo
vision system have been plaed on the front of the mobile robot. The two ou-
pany grids are dened; one for the sonar readings and one for the stereo system.
In these experiments the mobile robot was plaed at stati position.
In the rst experiment the two sonars measure and fuse two dierent readings.
Figure 5-2(a) shows a set up of the two sonars together with the deteted objets
and the oupany grid. One objet was deteted at 4m and the seond one was
deteted at 4.4m. Figure 5-2() shows the two sonars' readings whih have been
fused using the reursive Bayes' formula. It also shows the probabilities that
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represent the oupied, empty, and unknown regions. The lowest probability of
being oupied P oi,j = 0 is represented by the blue olour, whereas the highest
probability of being oupied P oi,j = 1 is represented by the red olour. 5-3(e)
depits a two dimensional representation of the fusion of the two sonar readings.
The gray olour represents the unknown area, i.e. P oi,j = P
e
i,j =
1
2 . The white
olour represents the highest probability of being oupied P oi,j = 1, and the blak
olour represents the lowest probability of being oupied P oi,j = 0. The two fused
ones from the sonar beams an also be seen as the blak area whih represents
the probability of an empty area. The olour of this area smoothly hanges to a
white area whih represents the probability of being oupied.
The seond experiment utilises a set up of a stereo vision system. A pair of images
have been taken from the stereo vision system where mathing feature desriptors
from the stereo image pair have been identied; this an be seen in gure 5-1.
The green lines indiate the onnetion between the desriptor mathes from the
SIFT algorithm. 3D reonstrution by triangulation has also been implemented
on the mathing desriptors in order to obtain the depth measurements. Stereo
triangulation error whih estimates the unertainty of eah desriptor was fused
by using the reursive Bayes formula, see hapter 2 for more details. The set up
of the stereo vision system together with the deteted features an be depited in
gure 5-2(b). The features were deteted between 3.5m and 5m. Figure 5-2(d)
shows the result of fusing the SIFT -desriptors' unertainties and gure 5-3(f)
shows a two dimensional representation of gure 5-2(b).
The deision rule as shown in the formula 5-1 has been implemented between the
two sets (the sonar reading and the SIFT -desriptor sets) in order to redue the
unertainty in the oupied area of the sonar model. Where P ri,j is the probability
of a single ell Ci,j from the sonar map. P
v
i,j is the probability of a single ell from
the vision map. P oi,j is the resulting oupied probability. P
e
i,j is the resulting
empty probability.
Figure 5-3(g) shows the results of the fusion proess. It an be seen that this
fusion has indeed led to redution of unertainty in the estimated proposition
of the oupied area. Figure 5-3(h) shows a 2D representation of gure 5-3(g)
where the unertainty redution an be notied as the white area.
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Figure 5-1: Desriptor mathes are onneted with green lines between left
and right images.
if(P ri,j >
1
2 ) then
P orvi,j =
1
2 +
2(P ri,j−1))(2(P
v
i,j−1)
2
if(P ri,j <
1
2 ) then
P ervi,j =
1
2 +
P ri,j(P
v
i,j−1)
P ri,jP
v
i,j+(P
r
i,j−1)(P
v
i,j−1)
if(P ri,j =
1
2 ) then
P vi,j
(5-1)
5.2 Map Making
[CS06℄ and the researh of this thesis fouses on the problem of onstruting a
mobile robot's map by fusing range readings from a sonar array with landmarks
produed from stereo vision using the SIFT algorithm. By doing the former,
there is also a redution in the unertainty produed by the sonar readings. Bayes
reursive formula is applied to the oupany grids in order to update the maps.
This fusion is done under the SDF arhiteture and using oupany grid as a
internal representation. The urrent robot system Pioneer3AT from AtiveMe-
dia Robotis (as it is shown in gure 5-4(a)) serves as experimental testbed. It
provides data by a ring of 16 ultrasoni sensors, stereo vision system and a laser
rangender. The laser rangender was used for the purpose of evaluating the
inoming data from the sonar and the stereo pair of ameras respetively. The
experiment was arried out in a typial oe environment with small obstales
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Figure 5-2: (a) A set up of the two sonars together with the deteted ob-
jets and the oupany grid. (b) A set up of the stereo vision
system together with the deteted features. () Fusion be-
tween two sonar readings. It also shows the probabilities that
represent the oupied, empty and unknown regions. 0 repre-
sents the lowest probability, whereas 1 represents the maximum
probability. (d) Fusion of the oupied SIFT -desriptors un-
ertainties.
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(e)
(g)
(f)
(h)
Figure 5-3: (e) 2D representation of the fusion of the two sonar readings.
(f) 2D representation of the fusion of the SIFT -desriptors
readings. (g) 3D representation of the fusion between gures
() and (d). (h) 2D representation of gure (g).
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that were not visible to the laser rangender. From this point of view, the in-
tegration of sonar and SIFT is relevant. The experiments onsist of getting 30
measurements during the robots' motion. A sonar array measurement onsists of
gathering 16 sonar readings. A vision measurement onsists of a single snapshot.
Figure 5-4(b) shows the shape of the laboratory/oe. Figure 5-5(a) presents
the path (as a blue line) followed by the mobile robot. It is worth noting that
this path does not belong to the path where the mobile robot ollets the data
for the experiments. This path simply shows a feasible path for the robot where
the laboratory/oe an be depited. Unfortunately the orresponding path in
whih the data was olleted for the experiments was not available.
Figure 5-5(b) shows the grid reated only from laser rangender data. This
piture demonstrates the room shape, but small items are not visible on this
gure. For instane, the table and hairs are represented as isolated points. These
points represent the position of the legs of the table and the hair respetively.
The layout of the laboratory/oe is embedded into the laser map as seen in
gure 5-5(). It an be seen that the laser map is quite aurate when omparing
it with the layout of the laboratory/oe, and for this reason it is taken referene
map.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-4: (a) Pioneer3AT from AtiveMedia Robotis. (b) Layout of the
laboratory/oe.
5.3 SIFT Map Making
This setion presents the proess of map making based on SIFT -feature desrip-
tors using the reursive Bayes formula. The proess is desribed as follows:
A total of 30 stereo snapshots were taken by the stereo vision system while the
robot was transversing in the laboratory/oe. Mathing desriptors were found
in eah stereo pair of images by the SIFT -algorithm. In the following, the rst
ve stereo pair of images are presented and it is show how the SIFT -desriptors
are plotted and fused to onstrut a map.
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(a)
(b) ()
Figure 5-5: (a) The blue line represents the path of the robot during data
olletion. (b) Represents the map of the laboratory/oe
based laser readings. () The map of the laboratory/oe
embedded into the laser map.
Figure 5-6(a) represents the rst stereo snapshot taken by the robot on its path.
The lines represent the desriptor mathes in both images i.e. left and right.
Figure 5-6(b) is the plot of the fusion of the desriptor mathes using the Bayes
update rule. The blak olour represents the empty area in front of the robot.
The white dots represent the oupied area or in other words the SIFT -features.
Figure 5-6() represents the seond stereo snapshot taken by the robot on its
path. Figure 5-6(d) is the plot of the fusion of the desriptor mathes between
the resulting fusion from image 5-6(a) and image 5-6().
Figure 5-6(e) represents the third stereo snapshot taken by the robot on its path.
Figure 5-6(f) is the 2D plot of the fusion of the desriptor mathes between the
result of the fusion in gure 5-6(d) with the result of the fusion from gure 5-6(e).
Figure 5-6(g) represents the fourth stereo snapshot taken by the robot on its path.
Figure 5-6(h) is the 2D plot of the fusion of the desriptor mathes between the
result of the fusion in gure 5-6(f) with the result of the fusion from gure 5-6(g).
Figure 5-7(a) represents the result of the proess in whih the SIFT -desriptors'
mathes of eah stereo image were fused and plotted. This proess was made
along all the stereo snapshots taken by the robot on its path. This map is sparse
beause the amount of snapshots taken by the robot during the experiment was
not enough to onstrut a more dense map of the laboratory/oe. However, the
map presents a very important information about narrow free spaes whih an
be seen in gure 5-7(b). The narrow spae is situated between the two rooms, and
it is deteted well. It an also be seen in this gure that there are some SIFT -
features whih have been plotted outside the layout of the laboratory/oe. The
ause of this is that there is a bug in the implementation of the SIFT -algorithm
where some desriptors are not mathed orretly. Thus, ausing a misreading
and by onsequene a bad plot, or in other words, a plot outside of the labora-
tory/oe map.
Another fat to be notied is that many features were deteted over the desks
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(a)
()
(e)
(g)
(b)
(d)
(f)
(h)
Figure 5-6: (a) First stereo vision image. SIFT -feature desriptors'
mathes are onneted with lines. (b) Plot of the fusion of the
SIFT -desriptors on the oupany grid from the rst stereo
vision image () Seond stereo vision image. (d) Oupany
grid from rst stereo vision image with the seond one. (e)
Third stereo vision image. (f) Oupany grid from the third
stereo vision image with the result from the rst and seond
images. (g) Fourth stereo vision image. (h) Oupany grid
from fourth stereo vision image with the rst, seond and third
images.
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due to the plaement of the stereo vision system at a dierent level to that of the
sonar ring gure 5-4(a).
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-7: (a) Grid reated only from deteted SIFT -features. The bar
shows the interval [0, 1], where 0 orresponds to the lowest
probability of being oupied P ovi,j = 0, and 1 orresponds to
the highest probability of being oupied P ovi,j = 1. (b) Lay-
out of the laboratory/oe embedded in the SIFT -desriptor
map. Narrow spaes are well deteted. Meanwhile many fea-
tures lose to the walls and over the desks are deteted.
5.4 Sonar Map Making
This setion presents the proess of a map making based on sonar readings under
the Bayesian rule of ombination. Figure 5-8(a) presents the rst fused sonar data
readings whih orrespond to the rst measurement of the mobile robot during its
path. Figure 5-8(b) represents the fusion over the rst and seond measurements.
The fusion of the rst, seond and third measurements an be seen in gure 5-
8(). Figure 5-8(d) shows the rst four fused measurements. The whole piture
of the sonar data fusion proess an be depited in gure 5-9(a) whih shows the
grid reated only from sonar data. This gure also shows the gray-olour bar that
represents the interval [0, 1], in whih, 0 (blak olour) orresponds to the lowest
probability of being oupied P ori,j = 0, and 1 (white olour) orresponds to the
highest probability of being oupied P ori,j = 1. In gure 5-9(b) a layout of the
laboratory/oe is embedded in the sonar map. It an be notied that the spae
before and inside the door is deteted very badly, i.e. the spae between the two
rooms. Usually, the sonar system has a big problem with the detetion of doors
and similar shaped narrow plaes. This phenomenon is reated by the shape of
the sonar beam. It an also be observed that the amount of deteted objets over
the desks is less than the SIFT -map. This is beause the sonar array is plaed
at a lower level on the robot ompared to the vision system.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 5-8: (a) First sonar data reading. (b) Fusion between the rst sonar
data reading with the seond sonar data reading. () Fusion
over the rst, seond and third sonar data readings. (d) Fusion
over the rst, seond, third and fourth sonar data readings.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-9: Grid reated only from sonar data. The bar shows the interval
[0, 1]. Where, 0 orresponds to the lowest probability of being
oupied P ori,j = 0 and 1 orresponds to the highest probability
of being oupied P ori,j = 1. (b) Layout of the laboratory/oe
embedded in the sonar map. Narrow spaes are not well de-
teted, like the narrow spae between the two rooms.
5.5 Sonar-SIFT Map Making
The fusion of the sonar and SIFT -desriptor maps is presented in this setion.
Fist of all, the fusion between three fused measurements of the sonar array and
three fused measurements of the vision system are shown. Seondly, a brief
desription of three methods of fusion is given. They are: a) fusion of two sensors
with one oupany grid, b) fusion of two sensors with two oupany grids. And
c) fusion of two sensors with respet to sensor auray. These three methods are
analysed in [SPK05℄.
Figure 5-10 ontains three grids. The rst grid is reated only from sonar mea-
surements, and due to the wide beam of the sonar, the free spae in front of the
robot is not well deteted. The seond grid shows a sparse grid map reated
only by SIFT -features. Here, the free spae in front of the robot is well deteted
beause there were lots of features that were aught from the robot's position to
the objets. The third grid presents the result of simple data fusion of sonar data
and SIFT -features. This map is suitable for robot navigation as the free spae
around the robot is orretly deteted and reognised.
5.5.1 Fusion of sensors with one oupany grid
The simplest method is the integration of dierent sensors into one grid. Both
sensors share the same grid for global information about the environment.
Figure 5-11(a) represents the result of simple data fusion of two sensors into one
grid. The main problem of this approah is that this data fusion an remove
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Figure 5-10: Grid reated only from the rst three measurements. (1) rep-
resents only sonar data, (2) represents only SIFT -features,
(3) represents fusion of sonar and SIFT data.
important information from the map. In this piture the removed data is marked
by a irle where the data represents objets that were deteted by the sonar,
but were not deteted by SIFT -features. This map also shows improvements
ompared to the individual maps, suh as better denition of the oupied and
empty areas and sonar unertainty redution. These fats an be better seen in
gure 5-11(b), where the sonar-SIFT map embedded into the laboratory/oe's
shape is shown.
(a) (b)
Figure 5-11: (a) The simple fusion method whih onsists of fusing sonar
and SIFT -features into one grid. (b) Sonar-SIFT map em-
bedded into the shape of the laboratory.
5.5.2 Fusion of sensors with two oupany grids
In this method an oupany grid is onstruted for eah sensor type and these
grids are used to build up the resulting grid. Eah ell in both grids are evaluated
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before the fusion of both grids is arried out. In this sense, three rules are applied
to obtain the resulting probability for eah grid, [SPK05℄:
 If a single ell Ci,j in the soure grid has higher probability of representing
oupied spae than a predened threshold To, then the probability of the
resulting ell being oupied is set to 1.
 A single ell Ci,j is evaluated in the interval [
1
2 , To].
 If the value that represents oupany from a single ell does not fall in the
former two rules the value in the ell is keep it.
More preisely, values in the soure grids are modied rst by using denition
5.5.1.
Denition 5.5.1. (Evaluation riterion for a single Ci,j) [SPK05℄
Let Ci,j be a single ell in one of the soure grids to be evaluated and P
os
i,j the
probability of a single ell being oupied based on a sensor reading s, so that
P osi,j =


1 for P osi,j > To,
Posi,j+To−1
2·To−1
for P osi,j ∈ [
1
2 , To]
P osi,j otherwise
(5-2)
The omputed values are then applied in Bayes' rule to obtain probabilities in
the resulting grid:
P orvi,j =
P ori,jP
ov
i,j
P ori,jP
ov
i,j + (1− P
or
i,j )(1 − P
ov
i,j )
(5-3)
Where P ori,j is the modied probability of oupany from the sonar sensor, P
ov
i,j
is the modied probability of oupany from the vision sensor, and P orvi,j is the
probability of oupany after data fusion.
The fusion of two sensors in two dierent grids has the advantage of not aeting
the data between the two representations. One grid is suitable for fusing data
from one sensor. However, the fusion of two dierent sensors requires the use two
separate grids and the nal fusion in another grid. The nal fusion is used only
as a result of the data fusion proess, and is not used for integration of individual
measurements. This an be seen in gure 5-14(a). Figure 5-14(b) shows the grid
embedded into the oe's map.
5.5.3 Fusion of two grids with respet to sensor auray
The nal fusion an be done by using the approah proposed by [Elf89a, EM88,
EM87, Elf89b℄. In their previous work, they used the reursive Bayes formula to
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-12: (a) Grid reated by fusing two grids, one grid reated from
sonar measurements and the seond one from SIFT -features.
(b) sonar-SIFT map embedded into the shape of the labo-
ratory.
update the oupany grid for multiple sensor observations (s1, ....., sn). More-
over, this work an be modied by taking into aount sensor auray. A sensor
is more aurate than other sensors when its reading is more ertain about a po-
sition of an objet in the environment. Based on the reasons explained in setion
1.1, a stereo system reading is more ertain than a sonar reading, thus, P ovi,j is
used to represent the probability that the ell Ci,j is oupied for an aurate
sensor. In this ase the amera, P oi,j is used to represent the probability that the
ell Ci,j is oupied for an inaurate sensor, in this ase the sonar. To represents
a threshold of a ell being oupied.
It is useful to ombine an oupied ell from an aurate sensor suh as a stereo
system with a small neighbourhood of the orresponding ell from an inaurate
sensor as the sonar. In order to do this, a small neighbourhood is dened around
an oupied ell for the inaurate sensor, where limit denes the boundary of the
neighbourhood [SPK05℄. Afterwards the ells in the sonar grid whih orrespond
to the same position as the neighbourhood of the vision system grid are tested,
i.e. the aim is to nd the ell with highest probability withing the neighbourhood,
as depited in equation 5-4.
P
orMAX
x,y = max
x − limit ≤ i ≤ x + limit
y − limit ≤ j ≤ y + limit
P ori,j (5-4)
P
orMAX
x,y is dened as the maximum probability of a ell inside the neighbourhood.
If a ell from an inaurate sensor is within the neighbourhood and has a value
of P
orMAX
x,y > To then the standard Bayes formula is used to fuse the data from
both grids. However, if none of the ells have a value of P
orMAX
x,y > To then a
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measurement from the most aurate sensor is used to onstrut the nal grid.
The measurement of the less aurate sensor is disarded. This interpretation
an be depited in formula 5-5.
P orvi,j =

Pori,jP
ov
i,j
Pori,jP
ov
i,j+((1−P
or
i,j )(1−P
ov
i,j ))
if P
orMAX
x,y > To
P ovi,j otherwise
(5-5)
The graphial interpretation of the equations 5-4 and 5-5 an be depited in gure
5-13.
Figure 5-14(a) shows the result of the fusion of two grids from two sensors with
dierent preision. In this ase the improvement is slightly signiant as ompared
with the fusion of two sensors with two oupany grids. The improvement is
visible mainly on the borders of the grid, where the walls of the rooms are better
deteted beause the SIFT -features are more aurate than sonar measurement.
The layout of the laboratory/oe is embedded into this map as seen in gure
5-14(b).
5.6 Conlusion
The reursive Bayes' rule of ombination has been used to update the maps gen-
erated from sensors readings (ultrasoni range nder, laser range nder and stereo
vision set up). First of all, an appliation of sensor fusion has been addressed.
This work onsiders the unertainties produed by the sonar as well as those pro-
dued by the 3D triangulation from the SIFT desriptors. Sonar readings were
fused with the features produed by the SIFT algorithm. The fusion proess
has been implemented by using two sonars and a single stereo piture. It was
shown that the unertainty an be redued by fusing sonar readings with SIFT
desriptors. Seondly, the fusion of the data from the sensors is performed by
the following methods; a) Fusion of two sensor readings whih is done in a single
representation, in this method both sensors share the same grid b) fusion of two
independent internal representations whih orrespond to eah sensor reading re-
spetively into a single independent one. Here an oupany grid is onstruted
for eah sensor and these grids are used to onstrut the nal grid representation.
c) Fusion of two grids with respet to sensor auray. The auray of one sen-
sor, in this ase the amera, and the inauray of the other sensor, in this ase
the sonar, are taken into aount to arry out the fusion proess.
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Sonar grid
if
Bayes' rule is applied
Otherwise
limit
P
ov
i,j P
or
i,j
P
orMAX
x,y > To
P ori,j = P
orMAX
x,y
P ovi,j is used
Vision grid
between P ori,j and P
ov
i,j
Corresponding ell
Figure 5-13: Fusion of two single ells with respet to sensor auray.
P ovi,j is the probability of a single ell from the vision grid map
being oupied. P ori,j is the probability of a single ell from
the sonar grid map being oupied. Around this ell a small
neighbourhood is dened whih is tested, and the biggest
value is ompared with a threshold To. If the value of this
ell is bigger than To, Bayes' rule is applied between P
or
i,j and
P
ov
i,j to get the nal fusion P
orv
i,j orresponding to that ell.
If the value in the ell is less or equal to To, the value of P
ov
i,j
is used to get the nal fusion P orvi,j .
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-14: (a) Grid reated by fusing two grids with respet to sensor
auray. One grid is reated from sonar measurements and
the seond one from SIFT -features. (b) Sonar-SIFT map
embedded into the shape of the laboratory.
Dempster-Shafer Experiments-based
on Sensor Fusion
Chapter6
Experiments using Dempster's rule of ombination are done by applying equa-
tions 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 to the interpreted data gathered by the mobile robot
(Pioneer3AT from AtiveMedia Robotis) during its path. The experiments are
illustrated in this hapter. First of all, map making based on Dempster-Shafer
is examined in setion 6.1 and setion, 6.3 shows experiments on how equations
4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 are applied to the SIFT -desriptors' readings from the stereo
vision system. Seondly, setion 6.4 uses the same equations to fuse the data from
the ring of sonars. Thirdly, they are also used to fuse the two grids into a third
one. The rst grid is the result of fusing the SIFT -desriptors readings. The
seond one is the result of fusing the sonar readings as it is explained in setion
setion 6.5. The former has been done using the method fusion of two sensors
with two oupany grids as it was shown in setion 5.5. Setion 6.6 illustrates the
onversion from Dempster-Shafer maps to a probabilisti maps. The onlusion
is disussed in setion 6.7.
6.1 Map making
Dempster-Shafer evidene maps dier from the Bayesian maps in that they in-
orporate evidene for more than one proposition at a time. As it is known, the
evidene for a sensor reading s is distributed as m∅si,j +m
os
i,j +m
es
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
for eah ell Ci,j in the grid. This distribution suggests the onstrution of three
grid maps: one grid whih represents the evidene of being empty, another grid
whih represents the evidene of being oupied and a third grid whih represents
the evidene of being disjuntive. The grid map whih ontains the evidene of
being oupied is built up by applying equation 4-14 to the sensor readings. In
the same way equations 4-15 and 4-16 ontribute to the onstrution of the grid
maps whih ontain the evidene of being empty and disjuntive respetively.
Nine grids are dened in these experiments. The three grids orrespond to the
data from the stereo vision system. The three are assigned to the data from the
sonar ring. The remaining three are assigned for the fusion between the sonar
and vision systems.
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 sonaro is the grid whih represents the evidene of being oupied for the
sonar ring system.
 sonare is the grid whih represents the evidene of being empty for the
sonar ring system.
 sonard is the grid whih represents the evidene of being disjuntive for the
sonar ring system.
 visiono is the grid whih represents the evidene of being oupied for the
vision system.
 visione is the grid whih represents the evidene of being empty for the
vision system.
 visiond is the grid whih represents the evidene of being disjuntive for
the vision system.
 sonar− visiono is the grid whih represents the evidene of being oupied
for the fusion over sonar − occ and vision− occ grids.
 sonar − visione is the grid whih represents the evidene of being empty
for the fusion over sonar − emp and vision− emp grids.
 sonar−visiond is the grid whih represents the evidene of being disjuntive
for the fusion over sonard and visiond grids.
All ells Ci,j in eah mentioned map are initialised with the vauous funtion as
stated in denition 4.4.1. This funtion implies total ignorane or lak of evidene
about the state of eah ell. This is beause the evidene of a ell being oupied
or being empty is 0 as stated in mosi,j = 0 and m
es
i,j = 0 respetively. And, the
lak of evidene is 1 as stated in m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1. However, when the mobile robot
is moving, it gathers data from the environment and it uses this data to update
the map using Dempster's rule of ombination, equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16.
6.2 Interpretation riterion
A general interpretation of the maps generated in this setion an be depited
in gure 6-1. In the left side of the gure the map is divided into layers. Eah
layer orresponds to a portion of evidene. The rst layer, or the middle of
the map, represents the lak of vauous funtion, or in other words, the lak of
ignorane. The seond layer represents the transition term from lak of vauous
to lak of vauous. The third layer represents the lak of vauous. The fourth
layer represents the transition from the lak of vauous to vauous. And the fth
layer is the vauous funtion. The right side of the gure shows a simplied table
of the map.
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lack of vacuous
lack of vacuous
vacuous
Table
1
2
3
4
5
Shafer−grids for transitions of evidence
transition
transition
lack of vacuous
lack of vacuous
vacuous
transition
transition
Figure 6-1: The map on the left side is divided into layers. Eah layer or-
respond to a portion of the map where a partiular evidene is
analysed, e.g. it ould be either oupied or empty or disjun-
tive evidenes respetively. The right map shows a table with
the layers. The top layer orresponds to the layer plaed in the
middle of the map and it ontinuous until the last layer.
lak of vauous white mesi,j = 1 m
os
i,j +m
es
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
transition gray mesi,j → (1, 0) m
os
i,j +m
es
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak mesi,j = 0 m
os
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
transition gray mesi,j → (0, 0) m
os
i,j +m
e
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
vauous blak mesi,j = 0 m
os
i,j +m
es
i,j +m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1
Table 6-1: Evidene that represents the emptiness of the grid.
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Example 6.2.1. The empty evidene mesi,j is analysed and plotted in the map
depited in gure 6-2. It generates the table 6-1.
The table an be interpreted as follows:
 A olour oding is dened.
white = 1
gray → (0, 1)
black = 0

 ∀Ci,j ∈ Sg (6-1)
 In rst row the total probability assignment of the vauous funtion is as-
signed to the singleton whih orrespond to the empty evidene, e.g. mesi,j =
1. The white olour means the maximum evidene of being empty. The addi-
tion of the all the masses must be equal to one, e.g. mosi,j+m
es
i,j+m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1.
 The rest of the rows follow the same priniple.
lack of vacuous
lack of vacuous
vacuous
transition
transition
Figure 6-2: Shafer-grids for transition of evidenes from the middle of the
map to the borders. The evidene of being empty is analysed
and plotted. The white olour in the middle means an empty
area. The lak of vauous means that the evidene of being
empty is 0. The vauous means that the evidene of being
empty is 0. In this area the total evidene is assigned to the
the term m
(o,e)s
i,j = 1.
In the following setions the experimental Shafer-grid maps are analysed based
on the riterion explained in this setion. All the grids in the next setions are
divided into 300×300 ells. Eah ell has a size of 5cmmaking a total of 15×15m.
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6.3 SIFT Map Making
Map making based SIFT -desriptors are presented in this setion. Equations 4-
14, 4-15 and 4-16 are applied to the data that has been gathered from the stereo
vision system whih produes the visiono, visione and visiond grids. The result
of the experiments an be seen in gures 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5.
6.3.1 Oupied Vision Grid
Figure 6-3(a) shows the visiono grid. Oupied evidene m
ov
i,j is analysed in this
grid map. The white dots represent an evidene of an area being oupied. The
blak olour beyond the white dots is a region the mobile robot does not know
anything about, i.e. there is a total ignorane of evidene. The blak area in the
middle of the plot whih is surrounded by the white dots, represents a lak of
ignorane and a low evidene of being oupied is assigned to this region. The
gray-bar represents the variations of the evidene. Table 6-3 depits the previous
assumptions.
lak of vauous blak movi,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray movi,j → (0, 1) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
lak of vauous white movi,j = 1 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray movi,j → (1, 0) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
vauous blak movi,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
Table 6-2: Evidene that represents the oupany of the grid.
Figure 6-3(b) is a three dimensional representation of gure 6-3(a). The line
segments represent the oupied area while the total ignorane is represented as
a at area whih is situated around the line segments. The empty area whih in
fat is the lak of ignorane is situated inside the area whih is surrounded by the
line segments. This area is diult to see from outside though. The olour-bar
on the right side represents the variations of the evidene.
6.3.2 Empty Vision Grid
Figure 6-4(a) represents the visione grid where the empty evidene m
ev
i,j is ex-
plored. At simple glane, two olour areas an be distinguished, being blak and
white. The white area is the lak of ignorane, i.e. high empty evidene an be
assigned to the ells. However, looking arefully at this area, it an be seen that
the white olour hanges smoothly to blak (gray olour is the transition from
white to blak) whih represents low evidene of the term mevi,j . The blak area
beyond the white area signies a total ignorane of evidene. Table 6-3 gets the
following shape.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-3: visiono map (a) Represents the 2D plot. White spots repre-
sent evidene of an area being oupied. The blak area in the
middle of the map represents low evidene of being oupied.
The blak area whih surrounds the withe area represents the
lak of evidene. (b) is a 3D representation. The line segments
represent the oupied area. The area inside the line segments
represents the low evidene of being oupied. The at area
around the line segments represents the lak of evidene.
lak of vauous white mevi,j = 1 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray mevi,j → (1, 0) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak mevi,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray mevi,j → (0, 0) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
vauous blak mevi,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
Table 6-3: Evidene that represents the emptiness of the grid.
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Figure 6-4(b) represents the 3D plot. It an be seen as a mountain emerging
from the sea. The sea (blue at area) an be interpreted as the total ignorane.
The lis an be seen as the transition from oupied to empty. And, the top
of the mountain (reddish) an be seen as the empty area. The olour-bar on the
right side represents the variations of the evidene.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-4: visione map. (a) represents the 2D plot. the white area in
the middle of the grid is the high evidene of being empty. The
thin area whih surrounds the white area is the low evidene
of being empty. the blak olour beyond the former two areas
is the lak of evidene and 0 evidene is assigned to the term
mevi,j . (b) is a 3D representation. The blue at area is the
vauous or lak of evidene. The lis are the transition from
the vauous to the empty area whih is situated on the top.
6.3.3 Disjuntive Vision Grid
In this setion disjuntive evidene m
(o,e)v
i,j of the vision grid is analysed. Figure
6-5(a) shows the visiond grid. The blak area in the middle of the map means a
lak of ignorane. However, one an see that the blak olour smoothly hanges
from blak (middle of the map) to gray and then to blak (dot pots whih, in fat,
are the SIFT -desriptors), and then the white that represents total ignorane of
evidene. These hanges an be depited in table 6-4. The gray-olour bar shows
the transition of evidene in the grid map.
A 3 dimensional map an be depited in gure 6-5(b). Imagination an bring
an interpretation of this representation as a long depression in the surfae of
the landsape. Where the landsape an be interpreted as the total ignorane
with value equal to one and the line segments as the representation of the SIFT -
desriptors (oupied area), where the disjunctive evidene is equal to zero. The
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lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)v
i,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)v
i,j → (0, 0) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)v
i,j = 0 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)v
i,j → (0, 1) m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
vauous white m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1 m
ov
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)v
i,j = 1
Table 6-4: Evidene that represents the disjuntive of the grid.
lis are seen as the transition from an oupied area to an empty area where the
evidene of disjunctive goes from being high to being low. The bottom of the
depression is interpreted as the lak of ignorane where the disjunctive evidene
is zero and high evidene is assigned to the empty area. The olour-bar shows
the transition of evidene in the gure.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-5: visiond map (a) represents the 2D plot. Blak olour in the
middle of the map represents lak of vauous or lak of igno-
rane. Blak pots surrounding the map represents the lak of
ignorane, low evidene is assign to the term m
(o,e)v
i,j . White
area beyond the two mentioned areas means total ignorane or
vauous, high evidene is assigned to the termm
(o,e)v
i,j . (b) It is
the 3D representation. Flat red area is the vauous. Line seg-
ments represents the oupany by the SIFT -desriptors. The
lis represents the transition from oupany to emptiness.
Figures 6-6(a), 6-6(b) and 6-6() show the visiono, visione and visiond grid maps
embedded into a laboratory/oe map respetively.
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(a) (b)
()
Figure 6-6: (a) visiono grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. (b)
visione grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. () visiond
grid embedded into laboratory/oe map.
6.4 Sonar Map Making
Map making based sonar readings are handled in this setion. In order to produe
the sonaro, sonare and sonard grids, equations 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 are applied
to the interpreted sonar data. The results of the experiments are depited in
gures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9. These gures show the 2D as well as the 3D plots of the
sonaro, sonare and sonard maps.
6.4.1 Oupied Sonar Grid
In this setion oupany evidene mori,j of the sonar grid is analysed. Figure 6-
7(a) shows the sonaro grid. The white ars represent the evidene of an oupied
area. The blak area inside the ars or in the middle of the grid represents the
empty area or lak of ignorane meaning that zero evidene is assigned to the
mori,j term. The gray olour, whih is between the white ars and the empty region
is the transition between the oupied and empty regions respetively. The blak
area beyond the white ars represents total ignorane. This situation an be seen
in table 6-5.
lak of vauous blak mori,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray mori,j → (0, 1) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
lak of vauous white mori,j = 1 m
or
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray mori,j → (1, 0) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
vauous blak mori,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
Table 6-5: Evidene that represents the oupany of the sonar grid.
Figure 6-7(b) is a three dimensional plot of gure 6-7(a) where the white ars are
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seen as eruptions in a valley. The empty area is hard to see beause it is situated
in the middle of these eruptions. The valley that surrounds the eruptions is the
total ignorane of evidene.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-7: Grid reated only from sonar readings. (a) represents the 2D
sonaro map whih shows the oupied evidene of the grid.
(b) is a 3D representation of the map.
6.4.2 Empty Sonar Grid
In this setion empty evidene meri,j of the sonar grid is analysed. Figure 6-8(a)
shows the sonare grid. The white area represents the empty region. The gray
area is the transition between the empty and oupied regions. The blak area
beyond the white area signies a total ignorane of evidene. Table 6-6 shows
the previous statements.
lak of vauous white meri,j = 1 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray meri,j → (1, 0) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak meri,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray meri,j → (0, 0) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
vauous blak meri,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
Table 6-6: Evidene that represents the emptiness of the sonar grid.
A 3D shape an be depited in gure 6-8(b), the empty area an be seen as a
at surfae on the top of a big mountain (brown olour). It is surrounded by
a li whih represents the transition between empty evidene to lak of empty
evidene. The valley (blue at surfae) represent the total ignorane of evidene.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-8: Grid reated only from sonar readings. (a) Represents the 2D
sonare map whih shows the empty evidene of the grid. (b)
It is a 3D representation of the map.
6.4.3 Disjuntive Sonar Grid
In this setion disjuntive evidene m
(o,e)r
i,j of the sonar grid is analysed. Figure 6-
9(a) shows the result of applying equation 4-16 to the sonar data whih generates
the visiond grid. The following olours are distinguished: blak, whih is situated
in the middle of the map, gray olour, whih is plaed between the blak olour
and the white olour, and then the white olour, whih surrounds the gray olour
and some blak ars. The meaning of these olours will be explained in the
following paragraph.
The blak olour means lak of ignorane, and high evidene an be assigned to
the ells in the empty area, m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1. The gray olour level is the transition
from lak of ignorane to total ignorane, meaning that the empty evidene goes
from being high to being low. The dark ars inside the one of the sonar beam
represent high evidene of being oupied. The white area beyond the ones of the
sonar beam represents total ignorane of evidene. This situation is summarised
in table 6-7.
Figure 6-9(b) is a 3D representation of gure 6-9(a), where the total ignorane
of evidene an be seen as the bottom of a anyon with steep sides. The steep
sides an be seen as the transition from lak of ignorane to total ignorane. The
at surfae around the anyon an be seen as the total ignorane of evidene.
Figures 6-10(a), 6-10(b) and 6-10() show the sonar − occ, sonar − emp and
sonar−dontknow grid maps embedded into a laboratory/oe map respetively.
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lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)r
i,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)r
i,j → (0, 0) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)r
i,j = 0 m
or
i,j +m
ev
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)r
i,j → (0, 1) m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
vauous white m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1 m
or
i,j +m
er
i,j +m
(o,e)r
i,j = 1
Table 6-7: Evidene that represents disjuntive of the sonar grid.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-9: Grid reated only from sonar readings. (a) Represents the 2D
sonard map whih shows the disjuntive evidene of the grid.
(b) It is a 3D representation of the map.
(a) (b)
()
Figure 6-10: (a) sonaro grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. (b)
sonare grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. ()
sonard grid embedded into laboratory/oe map.
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6.5 Sonar-SIFT Map Making
Map making based sonar-SIFT -desriptors are presented in this setion. In order
to obtain the sonar−visiono, sonar−visione and sonar−visiond maps, equations
4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 have to be applied to the interpreted sensor readings from
vision and sonar ring systems respetively. Figures 6-11, 6-12 and 6-13 show the
results where 2D as well as 3D maps of the sonar − visiono, sonar − visione
and sonar − visiond an be depited. In other words, the map sonar − visiono
is obtained by fusing the visiono grid (whih is the result of fusing all the SIFT
features applying equation 4-14) with the sonaro grid (whih is the result of fusing
all the sonar readings using the same equation). The fusion of these two grids
is arried out in equation 4-14. The resulting fusion is assigned to a third grid
whih is sonar − visiono grid. The same proess as mentioned before is applied
to the visione and sonare grids and to the visiond, and sonard grids.
6.5.1 Oupied Vision-Sonar Grid
In this setion oupied evidene morvi,j of the vision-sonar grid is analysed. Figure
6-11(a) shows the result of fusing the visiono grid map from the vision system
(gure 6-3(a)) with the sonaro from the sonar ring system (gure 6-7(a)). By
analysing the gure it an easily be seen that the evidene of an oupied area
has inreased (white olour). Unertainty in the oupied region of the sonar
beam has been redued. The empty area (blak area in the middle of the grid)
has been reinfored ompared to the individual areas from vision and sonar grid
maps respetively. The blak area whih surrounds the white area is the total
ignorane. The previous analysis is seen in table 6-8.
lak of vauous blak morvi,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray morvi,j → (0, 1) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
lak of vauous white morvi,j = 1 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray morvi,j → (1, 0) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
vauous blak morvi,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
Table 6-8: Evidene represents the oupany of the vision-sonar grid.
A 3D plot of the resulting fusion proess is depited in gure 6-11(b); the empty
area an hardly be seen. This area lies in the middle of oupied region whih
is represented as a line segments. The at area around the oupied area means
total ignorane of evidene.
6.5.2 Empty Vision-Sonar Grid
In this setion empty evidene (mervi,j ) of the vision-sonar grid is analysed. Figure
6-12(a) shows the result of fusing the resulting visione grid map from the vision
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-11: Grid reated only from the fusion between visiono and
sonaro. (a) Represents the 2D plot whih shows the
vision− sonaro grid. (b) It is a 3D representation.
system (gure 6-4(a)) with the resulting sonare grid map from the sonar ring
system (gure 6-8(a)). Looking arefully at the gure; it an easily be notied
that the evidene of an empty area (white olour in the middle of the plot) has
inreased; thus, the empty area has been reinfored. It an be seen when it is
ompared to the individual areas from visione and sonare grid maps respetively.
The blak area whih surrounds the white area is the total ignorane. There is a
gray area between the blak and white areas whih, is a transition of being empty
(white) to total of ignorane (blak). There are some blak zones within the gray
area whih represents high evidene of being oupied. Table 6-9 show what is
mentioned above.
lak of vauous white mervi,j = 1 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray mervi,j → (1, 0) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak mervi,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray mervi,j → (0, 0) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
vauous blak mervi,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
Table 6-9: Evidene that represents emptiness of the vision-sonar grid.
Figure 6-12(b) shows a 3D plot of gure 6-12(a) where the empty area is seen
as a at surfae (brown) on the top of an island, the lis (orange, yellow and
green olours) whih smoothly sink into the sea represent the transition from the
empty area to the oupied one. The sea an be seen as the total ignorane of
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evidene.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-12: Grid reated only from the fusion between visione and
sonare. (a) Represents the 2D plot whih shows the
vision− sonare grid. (b) is the 3D representation.
6.5.3 Disjuntive Vision-Sonar Grid
In this setion disjuntive evidene (mdrvi,j ) of the vision-sonar grid is analysed.
Figure 6-13(a) shows the result of fusing the resulting visiond grid map from the
vision system (gure6-5(a)) with the resulting sonard grid map from the sonar
ring system (gure 6-9(a)). The blak area in the middle of the plot signies lak
of ignorane. Thus, a high degree of empty evidene an be assigned to that area.
The gray area is the transition from the empty area to the oupied area. Or
in other words, it is the transition from lak of ignorane to total ignorane. In
this transition gray ars and blak dots an be seen. The ars are the oupied
region of the sonar beam; the more blak the ars are the more the evidene of
the ars being oupied. The blak dots are the SIFT -features, they reinfore
the oupied region of the sonar beam. The white surfae means total ignorane
of evidene. Table 6-10 shows the evidene of the sonar − visiond grid.
lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)rv
i,j → (0, 0) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
lak of vauous blak m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 0 m
orv
i,j +m
evv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
transition gray m
(o,e)rv
i,j → (0, 1) m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
vauous white m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1 m
orv
i,j +m
erv
i,j +m
(o,e)rv
i,j = 1
Table 6-10: Evidene that represents disjuntion for the vision-sonar grid.
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A 3D plot of gure 6-13(a) is depited in gure 6-13(b). This gure is interpreted
as a anyon in the middle of a landsape or big at area. The at surfae (maroon
olour) is the total ignorane. The lis (red, yellow, green and blue olours) are
the transition from total ignorane to lak of ignorane. Or an empty area whih
is hardly seen, but is situated at the bottom of the anyon. The line segments
are interpreted as the SIFT -desriptors.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-13: Grid reated only from the fusion between visiond and
sonard. (a) represents the 2D plot whih shows the vision−
sonard grid. (b) is the 3D representation.
Figures 6-14(a), 6-14(b) and 6-14() show the vision−sonaro, vision−sonare and
vision− sonard grid maps embedded into a laboratory/oe map respetively.
(a)
(b)
()
Figure 6-14: (a) vision − sonaro grid embedded into laboratory/oe
map. (b) vision − sonare grid embedded into labora-
tory/oe map. () vision − sonard grid embedded into
laboratory/oe map.
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6.6 Transformation Maps
This setion presents the transformations from:
 visiono and vison− emp grids into visionB grid.
 sonaro and sonar − emp grids into sonarB grid.
 vision− sonaro and vison− sonar− emp grids into vision− sonarB grids.
The transformation is done by means of equation 6-2 [Ste01℄.
visionB =
1
2
(1 + kf (visiono)− (visione))
sonarB =
1
2
(1 + kf (sonaro)− (sonare))
vision− sonarB =
1
2
(1 + kf (vision− sonaro)− (vision− sonare))
(6-2)
Where
 visionB, is an oupany grid whih has a probabilisti representation of
the vision system readings.
 sonarB is an oupany grid whih has a probabilisti representation of the
sonar system readings.
 vision− sonarB is an oupany grid whih has a probabilisti representa-
tion of the fused vision-sonar system readings.
 kf is a weighting fator, inspired by [Ste01℄. The value of kf has been
hosen as
1
7 in the experiments.
The grid maps, i.e. visionB, sonarB and vision− sonarB are obtained by trans-
forming the oupied and empty maps from the vision, sonar and vision-sonar
systems respetively into one map. They are very similar to those obtained by
the Bayes estimation (setion 5.5). The former an be depited in gures 6-15,
6-16 and 6-17.
Figures 6-18(a), 6-18(b) and 6-18() show the visionB, sonarB and vision −
sonarB grid maps embedded into a laboratory/oe map respetively.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-15: (a) Grid reated from the transformation of the visiono and
sonaro maps from the vision system into one map. (b) is a
3D representation.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6-16: (a) Grid reated from the transformation of the sonaro and
sonare maps from the sonar system into one map. (b) is the
3D representation.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-17: (a) Grid reated from the transformation of the vision −
sonaro and vision− sonare maps from the sonar and vision
systems into one map. (b) is the 3D representation.
(a) (b) ()
Figure 6-18: (a) visionB grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. (b)
sonarB grid embedded into laboratory/oe map. ()
vision− sonarB grid embedded into laboratory/oe map.
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6.7 Conlusion
The result of the experiments presented in this hapter were obtained using
Dempster-Shafer approah to the interpreted sensor readings from a sonar ring
and a stereo vision. Firstly, grids whih represent the evidene of being oupied,
empty and disjuntive for a vision, sonar and fused vision-sonar systems readings
were presented. The fusion between two independent sensor reading was arried
out by the method of fusion of two independent internal representations into a
single independent one, as done in setion 5.5. Seondly, a transformation from
evidential grid maps to a probabilisti one is arried out by yielding a very similar
result to the maps obtained in setion 5.5.
The experiments done in this hapter show the potential of Dempster-Shafer
theory as an approah to fuse SIFT -desriptors from the SIFT algorithm and
sonar readings from the sonar ring system.
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Chapter7
A review of Bayes and Dempster-Shafer theories was provided in hapters 2.3
and 2.4. The fous of this hapter is to ompare the two rules of ombination
(Bayes and Dempster) when they are applied to the interpreted sensor readings.
The hapter is divided as follows. In setion 7.1 some similarities and dierenes
between Bayes and Dempster-Shafer theories are stated. A omparison riterion
is established in setion 7.2 with the purpose of omparing both integration meth-
ods. In setions 7.3 and 7.4 the omparison riterion is applied to the maps whih
orrespond to individual sensor measurements and to the maps whih orrespond
to all the sensor measurements. In setion 7.5 the Mahalanobis distane measure
is explained. In setions 7.5 and 7.6, the Mahalanobis distane onept is applied
to the maps from individual sensor measurements as well as the maps from all
sensor measurements. Some major advantages and disadvantages of both theories
are summarised in setion 7.7. Setion 7.8 presents the omputational omplex-
ity and time requirements of the algorithms run in this thesis. In setion 7.9 the
onlusion of the hapter is presented.
7.1 Comparing the Bayes and Dempster-Shafer The-
ories
Comparisons between Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer formalisms are disussed in
the literature [Kle04, CK04, HH88, Bra00℄. The points mentioned in this setion
are some of the major omparisons between both theories.
(a) Bayes theory works with probabilities, i.e. it reet how often an event will
our if an experiment is performed many times. On the other hand, Dempster-
Shafer expresses ertainty by assigning belief masses to the parameters, i.e. it
onsiders a spae of elements that eah reets the state of our knowledge after
making a measurement [CK04℄.
(b) Bayesian theory does not have a onvenient representation for ignorane or
the unknown state as Dempster does [CK04℄.
(c) Shafer allows additional omputations of support and plausibility [CK04℄.
(d) Dempster-Shafer alulations tend to be longer than Bayes [CK04℄.
(e) In the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer, the unertainty of an entity is speied
by a numerial value in the range [0, 1] [HH88℄.
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(f) Both the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer theories assume that the prepositions
are mutually inlusive and exhaustive [HH88℄.
7.2 Comparison Criterion
In order to ompare the methods, an evaluation riterion has to be established.
Evaluation 7.2.1. The evaluation riterion for the omparison of oupied ells
between maps onsists of sanning and plotting the oupied ells (P oi,j) > 0.5) of
eah individual and fused maps for eah sensor measurement during the trajetory
or path of the robot in the laboratory/oe indoor environment. The oupied
ells are plotted in a graph. The maps whih are onsidered in the omparisons
are: the laser map , the sonar map, the vision map and the resulting fused map
between sonar and vision.
The proedure of the evaluation riterion is desribed as follows:
The robot has start and nal positions or ongurations qinit = [x0, y0, θ0]
T
and
qgoal = [xn, yn, θn]
T
respetively on the map during its trajetory. The mobile
robot makes a total of n = 30 measurements along this trajetory. In eah
measurement the robot sans the environment of the laboratory and gathers the
data by means of laser, sonar and vision sensors, as shown in gure 7-1(a) where
q = [x, y, θ]T is an intermediate onguration.
The laser gets 361 readings in the interval [0o, 180o] as shown in gure 7-1(b)
where the laser data readings range from Ld0 to Ld360 . The sonar array onsists
of 16 sonars whih san the environment in the interval [0o, 360o], as depited in
gure 7-2(a), where the sonar data readings range from sd1 to sd16 . The vision
system reeives the features from the overlapping eld of view of the two ameras,
as depited in gure 7-2(b), where the eld of view is seen as the sky blue region.
The sensors data is interpreted by means of sensor models, and is also integrated
and updated in the internal representation (oupany grids and Shafer grids) us-
ing Bayes and Shafer rules' of ombination. This internal representation ontains
the probability of oupied and empty ells, (P oi,j) and (P
e
i,j) for an oupany
grid, and the beliefs (moi,j), (m
e
i,j) and (m
(o,e)
i,j ) for a Shafer grid.
Finding the oordinates (x, y) of the oupied ells (P oi,j) of eah grid map is the
main point of interest. These oordinates are then plotted in a graph.
The following example shows how to plot the oordinates of the oupied ells
onerning a sensor measurement. A titious laser map with 28 oupied ells
is taken into aount with the purpose of showing the proedure, and then two
real measurements of a laser are plotted.
Firstly, the oordinates of the oupied ells of a laser measurement are found
by sanning the laser grid. This proedure an be depited in gure 7-3. The
sanning starts at position (1, 1) and it ontinues along the rst olumn. If an
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Figure 7-1: (a) Path of the mobile robot. (b) Shows a 2D shape of the
robot and the laser range readings.
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Figure 7-2: Top view of the robot (a) The sonar ring system (b) The blue
sky area is the overlapping eld of view of the stereo vision
system.
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oupied ell is not found in that olumn, the sanning ontinues at the seond
one, where it nds an oupied ell at oordinates (2, 9). This proedure is done
for all the ells in the laser grid. The gure also shows the polar oordinates
(d, α) between the urrent position of the robot q = [x = Cx, y = Cy, θ]
T
and the
position of the oupied ells P oi,j . They an be omputed by means of equations
stated in 7-1.
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Figure 7-3: 15×15 oupany grid. Oupied ells by the laser are depited
as a blue area. The polar oordinates of ells 1, 3, 5 and 8 are
also depited.
d =
√
(x− Cx)2 + (y − Cy)2
α = arctan (x−Cx)(y−Cy) (7-1)
Where for a partiular ell d = Ld1, α = αL1, x = 2, Cx = 6, y = 11, and
Cy = 11.
Seondly, the oordinates whih orrespond to the oupied ells are plotted in a
graph. Figure 7-4 shows the plot of the oordinates from gure 7-3, where, Ld1,
Ld3, Ld5 and Ld8 are the distanes of the ells 1, 3, 5 and 8, whih orrespond to
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the oordinates (2, 11), (2, 9), (3, 8), and (3, 5) respetively. The oordinates in
whih the distanes are; Ld2, Ld4, Ld6, Ld7, Ld9,...,Ld28 were not plotted for the
sake of simpliity.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
2
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7
8
9
10
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12
13
14
15
1
x [cells]
y [cells]
Figure 7-4: The oupied oordinates (2, 9), (2, 11), (3, 5) and (3, 8) from
gure 7-3 are plotted.
Remark 7.2.1. The titious laser grid map in gure 7-3 ontains a known
number of oupied ells. The distanes Ld1, ..., Ldn, n = 28, orrespond to the
distanes between the entre of the mobile robot to the oupied ells. This plot
an be interpreted as a way to understand in a simple manner how the graphs
from real grid maps are plotted. In a real grid map the number of oupied ells
are unpreditable. The distanes Ld1, ..., Ldn are proportional to the real distanes
from the entre of the robot to the oupied ells.
Figures 7-5(a) and 7-5(b) show the oupany grid maps of the rst two mea-
surements of the laser. Figures 7-5() and 7-5(d) show a plot of the oupied
ells. The x and y axis represent ells in the grid. Eah ell has an equivalent of
5 × 5 cm . The blue square marks in the laser's graph represent eah oupied
ell. These two laser grid maps and their orresponding oupied ell's graphs
are taken as a referene for omparison.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-5: (a) Laser 1st measurement. (b) Laser 2nd measurement. ()
The oupied ells by the rst laser measurement. (d) The
oupied ells by the seond laser measurement.
7.3 Comparison of Maps
7.3.1 SIFT-Bayes-Dempster Comparison
Figure 7-6 shows rst measurement of the stereo vision system readings using
Bayes and Dempster's rules of ombination respetively. It also shows the plot of
the oupied ells whih orrespond to the rst measurement.
The seond measurement of the vision system readings is depited in gure 7-
7. It an be notied that both plots whih stems from Bayes and Dempster
approahes are quite similar. However, the Bayesian approah slightly detets
more oupied ells as depited in table 7-1. Only six more ells were deteted
in the rst measurement. The same amount of ells were deteted in the seond
measurement.
7.3.2 Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Comparison
As previously mentioned, the sonar sans the environment over the interval of
[0o, 360o], but the sonar grid map has been ut so it ts the interval of [0o, 180o].
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-6: (a)The 1st measurement of the stereo vision system (SIFT
algorithm) based on Bayes approah. (b) The 1st measurement
of the stereo vision system based on Dempster approah. ()
The oupied ells by the map in (a). (d) The oupied ells
by the map in (b).
Oupied ells
Bayes Figures
1st measurement 38 7-6()
2nd measurement 19 7-7 (g)
Dempster Figures
1st measurement 32 7-6(d)
2nd measurement 19 7-7 (h)
Table 7-1: Number of oupied ells by the stereo vision system
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(e)
(g)
(f)
(h)
Figure 7-7: (e) The 2nd stereo vision system measurement based on Bayes.
(f) The 2nd stereo vision system measurement based on Demp-
ster. () The oupied ells by the map in (e). (d) The ou-
pied ells by the map in (f).
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-8: (a)The rst sonar system measurement based on Bayes.
(b)The rst sonar system measurement based on Dempster.
() The oupied ells by the map in (a). (d) The oupied
ells by the map in (b).
As a result it an be used for omparison with the other sensor grid maps. Figures
7-8 and 7-9 demonstrate the rst and the seond sonar measurements resulting
from applying Bayes and Dempster's rules of ombination to the interpreted sen-
sor data readings. The mapping of the sonar in the interval of [0o, 180o] an be
seen in these grids.
The plot of the oupied ells of eah measurement of eah sensor fusion tehnique
is also depited in these gures. The oupied ell graphs for both sensor fusion
tehniques exhibit many similarities. Dierenes are diult to notie from a
rst glane. The former assumption an be onrmed in table 7-2, where the rst
Bayes' measurement only detets one more ell than the Dempster's measurement.
However, in the seond measurement the Dempster approah detets two ells
more than the Bayesian approah.
7.3.3 SIFT-Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Visual Comparison
Figures 7-10(a) and 7-11(e) show the grid maps produed by the fusion of the
SIFT grid and the sonar grid maps into one grid map using Bayes' rule of om-
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(e)
(g)
(f)
(h)
Figure 7-9: (e)The seond Sonar system measurement based on Bayes. (f)
The seond sonar system measurement based on Dempster. (g)
The oupied ells by the map in (e). (d) The oupied ells
by the map in (f).
Oupied ells
Bayes Figures
1st measurement 248 7-8()
2nd measurement 247 7-9(g)
Dempster Figures
1st measurement 230 7-8(d)
2nd measurement 232 7-9(h)
Table 7-2: Number of oupied ells by the sonar system
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-10: The 1st measurement of the SIFT - sonar system. (a)
SIFT -sonar based on Bayes. (b) SIFT -sonar based on
Dempster. () Shows the oupied ells from the SIFT -
sonar grid map based on Bayes. (d) Shows the oupied ells
from the SIFT -sonar grid map based on Dempster.
bination. These maps orrespond to the 1st and 2nd measurements of both sonar
and vision systems. Figures 7-10(b) and 7-11(f) show the grid maps whih or-
respond to the same measurements as the former mentioned and in this ase
Dempster's rule of ombination is used instead of Bayes' rule. The SIFT -sonar
plot of the oupied ells is also depited in the gures 7-10 and 7-11. An analysis
of these plots demonstrates that a SIFT -sonar plot orresponding to Dempster's
method an slightly improve the amount of oupied ells with respet to the
Bayesian method. Table 7-3 onrmed the previous assumption.
7.4 Full Comparison
Until now, the rst and seond measurements have been taken into aount to
make the omparison between the maps. In the following, 30 measurements are
onsidered to make the omparison between vision, sonar and vision-sonar based
on Bayes and Dempster's approahes.
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(e)
(g)
(f)
(h)
Figure 7-11: The 2nd measurement of the SIFT -sonar grid map. (e)
SIFT -sonar based on Bayes approah. (f) SIFT -sonar
based on Dempster approah. (g) Oupied ells from (e).
(h) Oupied ells from (h).
Oupied ells
Bayes Figures
1st measurement 242 7-10()
2nd measurement 252 7-11(g)
Dempster Figures
1st measurement 266 7-10(d)
2nd measurement 311 7-11(h)
Table 7-3: Number of oupied ells by the SIFT -sonar system
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Figure 7-12(a) only depits the grid map reated from the laser range nder over
30 measurements from the robot during its path. Figure 7-12(b) shows the plot
of the oupied ells of the laser grid map.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7-12: Laser. (a) Shows the laser grid map (b) Shows the oupied
ells by the laser grid map.
7.4.1 SIFT-Bayes-Dempster Comparison (Full Map)
Figures 7-13(a) and 7-13(b) show two 2D grid plots produed from SIFT -features
using the Bayes and Dempster rules of ombination respetively. At rst glane,
these two maps seem to be very similar, but, looking at the SIFT (Bayes) and
SIFT (Dempster) oupied ell's graphs, gures 7-13() and 7-13(d), it an be
seen that the Dempster distane plot is slightly more sparse than the Bayesian
distane plot. This situation an be more preisely seen in table 7-4, where the
SIFT -desriptor map based on Bayes has deteted 983 oupied ells. However,
the SIFT -desriptor map based on Dempster has deteted only 624 oupied
ells.
Oupied ells
Bayes Figures
SIFT -desriptor map 983 7-13()
Dempster Figures
SIFT-desriptor map 624 7-13(d)
Table 7-4: Number of oupied ells by the SIFT -desriptor maps based
on Bayes and Dempster's rule of ombinations.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-13: (a) SIFT -desriptor grid map based on Bayes. (b) SIFT -
desriptor grid map base on Dempster. () Oupied ells
by the SIFT -desriptor map based on Bayes. (d) Oupied
ells by the SIFT -desriptor map based on Dempster.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-14: (a) Sonar grid map based on Bayes. (b) Sonar grid map based
on Dempster. () Oupied ells by the sonar map based on
Bayes. (d) Oupied ells by the SIFT -desriptor map based
on Dempster.
7.4.2 Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Comparison (Full Map)
The situation is reversed with the sonar-Bayes and sonar-Dempster maps, as seen
in gures 7-14() and 7-14(d). The Dempster oupied-ell graph is more dense
than its ounter part, the Bayes oupied-ell plot. Table 7-5 shows the number of
oupied ells of the sonar map based on the Bayesian and Dempster's approahes.
The Dempster approah shows that more oupied ells were deteted onerning
the sonar map.
7.4.3 SIFT-Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Comparison (Full Map)
Figures 7-15(a) and 7-15(b) present a simple fusion between two grids into one;
one grid orresponds to the SIFT and the other one orresponds to the sonar.
The sensor fusion tehniques used were Bayes and Dempster respetively. The
oupany SIFT -sonar graphs are presented in gures 7-15() and 7-15(d). Ini-
tially these two plots seem to have the same shape but after looking arefully
at these two gures, it an be seen that gure 7-15(d) presents a more dense
map than 7-15(). This fat is laried in table 7-6. 4272 oupied ells were
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Oupied ells
Bayes Figures
Sonar map 4855 7-14()
Dempster Figures
Sonar map 5775 7-14(d)
Table 7-5: Number of oupied ells by the sonar maps based on Bayes
and Dempster's rule of ombinations.
deteted in the SIFT -sonar map based on Bayes approah. However, 5712 ells
were deteted in the SIFT -sonar map based on Dempster.
Oupied ells
Bayes Figure
SIFT -Sonar map 4272 7-15()
Dempster Figure
SIFT -Sonar map 5712 7-15(d)
Table 7-6: Number of oupied ells by the SIFT -sonar maps based on
Bayes and Dempster's rule of ombinations.
7.5 Mahalanobis Distane Measure
The Mahalanobis distane measure approah was introdued by [Mah36℄ in 1936.
It is based on orrelations between random vetors. It diers from Eulidean
distane in that it takes into aount the orrelations of the data set.
Denition 7.5.1. (Mahalanobis distane measure)
Lets x and y be two random vetors, the Mahalanobis distane dM from a vetor
y to the vetor x is the distane from y to xˆ, the entroid of x, weighted aording
to Cx, the ovariane matrix of x, so that,
dM =((y − xˆ)
′Cx
−1(y − xˆ))
1
2
(7-2)
Where :
xˆ =
1
2
nx∑
i=1
xi (7-3)
Cx =
1
nx − 1
nx∑
1
(xi − xˆ)(xi − xˆ)
′
(7-4)
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-15: (a) SIFT -sonar grid map based on Bayes. (b) SIFT -sonar
grid map based on Dempster. () Oupied ells by the
SIFT -sonar map based on Bayes. (d) Oupied ells by the
SIFT -sonar map based on Dempster.
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The Mahalanobis distane from a SIFT , sonar, and, SIFT -sonar vetors to a
laser, is omputed in the following setions. The elements of the SIFT , sonar, and
SIFT -sonar vetors are the oordinates of the oupied ells of their respetive
maps. The elements of the laser vetor are also the oordinates of the oupied
ells of its respetive map. The laser is taken as a true parameter vetor to be
ompared with the other vetors.
The Mahalanobis distane is omputed in squared units of eah observation in
the referene sample x. A unit has a value of 5 cm whih is the size of a single
ell in the grid.
7.5.1 Laser & SIFT-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Distane
Figures 7-16 and 7-17 reveal the rst and the seond measurements of the laser
& SIFT grid maps based on Bayes and Dempster approahes, respetively. It
an be observed that there is a similarity between eah laser & SIFT maps
orresponding to eah measurement and to eah sensor fusion tehnique. It an
also be observed in both grid maps that many SIFT -desriptors do not math
the same laser readings. The reason is that the SIFT -algorithm nds features
in the sene that the laser is not able to nd. This is an advantageous situation
beause both sensors omplement eah other. Even though the laser map is not
used for sensor fusion, it is used as a referene map instead, as mentioned earlier.
(a) (b)
Figure 7-16: (a) The 1st measurement of the laser & SIFT systems based
on Bayes. (b) The 1st laser & SIFT measurement based on
Dempster.
This situation is laried in gures 7-18 and 7-19. The oupied ells by the
laser and SIFT maps from the rst an seond measurements are depited. The
olour-bar whih is plaed at the right side of the gures shows the Mahalanobis
distane from the vetor of SIFT -desriptor oordinates to the vetor of laser
oordinates. Figures 7-18() and 7-18(d) show the Mahalabobis distane of eah
SIFT-desriptor from gures 7-18(a) and 7-18(b), respetively. Figures 7-19()
and 7-19(d) do the same, but the distane is taken from gures 7-19(a) and
7-19(b).
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() (d)
Figure 7-17: () The 2nd measurement of the laser & SIFT systems based
on Bayes. (b) The 2nd measurement of the laser & SIFT
systems based on Dempster.
Table 7-7 shows the mean and variane values of the Mahalanobis distane. It
is lear that the dispersion of distane about its mean is bigger in the Dempster
approah. The mean value is bigger in the Bayesian approah than the Bayesian
one, at least in the rst measurement.
Mean and variane value of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.7235 0.1084 7-18()
2nd measurement 0.8323 0.0761 7-19(g)
Dempster approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.7146 0.1199 7-18(d)
2nd measurement 0.8323 0.0761 7-19(h)
Table 7-7: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the rst and
seond measurement of the vision system.
7.5.2 Laser & Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Distane
Figure 7-20 and 7-21 provide an outome of four grid maps.
Two of the maps orrespond to the laser & sonar rst and seond measurement
based on Bayes approah, as seen in gures 7-20(a) and 7-21(). The other two
orrespond to laser & sonar maps of the rst and seond measurement based on
Dempster approah, as shown in gures 7-20(b) and 7-21(d).
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-18: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the rst measurements of
the stereo vision and the laser maps based on Bayes. (b)
Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (a). () Ma-
halanobis distane between the SIFT -desriptor and Laser
maps based on Dempster. (d) Shows only the Mahalanobis
distane from (b).
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-19: Mahalanobis distane between the seond measurements of
the stereo vision and the laser systems. (a) is based on Bayes.
(b) is base on Dempster. () Mahalanobis distane from (a).
(d) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 7-20: (a) The 1st measurement of the laser & sonar systems based
on Bayes. (b) The rst laser & sonar measurement based on
Dempster.
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() (d)
Figure 7-21: (a) The 2nd measurement of the laser & sonar systems based
on Bayes. (b) The seond laser & sonar measurement based
on Dempster.
The oupied ells of the above mentioned maps an be visualised in gures 7-22
and 7-23. These gures also show the Mahalanobis distane measure, as depited
as a olour bar whih is plaed at right side of the gures. The Mahalabobis
distane of the oupied ells are plotted in the same gures. The mean and
ovariane values of the Mahalabobis distane orresponding to these gures are
presented in table 7-8. An analysis of this table revealed that the mean and the
variane values are quite similar for both measurements. The mean and ovari-
ane values of the rst measurement of the Bayesian approah are slightly lower
than the Dempster approah. The situation is dierent in the seond measure-
ment where the Dempster approah gets lower values.
Mean and variane value of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.9290 0.4103 7-22()
2nd measurement 1.0066 0.6190 7-23(g)
Dempster approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.9392 0.4152 7-22(d)
2nd measurement 0.9944 0.6292 7-23(h)
Table 7-8: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the rst and
seond reading of the sonar system.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-22: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the rst measurements of
the sonar system and and the laser maps based on Bayes.
(b) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (a). () Ma-
halanobis distane between the sonar and Laser maps based
on Dempster. (d) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from
(b).
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-23: Mahalanobis distane between the seond measurements of
the sonar and and the laser systems. (a) It is based on Bayes.
(b) It is based on Dempster. () Mahalanobis distane from
(a). (d) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (b).
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7.5.3 Laser & SIFT-Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Dis-
tane
In gures 7-24 and 7-25, a visual omparison is made between the laser & SIFT -
sonar plots based on Bayes and Dempster approahes respetively. The grid
maps orrespond to the rst and seond measurement of the laser & SIFT -sonar
systems.
(a) (b)
Figure 7-24: The 1st measurement of the laser & SIFT-sonar grid maps.
(a) laser & SIFT -sonar based on Bayes approah. (b) laser
& SIFT -sonar based on Dempster approah.
() (d)
Figure 7-25: The 2nd measurement of the laser & SIFT -sonar grid maps.
() laser & SIFT -sonar based on Bayes approah. (d) laser
& SIFT -sonar based on Dempster approah.
The Mahalanobis distane of the oordinates of the SIFT -sonar vetor with
respet to the laser oordinates vetor is shown in gures 7-26 and 7-27 as a olour
bar ode, and the plot of these distanes are shown in the same gures. Table 7-9
summarises the mean and variane values of the Mahalanobis distane of the rst
and seond measurements of the SIFT -sonar plots. The improvement mainly
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-26: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the rst measurement of
the vision-sonar systems and the laser maps based on Bayes.
(b) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (a). () Ma-
halanobis distane between the vision-sonar and laser maps
based on Dempster. (d) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane
from (b).
onsists, when omparing with the individual sensor measurement values, in that
the variane dereases its value for both measurements. The mean value inreases
for both measurements when omparing with the individual sensor measurements.
The derease of the variane has to do with the improvement of the dispersion
of the Mahalanobis distane vetor about its mean, and it an be attributed to
better denition of the oupied area by the fusion of both sonar and vision grids.
The inrease in the mean value has to do with spread of oupied ells due to the
fusion of both grids.
7.6 Mahalanobis Full Comparison
In this setion, the 30 measurements are taken into aount to ompute the
Mahalanobis distane measure.
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-27: Mahalanobis distane between the seond measurement of
the vision-sonar and the laser systems. (a) is based on Bayes.
(b) is based on Dempster. () Mahalanobis distane from
(a). (d) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (b).
Mean and variane value of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.9758 0.4004 7-26()
2nd measurement 1.0147 0.6039 7-27(g)
Dempster approah
mean variane Figures
1st measurement 0.9831 0.4016 7-26(d)
2nd measurement 0.9368 0.6153 7-27(h)
Table 7-9: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the rst and
seond reading of the vision-sonar system.
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7.6.1 Laser & SIFT-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Distane
(Full Map)
A 2D grid plot (laser & SIFT ), whih has been generated by the laser grid map
and the SIFT grid map based on Bayes approah, is presented in gure 7-28(a).
The red squares orrespond to the oupied laser ells. The asterisks represent
the oupied ells by the SITF -desriptor grid map. Eah olour represents a
Mahalanobis distane to the laser vetor. The orresponding olour values of
the distanes are represented as a olour bar plaed next to the map. Figure 7-
28() depits the plot of the Mahalabobis distane from gure 7-28(a). The same
situation for the Dempster approah is depited in gures 7-28(b) and 7-28(d). A
omparison of these two plots reveals that both SIFT -desriptor grids based on
Bayes and Dempster approahes approximate the laser plot. The dierene stems
from the fat that the SIFT -feature algorithm nds features in the sene that
the laser is not able to nd and vie versa, the laser & SIFT (Dempster) distane
plot is signiantly less abundant than the laser & SIFT (Bayes) distane plot.
Table 7-10 shows the mean and variane values of Mahalanobis SIFT -desriptor
distane vetor of both Bayesian and Dempster approahes. The value of the
mean and the variane of the Dempster approah is bigger than the Bayesian
approah. This means that the dispersion of the Mahalanobis SIFT -desriptor
distane vetor based on Bayes approah about its mean is less than the Dempster
approah.
Mean and variane value of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figures
30 measurements 1.9921 0.6948 7-28()
Dempster approah
mean variane Figures
30 measurements 2.0990 0.8715 7-28(d)
Table 7-10: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the SIFT -
desriptor map.
7.6.2 Laser & Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Distane
(Full map)
The situation where the sonar oordinates vetor is taken into aount to ompute
the Mahalanobis distane to a laser oordinates vetor an be depited in gure
7-29. The olour of the asterisks in gures 7-29(a) and 7-29(b) are yellow, blue,
and red, meaning that the Mahalanobis distane mainly osillates from
1
2 to 4.0
square units where few ells are outside of this range. This situation is more
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-28: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the SIFT -desriptor and
Laser maps based on Bayes. (b) Shows only the Mahalanobis
distane from (a). () Mahalanobis distane between the
SIFT -desriptor and Laser maps based on Dempster. (d)
Shows only the Mahalanobis distane from (b).
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Figure 7-29: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the sonar and laser maps
based on Bayes. (b) Shows only the Mahalanobis distane
from (a). () Mahalanobis distane between the sonar and
laser maps based on Dempster. (d) Shows only the Maha-
lanobis distane from (b).
lear in gures 7-29() and 7-29(d). The onentration of ells is under 4 square
units. The mean and the variane values of the Mahalanobis distane are depited
in table 7-11. The Dempster approah improves the mean and variane values
ompared with the Bayesian approah.
7.6.3 Laser & SIFT-Sonar-Bayes-Dempster Mahalanobis Dis-
tane (Full Map)
The representation of the oupied ells of the fusion between the sonar and
the SIFT -desriptor maps is presented in gure 7-30. The oupied ells are
represented by the asterisks, and their olours are mainly blue. This means that
the Mahalanobis distane from the SIFT -sonar oordinates vetor to the laser
oordinates vetor mainly osillates between
1
2 to 3.5 square units. Table 7-12
summarises the mean and variane values of the Mahalanobis distane measure.
The Dempster approah has a lower mean than the Bayesian one. The Bayesian
approah gets slightly lower variane than the Dempster one. The reason is that
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Mean and variane values of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figures
30 measurements 1.6692 1.0746 7-29()
Dempster approah
mean variane Figures
30 measurements 1.5095 0.9356 7-29(d)
Table 7-11: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the sonar
map.
the SIFT -sonar map based Dempster approah ontains more oupied ells
than the Bayesian, ausing lower mean and higher variane than the Bayesian
approah.
Mean and variane value of the Mahalanobis distane
Bayesian approah
mean variane Figure
30 measurements 1.8558 1.1155 7-30()
Dempster approah
mean variane Figure
30 measurements 1.7991 1.1184 7-30(d)
Table 7-12: Mahalanobis distane mean and variane values of the SIFT -
sonar map.
Table 7-13 summarises the number of oupied ells, the mean and variane values
of the maps that have been analysed in this hapter. The number of ells in both
Vision-sonar based on Bayes and vision-sonar based on Dempster approahes have
been redued when omparing with individual sonar sensor maps. This an be
attributed to the fat that, when fusing the sonar map with the SIFT -desriptor
map, many inaurate ells are anelled. Another point to notie is that the
mean value onerning the vision-sonar map based on Dempster's approah is less
than the one of Bayes. This an be interpreted as the vision-sonar map based on
Dempster approah be more aurate to the true laser map. Both vision-sonar
based on Dempster and Bayes varianes disperse about its mean with almost
the same value. Further omparison of table 7-13 shows that Dempster-Shafer
performs better in terms of denition of an oupied area.
The suess of the Dempster-Shafer method is attributed to the following har-
ateristis of this method [PNDW98℄:
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-30: (a) Mahalanobis distane between the SIFT -sonar and laser
maps based on Bayes. (b) Shows only the Mahalanobis dis-
tane from (a). () Mahalanobis distane between the SIFT -
sonar and laser maps based on Dempster. (d) Shows only the
Mahalanobis distane from (b).
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 Dempster-Shafer theory allows support for more than one proposition at a
time, rather than a single hypothesis as Bayes does.
 The unertainty interval bounded by Pls and Bel (setion 2.4.3) allows the
lak of data (ignorane) to be modelled adequately.
 Dempster-Shafer theory does not require prior probabilities to funtion,
However it does require some preliminary assignment of masses that reets
the initial knowledge of the system [CK04℄.
Bayes
Grid Map Oupied ells mean Variane
Vision (SIFT ) 983 1.9921 0.6948
Sonar 4855 1.6692 1.0746
Vision-sonar 4272 1.8558 1.1155
Dempster
Vision (SIFT ) 624 2.0990 0.8715
Sonar 5775 1.50995 0.9356
Vision-sonar 5712 1.7991 1.1184
Table 7-13: Summarises the number of the oupied ells, the mean and
the variane values of the grid maps.
7.7 Advantages and Disadvantages of Bayes and
Dempster-Shafer Theories
The major advantages and disadvantages between these two theories an be sum-
marised in tables 7-14 and 7-15.
7.8 Computational Complexity and Time Require-
ments
7.8.1 Computational requirements
The programs for whih the results where presented in this thesis where run and
tested in a laptop Dell Inspiron 6000, with the speiations shown in table 7-16.
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Dempster
Advantages Disadvantages
No a priori knowledge
is required to funtion
[CK04℄.
The Potentially exponen-
tial omplexities an be a
soure of diulty, sine it
inreases in the number of
elements in FOD [HH88℄.
A value for ignorane an
be expressed, giving infor-
mation of the unertainty
of the situation. [CA06℄.
Coniting beliefs man-
agement; this is due to
the normalisation fator in
the rule of ombination.
[CA06℄.
Suitable for anomaly de-
tetion beause no a pri-
ori knowledge is required
[CA06℄.
There is no theoretial jus-
tiation for the ombina-
tion rule [HH88℄.
The information and time
omplexities an be quite
low if ertain onditions
are met, like reduing the
foal elements in the FOD
[HH88℄, for example.
The theory assumes that
the piees of evidene are
independent [HH88℄.
Table 7-14: Advantages and disadvantages of Dempster-Shafer theory
Bayes
Advantages Disadvantages
Have an axiomati
foundation and well-
understood mathematial
properties [HH88℄.
A priori knowledge is re-
quire to funtion [CA06℄.
Requires only a modest
amount of omputation
time [HH88℄.
No value for ignorane an
be expressed [CA06℄.
Not suitable for anomaly
detetion [CA06℄.
The exponential number
of prior probabilities that
are required an be a ma-
jor diulty [HH88℄.
Table 7-15: Advantages and disadvantages of Bayes theory
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Inspiron 6000
Platform Tehnology Intel Centrino
Proessor Intel Pentium M 740 / 1.6
GHz
Chipset type Intel 915GM/PM
RAM Installed Size 512 MB / 2 GB (max)
Table 7-16: Inspiron 6000 tehnial speiations
7.8.2 SIFT
The SIFT algorithm was introdued and presented in setion 2.8. It mainly
onsists of four steps:
1. Sale-spae peak detetion.
2. Aurate key-point loalisation.
3. Majority orientation assignment.
4. Computation of the loal image desriptor.
The algorithm proesses 30 stereo snapshots (frames) during the path of the
robot.
Figure 7-31 shows the omputational time of the SIFT algorithm. Figure 7-
31(a) shows the time requirement of the sale-spae peak detetion of eah frame.
Figure 7-31(b) shows the requirement time of the reminding three main points
of the algorithm; (1) Aurate key-point loalisation, (2) Majority orientation
assignment, and, (3) Computation of the loal image desriptor. Figure 7-31()
depits the total elapsed time for eah frame. And nally, 7-31(d) depits the
amount of SIFT math desriptors founded by the algorithm in eah frame.
Some statistial analysis are implemented from gure 7-31 and shown in table 7-
17. Four vetors are dened: V s1, V s2, V s3 and V s4. These vetors represent
the data from gures 7-31(a), 7-31(b), 7-31(), and, 7-31(d) respetively. The
mean value and the variane are the point of interest.
Some remarks an be drawn from this analysis. The rst part of the algorithm
is omputationally heavy. To ahieve an aeptable frame rate for real time
appliations it might be neessary to improve the omputational time in the rst
part of the algorithm. A omputational omplexity is done in the rst part of the
algorithm (Sale-spae peak detetion), disarding the other three parts.
The omputational burden is mainly driven by the expression 2-37. Sine there
are n otaves in an OP , and eah otave is formed by inrementally onvolving
an image of size xI × yI with a Gaussian kernel of size a of size xG × yG until a
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(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-31: (a) Computational time of the sale-spae peak detetion of
eah frame. (b) The time elapsed for the rest of the algorithm
of eah frame. () The total amount of time of eah frame.
(d) The amount of desriptors found by the algorithm in eah
frame.
SIFT algorithm
Vetors Mean Variane
V s1 20.8333 6.0057
V s2 3.8000 8.8552
V s3 24.7667 19.3575
V s4 22.5333 234.5333
Table 7-17: Statistial analysis
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ertain boundary given by su + 1 is ahieved. Therefore, to ompute 2-37, it is
neessary to determine (xI × yI × xG × yG× (su +1)× n). This proess brings a
omputational omplexity of O(Onc ).
7.8.3 Bayesian
The Bayes' rule of ombination, as shown in equation 2.3, is analysed for a sample
spae of two elements, as shown in the following:
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi)P (A|Bi)∑k
j=1 P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
i =1, k = 2
P (B1|A) =
P (B1)P (A|B1)
P (B1)P (A|B1) + P (B2)P (A|B2)
A =s, B1 = o, B2 = e
P o|s =
P s|oP o
P s|oP o − P s|eP e
P o|s =
P s|oP o
P s|oP o + (1− P s|o)(1 − P o)
In this equation, the point of interest is to ompute the onditional probability
P o|s, meaning that, for a given partiular s, the problem is solved by looking
up values for P o, 1 − P o, P s|o and 1 − P s|o. Sine there are 2n s, there are 2n
probabilities P s|o, and 2n probabilities 1−P s|o. Therefore, to ompute P o|s given
an arbitrary s, it is neessary to determine 1+1+2n+2n = 2(1+2n) probabilities
during the initial analysis. The information omplexity of this model is O(2n),
[HH88℄.
The time requirement to ompute eah frame under the Bayes' rule of ombination
is shown in gures 7-32 and 7-33. More preisely, gure 7-32(a) shows the time
required for the Bayesian formulation to ompute eah frame of the sonar system.
Here, a frame is meant to be a loal map produt of the fusion of the interpreted
sonar data from the ring of sonars. Figure 7-32(b) shows the required Bayesian
time of eah frame from the vision system. Figure 7-33() is the time taken by
the Bayesian formulation to fuse individual sonar-vision frames.
Vetors V b1, V b1, and, V b1 are to be the representation of the data of gures
7-32 and 7-33. The mean value and variane are omputed for eah vetor and
presented in table 7-18.
7.8.4 Dempster-Shafer
The Dempster's rule of ombination omputes produts over all subsets of Θ.
The omputational omplexity inreases exponentially with the number of frames
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7-32: (a) The time required by the Bayesian formulation to ompute
eah sonar individual frame. (b) The time required by the
Bayesian formulation to ompute eah vision individual frame.
()
Figure 7-33: () The time required by the Bayesian formulation to ompute
the fusion of vision-sonar individual frames.
Bayes
Vetors Mean Variane
V b1 0.0463 0.0013
V b2 0.0240 0.0066
V b3 0.0672 0.0181
Table 7-18: Statistial analysis
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of disernment Θ. For instane, given a |Θ| = n, then there are 2n subsets.
Therefore, the omplexity of ombining two frames of disernment is O(2n×2n) =
O(22n), [HH88℄.
The time requirements for the Dempster's rule of ombinations is depited in
gure 7-34. The required time of the oupany and emptiness of the sonar and
vision systems of eah frame are depited.
(a)
()
(b)
(d)
Figure 7-34: Time requirement of the Dempster's rule of ombination.
(a) Oupany of the sonar system. (b) Emptiness of the
sonar system. () Oupany of the stereo vision system. (d)
Emptiness of the stereo vision system.
Vetors V d1, V d2, V d3, and, V d4 are to be the representation of the data
of gure 7-34. The mean value and variane are omputed for eah vetor and
presented in table 7-19.
7.9 Conlusion
The work done in this hapter presents a omparison between two sensor fusion
tehniques, namely the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer sensor fusion tehniques.
The omparison mainly onsisted of two parts:
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Dempster
Vetors Mean Variane
V d1 0.0508 0.0018
V d2 0.0521 0.0021
V d3 0.0400 0.0034
V d4 0.0435 0.0031
Table 7-19: Statistial analysis
 The test of oupied ells of eah map was arried out; oupied ells were
sanned and plotted in a graph. The plots generated from the Bayesian
maps were ompared graphially and numerially with the plots generated
from the Dempster-Shafer maps.
 The omputation of a Mahalanobis distane from a SIFT , sonar, and
SIFT -sonar oordinates vetors to a laser oordinates vetor was proposed
in this hapter. The main idea is to ompare, in a statistial manner, the
maps generated during the experiments of the thesis to a true map, namely
the laser map.
The outome of the proess of omparison has shown that the theory of evidene
an signiantly improve the map building proess for autonomous robots, in the
sense that Dempster performs better than Bayes in terms of dening an oupied
area and generating a mean value.
The hapter analysed the omputational omplexity and time requirements of the
algorithms run in the thesis. The analysis yielded with major omputational om-
plexity to the rst part of the SIFT algorithm. The omplexity of the Bayesian
and Dempster approahes yielded with no mayor omputational omplexity sine
the number of elements or singletons have been redued. In the ase of Bayes
framework two elements were taken into aount, e.g. the state of the ell being
oupied and empty. In the ase of Dempster-Shafer framework, three elements
were taken into aount in the frame of disernment, e.g. the ell being oupied,
empty and disjuntive.
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tential Field
Chapter8
.
This hapter addresses motion planning experiments based on the potential eld
method. The method was explained in setion 2.9. In setion 8.1 a desription of
the algorithm for path planning is reviewed. Setion 8.2 deals with experimental
results where the implementation of the algorithm for path planning purposes
using the potential eld method is arried out. In setion 8.3 the hapter is
onluded.
8.1 Path Planning
This setion deals with the implementation of the algorithm for path planning
using the potential eld method. The algorithm takes into aount the repul-
sive potential eld generated by the obstales and the attrative one generated
by the goal position. The potential eld an be obtained mathematially when
the position of the obstales is preisely identied, they will generate a repulsive
potential eld (Urep(q)) whih will make the robot navigate far away from the
obstales. The other option onsidered in this thesis onsists of moving the robot
through the obstales generated by applying the sensor fusion tehniques (Bayes
and Dempster-Shafer theorems) to the sensor readings [CR07℄, i.e. Urep(q) is
generated from sensor readings and not by mathematial funtions, where ells
Pi,j > To are onsidered as being part of the repulsive potential eld. The attra-
tive potential eld is added to the potential eld generated from the environment
using sensor readings, as it an be depited in gure 8-1.
The algorithm implemented in this setion is alled "Depth-rst planning" [Lat91℄;
it mainly onsists of onstruting single segments starting at the initial ongu-
ration of the robot qinit. The diretion of eah segment is obtained by solving
the equation 2-78 ; this equation is omputed at the onguration attained by
the previous segment. This tehnique simply follows the steepest desent of the
potential funtion until the goal onguration qgoal is reahed. The main draw-
bak of this tehnique is that it an easily get stuk in a loal minima sine it
simply follows the steepest desent. It is nevertheless hard to solve the problem
of loal minima using "Depth-rst planning". One approah to solve the loal
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Figure 8-1: Addition of two potentials (attrative and repulsive) into the
potential eld
minima problem is to use harmoni funtions whih are the solutions of Laplae's
equation [Con92, CG93, Con94a, CBW90℄.
8.2 Experimental Results
The results of applying the "Depth-rst planning" algorithm are shown in g-
ures 8-2 to 8-6 and presented to the sienti soiety in [CB07℄. Figure 8-2(a)
represents a map whih has been onstruted by fusing sonar readings with SIFT -
features using Bayes' rule; the resulting grid is reated by fusing two grids, one
grid reated from sonar measurements and the other one from SIFT -features. In
the resulting map the blak olour represents the empty area; the white olour
represents the oupied area, and the gray olour represents the probability of
P oi,j = P
e
i,j =
1
2 . Figure 8-2(b) represents the layout of the laboratory/oe
together with the map from gure 8-2(a). The layout has been superimposed
superially for omparison purposes. This information is not available to the
path planning algorithm, only the fused interpreted sensor readings. The blue
olour represents the empty area, the red olour is the oupied region and the
green is P oi,j = P
e
i,j =
1
2 . A path is planned in this gure; it onnets the start
point onguration with the goal point onguration.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8-2: (a) Grid reated by fusing two grids, using Bayes' rule, one grid
reated from sonar measurements and the seond one from
SIFT -features. (b) Shows the path onstruted on the map
whih has been built up by sensor readings. It also shows
the oe layout whih has been superimposed for omparison
purposes.
Figure 8-3(a) presents a grid reated from moi,j . The white spots in this map
represent the oupied region, the blak area outside the white spots represents
the lak of evidene, i.e. moi,j = m
e
i,j = 0 andm
(o,e)
i,j = 1, and the blak area inside
the white spots represents the empty region where the robot an plan its path.
Figure 8-3(b) is a olour top view of a 3D representation of gure 8-3(a), where
as in gure 8-2(b) the layout of the oe/laboratory has been superimposed.
Here the yellowish area represents the highest evidene of a oupied area, the
empty region or lak of evidene is represented by the sky blue olour whih is
plaed in the middle of the map and is surrounded by the oupied area. The
greenish/bluish olours plaed between the sky-blue and the yellowish olours is
the transition from the oupied to the free spae and to the lak of evidene
region respetively. The area whih is plaed outside the oupied area is the
lak of evidene. This gure also shows the planned path.
Figure 8-4(a) shows a map whih has been onstruted by fusing sonar readings
with SIFT -features using Dempster-Shafer evidential theory; the resulting grid
shows the 2D plot of the mei,j region (white olour on the map). The blak olour
represents the lak of evidene, i.e. moi,j = m
e
i,j = 0 and m
(o,e)
i,j = 1. The red
olour in gure 8-4(b) orresponds to the lak of evidene, the blue is the empty
area and the olours between the empty region and the lak of evidene represents
the transition between these two zones. The gure also shows the path onneting
the start point onguration with the goal point onguration.
Figure 8-5(a) depits a grid reated from m
(o,e)
i,j . The blak area in the middle of
the map represents the lak of evidene; in this area the robot an move around
and plan its path. A blue olour is assigned to the free spae in gure 8-5(b) and
a path has been planned in the empty area of the map.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8-3: Grid reated only from the fusion between SIFT -features and
sonar. (a) represents the 2D plot whih shows the moi,j , (b)
Shows the path. It also shows the oe layout whih has been
superimposed for omparison purposes.
(a)
(b)
Figure 8-4: Grid reated only from the fusion between SIFT -features and
sonar. (a) represents the 2D plot whih shows the mei,j , (b)
A path from the initial point onguration to the nal one is
depited.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8-5: Grid reated only from the fusion between SIFT -features and
sonar. (a) represents the 2D plot whih shows the m
(o,e)
i,j , (b)
depits the path planned by the algorithm.
Figure 8-6(a) shows a resulting map whih has been onstruted by transforming
the vision − sonaro and vision − sonare maps into one map; this map is very
similar to the one from the Bayes theory 8-2(a). Figure 8-6(b) shows the path
onneting the start point onguration with the goal point onguration.
(a)
(b)
Figure 8-6: (a) Grid reated from the transformation of the vision−sonaro
and vision − sonare maps from the fusion of the vision and
sonar systems into one map. (b) A path is planned whih
onnets a start point with a nal point in the empty area.
The results of the simulations of applying the "Depth-rst planning" algorithm
- whih have been shown in gures 8-2 to 8-6- do not present the problem of
getting trapped into a loal minima.
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8.3 Conlusion
The implementation of the "Depth-rst planning" algorithm has been reviewed
in this hapter. And the algorithm has been applied to the maps generated in
the ourse of experiments during the present researh work. Even though the
experiments have briey touhed path planning, they have veried the feasibility
of applying path planning to all the oupany grids for a simple navigation. The
experiments have also shown that loal minima was not deteted during the path
planned by the algorithm.
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Chapter9
The researh work in this thesis has foused on sensor data fusion in mobile
robots based on sonar and vision system measurements. The main ontribution
of this thesis is the introdution of the SIFT (Sale Invariant Feature Transform)
whih is a novel vision algorithm into the eld of sensor fusion based Bayesian
and Dempster Shafer theories. The potential eld framework has been onsidered
as the strategy to solve the path planning approah. The following paragraphs
desribe in more detail the onlusion of this thesis.
9.1 Summary of the Chapters
 The rst prerequisite to aomplish an appliation in the eld of sensor
data fusion is to review the literature related to the topi of interest. In
this ontext, hapter 2 gives an overview of the basi knowledge this thesis
is based on. This knowledge range from the desription of the distintion
between multisensor integration and multisensor fusion (these two notions
an be represented in a funtional diagram of multisensor integration and
fusion), the sensor data fusion arhiteture, the denition of oupany
grids, the unertainty sensor models, multisensor fusion algorithms, sensor
lassiation, desription to the sensors and the desription of the SIFT
algorithm. Some points were treated more detailed than others; this beause
the eld of sensor fusion is quite broad. For instane, stress was put on
Bayes and Demspter-Shafer theories, sensor model for a sonar range devie,
internal representations suh as oupany and Shafer grids and the SIFT
algorithm. All of these form the basis for reating an appliation in sensor
data fusion as part of a hierarhial arhiteture.
 Chapter 3 addressed a probabilisti SIFT -desriptor model. The model
takes into aount the unertainty inherited in stereo vision system.
 The researh in hapter 4 has been foused on building a hierarhial
struture (arhiteture) for a sensor fusion appliation in mobile robots.
First of all, an arhiteture for a general ase is presented. Seondly, a
spei appliation of the arhiteture is arried out. The arhiteture is
divided into layers, eah layer ontains a spei appliation within the
arhiteture. The layers range from a simple olletion of data from the
environment to a more abstrat representation of the environment. The
layers is a olletion of appliations that have been implemented during the
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PhD researh projet. The sope in this arhiteture is limited to building a
map for a laboratory robot by fusing range readings from a sonar array with
landmarks extrated from stereo vision images using the SIFT algorithm.
 Experiments onerning map generation has been desribed in hapter 5.
The experiments form part of the novel appliation of map generation using
the reursive Bayes update rule. First at all, it has shown that the uner-
tainty in the wide beam of the sonar sensor model an be redued by fusing
it with the unertainty SIFT -desriptor model. Seondly, a map of a lab-
oratory is generated by simply fusing sonar readings with SIFT -desriptor
readings using the Bayes reursive formula. The experiments were done
using real data from a oe/laboratory environment, and the robot Pio-
neer3AT from Atimedia robotis has served as an experimental testbed.
Three methods of fusion were implemented a) Fusion of two sensors with
one oupany grid. b) fusion of two sensors with two oupany grids. )
fusion of two sensors with respet of sensor auray.
 Chapter 6 has presented map building experiments based on Dempster-
Shafer theory. The work onsiders the unertainties of the ultrasoni sensor
measurements as well as the unertainties of the SIFT -desriptors and the
use of the Dempster's rule of ombination to integrate and update the sensor
readings.
 In hapter 7 eah of the maps generated in the ourse of experimentation
using Bayes and Dempster theories have been ompared against an ideal
laser map of the environment in whih the robot has transversed. Compar-
ison between both Bayesian and Dempster maps is also arried out.
The omparison mainly onsists of:
 Identifying those ells that are oupied, i.e. P oi,j > 0.5 in the maps
being tested. The main idea of this test is to nd out the auray in
the mapping between both methods.
 Computation of the statistial Mahalanobis distane from the experi-
mental maps to a true map is arried out in this stage.
The Bayesian and the Dempster update methods perform more or less iden-
tially in the benhmarks, despite the fat that they used dierent math-
ematial approahes to update the maps. However, the omparisons had
shown that Dempster-Shafer formalism performs better in terms of detet-
ing and oupied area.
The hapter also analysed the time omplexity and time requirements of
the algorithms run in the thesis.
 The implementation of the path planning approah based on the artiial
potential eld onept has been desribed in hapter 8. The depth rst
planning algorithm has been applied to the maps generated from hapters
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5 and 6. It has been shown the feasibility of applying path planning to
the novel maps. It is well known that one of the main drawbaks of this
algorithm is that it does not deal with loal minima problem, but the simu-
lations have shown the no existene of loal minima in the path trajetory
of the robot. Nevertheless, it would be more safe for the robot whether a
loal minima is taken into aount when planning the path.
The following remarks are drawn as a fullment of the ontributions of this thesis.
The ontributions are more of a pratial nature than a theoretial one.
The omputer vision algorithm named SIFT draws the attention on its applia-
bility in objet reognition [Low04℄. In this thesis, the algorithm was proposed
to be inserted in the eld of sensor data fusion in mobile robots. To this end,
a SIFT -desriptor model needed to be reated. Thus, a probabilisti SIFT -
desriptor model whih take into aount the unertainty in sensor measurements
is also proposed in this work. The oupied region of the model is based on the
work done by [MS87℄. The empty regions of the model is based on the work done
by [ME85℄ to the empty region of the sonar model. The sonar model used by
Elfes in [ME85℄ and later on modied by [IP05℄ has been proposed to be used in
the experiments.
The Bayesian estimation [Elf89a, EM88, EM87, Elf89b℄ as well as the Dempster-
Shafer [HH88, Mur99, PNDW98, Kle04, IP05, Sme00, KT04, Mur00℄ approahes
whih have been widely used in the eld of mobile robots are proposed to be used
in the experiments of urrent thesis to update and integrate the sonar array and
the SIFT desriptors' unertainty grids. "Depth-rst planning" method [Lat91℄
is suggested to be used to the maps generated in the ourse of experimentation.
A sensor data fusion appliation in mobile robots as part of a hierarhial stru-
ture (arhiteture) whih is divided into layers has been proposed in this thesis.
Eah layer ontains a spei appliation within the arhiteture. The layers go
from a simple olletion of data from the environment to a more abstrat repre-
sentation of the environment. The layers is a olletion of appliations that have
been implemented during the PhD researh projet. The sope in this arhite-
ture is limited to building a map for a laboratory robot by fusing range readings
from a sonar array with landmarks extrated from stereo vision images using the
(Sale Invariant Feature Transform) SIFT algorithm.
The appliability of the SIFT algorithm in the eld of mobile robots has proved
reliable results. Empty spae is shown quite well. Nearby, oupied area is
represented by the SIFT -features shows up quite lear. The fusion between stereo
with sonar maps have shown a reinforement in the denition of the oupied area
as well the empty one. Oupany grids have shown its use in ombining range
measurements from dierent modalities of sensors. The fusion between stereo
with sonar maps has shown a reinforement in the denition of the oupied area
as well the empty one.
Extensions to the work presented in this thesis are possible. A more aurate def-
inition of the map an be done by taking more measurements of the environment.
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The experiments were done o line using real data from an oe/laboratory.
However, and extension to an on line might be feasible.
9.2 Future Work
Some issues that have not been addressed in this thesis, but ould be interesting
for future researh work are mentioned in the following:
 One immediate researh work diretion ould be the implementation of
ontrol and path planning with harmoni potential eld funtions, whih
are solution of Laplae's Equation whih do not experiene loal minima
problem.
 Computer vision algorithms are omputationally expensive and the SIFT
is not the exeption. Another interesting researh work in the eld ould
be the implementation of a neural network that ould learn the SIFT
algorithm in order to redue the omputational burden and make the system
to work in real time.
 Supervised based tehniques have been used for sensor data fusion, in par-
tiular artiial neural networks and fuzzy systems. It would be interesting
to add this tehniques to the researh gotten so far and ompare the results
with the methods used in this thesis.
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AppendixA
This appendix presents some basi onepts about omputer vision used in this
thesis. The theory is mainly taken from the books [TV98℄, [Har03℄ and [GW02℄.
A.1 Camera Model
The model used is the perspetive or pinhole model. It is prinipally designed for
CCD or CMOS sensors, and an be seen in gure A-1(1) and A-1(2). It represents
the amera by its optial entre C, an image plane π, the amera frame, the foal
length f , the optial axes and the prinipal point (Ox, Oy). A pointM = [X,Y, Z]
in a 3D real world oordinate frame is projeted into the image plane or amera
frame as the vetor m = [x, y, z]. By similar triangles, one an ompute the basi
equations of perspetive projetion [x, y, z]T = [f XZ , f
Y
Z , f ]
T
.
M
Y
X
camera frame
camera centre
C
image plane
Z z
Optical or principal axis
o
Ox
Oy
m
principal point or image centre
(1)
Y
C
f
m
o
fY/Z
M
Z z
(2)
Figure A-1: Pinhole amera model. (1)3D view of the pinhole amera
model (2) 2D view of the pinhole amera model.
A.2 Stereo System
Stereo vision system has to deal with inferring information from two or more
images taken from the sene. This information an be the distane to the objets
or a 3D struture of the environment. Two problems in omputer vision, that must
be solved by a stereo system's algorithms, are orrespondene and reonstrution.
These onepts will be explained in the following setions. Figure A-3(1) shows
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a pair of ameras arranged in a stereo system mode. Figure A-3(2) shows a top
view of a simple stereo system model, whih is omposed of two pinhole amera
models. This model is simple beause the two ameras are pointing in the same
diretion, making the geometry simple.
(1)
z xr
T
xl
mr
d
ml
M
Ol Or
Cl Cr
(2)
Figure A-2: (1) Stereo vision system . (2) A simple model of a stereo
system.
The distane z between the point M and the baseline T an be omputed from
the similar triangles (ml,M,mr) and (Cl,M,Cr). Equations A-1 and A-2 show
the proedure.
T + xl − xr
z − f
=
T
z
(A-1)
z = f
T
d
(A-2)
Where xl and xr are the oordinates of ml and mr with respet to the prinipal
points Ol and Or respetively, and d = xr − xl is the disparity whih measures
the dierene between the projeted points in the two images.
Figure A-3 shows a pair of a stereo images taken from a typial laboratory envi-
ronment.
A.3 The Correspondene Problem
The orrespondene problem in stereo vision system is the problem of nding
whih element in the right image orresponds to the left image. The two main
approahes in nding the solution to the orrespondene problem in a stereo
pair of images, are orrelation-based and feature based. The orrelation-based
orrespondene algorithms usually nd the orrespondene between pixels in both
images reating a dense disparity map were the 3D position of eah pixel an be
omputed. The feature based orrespondene algorithms nd orrespondene
between features from both images. These features are edges, lines, points et.
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(1) (2)
Figure A-3: A pair of stereo pitures. (1) Left image. (2) Right Image.
Certain riteria must be satised in order to nd the orrespondene between
features; for instane a riteria for mathing a line ould be the length of the line,
its orientation, the oordinates of a midpoint and the average ontrast along the
line edge. The disparity maps reated by the feature-orrespondene algorithms
are more sparse than the ones reated by the orrelation-based, whih makes the
orrespondene searh less time onsuming. The approah used in this thesis is
the feature-based, beause image features are used to represent landmarks. More
preisely, SIFT-features are used to represent landmarks in the sene. Feature-
based orrespondene redues the number of mathes (between left and right
images) ompared with the orrelation-base orrespondene.
A.4 Camera Parameters
The amera parameters have to do with the relation between the amera referene
frame and the world referene frame and the relation between pixel oordinates in
the image plane and oordinates of the image points in the amera referene frame.
The method for estimating the amera parameters is alled amera alibration.
The ameras were alibrated using the amera alibration tool for MATLAB as
suggested by [Bou07℄.
The extrinsi and intrinsi parameters are the underlying parameters in the am-
era models. The extrinsi parameters are the ones that uniquely identify a trans-
formation between the amera referene frame and a world referene frame. The
extrinsi parameters are:
 A 3D translation vetor T , this vetor relates the oordinates of the two
origins of the two referene frames.
 An 3 × 3 orthogonal translation matrix (RTR = RRT = I). This matrix
brings the orresponding axis of both frames onto eah other.
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The extrinsi parameters an be seen in gure A-4.
The intrinsi parameters are the ones that link the oordinates of a point in an
image frame with the orresponding ones in the amera referene frame. Therefore
the set of intrinsi parameters is:
 f , foal length,
 (Ox, Oy), the oordinates in pixel of the image entre (the prinipal point),
 (Sx, Sy), the size of the pixel in mm,
 kg, the geometri distortion introdued by the optis;
The extrinsi parameters an be depited as in gure A-4. The equations that
make the transformation between amera and image frame oordinates an be
seen in equation A-3.
x = (xm − ox)Sx
y = (ym − oy)Sy (A-3)
o
O
Yc
Xc
Zc
R,T
Yω
Zω
C
Xω
xm
Mω
M
ym
m
Mc
f
ox
oy
Figure A-4: Figure showing the extrinsi and intrinsi parameters.
A.5 Epipolar Geometry
Epipolar geometry is the geometry of stereo; it is essentially the geometry of the
intersetion of the image planes with the penil of planes having the base line as
an axis. Figure A-5 shows the geometri entities involved in epipolar geometry.
A pair of ameras and a point M in 3D dene the following. An epipole is the
point where the base line intersets the image planes. An epipolar plane is the
plane identied by M,Cl, Cr and ontains the baseline. An epipolar line is the
line formed by the intersetion between the epipolar plane and the image plane.
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CrCl
πl πr
M
el er
ml mr
T
le rg
epipolar plane
baseline
epipolar lines
epipoles
Figure A-5: Epipolar geometry.
A.6 Reonstrution by triangulation
Triangulation is a method of 3D reonstrution and it depends on knowledge of
the parameters of the stereo system being available i.e. the intrinsi and extrinsi
parameters. Reonstrution is straightforward if the intrinsi and extrinsi pa-
rameters are known in advane [TV98℄. Figure A-6 shows the basi triangulation
shemati.
T
(Oxl, Oyl) (Oxr,Oyr)
ml
M mr
plane planes
image
Cr
referene frames
Cl
n
s
le = aml
rg = bmr
Figure A-6: Triangulation.
Where the following is dened.
 M is a point in a 3D spae,
 ml and mr are two vetors whose oordinates are the projetions of the
point M onto the image planes.
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 le = aml and rg = bmr (a ∈ R, b ∈ R) are rays whih go from the origins
Cl and Cr of the right and left referene frames and pass through mr and
ml respetively.
 rg has the following expression rg = T + bRTmr when is expressed in the
left referene frame.
 n is an orthogonal vetor to both le and rg and it is dened as ml×RTmr.
 sM = aml +
1
2cn (c ∈ R) is a vetor whih goes from Cl to the middle
point of the vetor n.
The two rays le and rg do not interset eah other at the loation where the
3D point is loated beause the parameters and image loations are only known
approximately due to errors in the alibration proess. The problem of getting
the 3D set of reonstruted points redues to determining the loation of the
point M whih is situated in the middle of the segment parallel to the vetor n
that joins le and rg. In other words, the omponents of the vetor s gives the
loation of the point M as seen in equation A-4.
sM = aml +
1
2
cn (A-4)
In order to ompute the vetor s, the parameters a and c are needed; these
parameters are found by solving the linear system whih is derived as follows.
The system of vetors shown in gure A-7 is taken from gure A-6.
cn = c(ml ×R
Tmr)
−
T
−
bR
T m
r
am
l
Cl
Figure A-7: System of vetors
Equation A-5 is derived from gure A-7.
aml + cn− T − bR
Tmr = 0
aml − bR
Tmr + cn = T
aml − bR
Tmr + c(ml ×R
Tmr) = T
(A-5)
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Equation A-5 is a linear system of the form Ax = bb whih an be arrange as
follows.
[
ml RTmr mr + c(ml ×RTmr)
] ab
c

 = T
Where
A =
[
ml R
Tmr mr + c(ml ×RTmr)
]
(A-6)
x =

 ab
c


(A-7)
bb =T (A-8)
A.7 Gaussian kernel
A kernel is also known as a lter or as a mask. It is a window in whih is moving
from pixel to pixel in an image. At eah image pixel point (x, y), the response of
the lter (Rp) at that point is given by the sum of produts of the lter oeients
and the orresponding image pixels in the area spanned by the image mask; as
given by equation A-9.
Rp =
mn∑
i=1
= κizi (A-9)
Where the κ′s are the kernel oeients, z′s are the values of the image gray
levels orresponding to the oeients of the mask and mn is the total of the
oeients of the kernel. The former an be depited graphially as in gure
A-8. In this ase mn = 9.
A Gaussian kernel is when the kernel is 2D, isotropi (i.e. irularly symmetri)
and Gaussian, as depited in equation A-10.
G(x, y) =
1
2πσ2
exp
(
−
x2 + y2
2σ2
)
(A-10)
The distribution of equation A-10 with µ = 0 and σ = 1 an be depited as in
gure A-9(1). It is neessary to have a disrete approximation of the Gaussian
funtion before the onvolution with the image is performed. Figure A-9(2) shows
a kernel mask that approximates a Gaussian with σ = 1.4.
The Gaussian kernel is mainly used to blur images and remove noise. Figure
A-10(1) shows an original image, and gure A-10(2) shows the original image
whih has been onvolved with a the Gaussian kernel from gure A-9(2).
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Figure A-8: Gaussian kernel.
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Figure A-10: (1) Original image. (2) Image onvolved with a Gaussian
kernel.
Data Aquisition
AppendixB
In this appendix, the data aquisition of the sensors (laser, vision and sonar) of
the mobile robot along its trajetory an be viewed as plots, whih represent the
distane from the sensors to the deteted obstales. As mentioned before, the
robot used to gather the data is the Pioneer 3AT from AtiveMedia Robotis. It
is equipped with an ultrasoni ring of 16 sonars, a stereo vision system and a laser
range nder, whih was used as a referene to evaluate the inoming data from
the sonar and vision systems. The robot is depited in gure B-1(a). Figure B-
1(b) depits a 2D shape of the mobile robot, where the laser is situated in front of
the robot. The laser an san 361 readings ([Ld0, ..., Ld360 ]) in eah measurement
over the interval of [0o, 180o], these readings (data) orrespond to the distane
between the laser and the deteted objets.
(a)
  
(b) Ld0
0o
Ld45
Ld90
Ld225
Ld180
Ld270
Ld315
Ld360
180o
Ld135
(cx, cy)
Figure B-1: (a) Pioneer 3AT from AtiveMedia Robotis. (b) 2D shape of
the robot and the laser range readings.
Figure B-2(a) shows a 2D view of the mobile robot and the stereo pair of ameras,
whih are plaed in the front of the robot. Eah lens of eah amera has an
horizontal eld of view. The overlapping eld of view (sky-blue area) of both
ameras an also be seen in the gure, where, Wd represents the width of the
overlapping eld of view. Figure B-2(b) presents a top view of the robot and
the 16 sonars; 8 of them are alloated in front of the robot and the other 8
are alloated at the rear. The inoming data of the sonars are represented as
[sd1 , ..., sd16 ]. The data from the sonars (situated in front of the robot) is plotted
and ompared with the plot of the distane from the other sensors (laser, vision).
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(cx, cy)
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

(b)
sd1
sd2
sd3
sd4
sd5
sd6
sd7
sd8
sd11
sd10
sd9
(cx, cy)
sd14
sd16
sd15
sd13
sd12
Figure B-2: Top view of the robot (a) The vision data readings. (b) The
sonar data readings.
Figure B-3 presents the plots of the data readings of the sonar and the vision
systems respetively. Figure B-3(a) depits the plot of the distane of the 8
sonars whih are situated in the front of the robot during the rst measurement.
Figures B-3(b) and B-3() show the plots of the distane of the rst and seond
and the rst and seond and third measurements respetively. The data over the
30 measurements of the sonar ring an be viewed in gure B-3(d).
Figures B-3(e), B-3(f) and B-3(g) show the rst, rst and seond and rst and
seond and third plots of the distane of the SIFT -desriptors of the rst, seond
and third measurements of the robot along its path respetively. The whole
distane data plot over the 30 measurements of the robot an be viewed in gure
B-3(h).
A plot of the distane of the data onerning to the laser, together a the plot of
the distane of the data whih belongs to the sonars during the rst measurement
of the mobile robot in its path, an be viewed in gure B-4(a). The peaks in the
gure orrespond to one of the drawbaks of the laser. In this points, it does
not return any signal beause it an be transparent to some materials suh as
glass. In gures B-4(b), B-4() and B-4(d), the same situation is presented as in
gure B-4(a), but with the exeption that the rst and seond, rst and seond
and third and all measurements are onsidered when making the plot. The rst,
rst and seond, rst and seond and third and all measurements of the SIFT -
desriptors' readings together with the respetive laser data readings are depited
in gures B-4(e), B-4(f), B-4(g) and B-4(h) respetively.
The data readings from the stereo system are plotted together with the data from
the sonar ring. This is done in four steps. In the rst step, just the data from
the rst measurement of stereo system is plotted together with the data from the
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rst measurement of the sonar system. It is depited in gure B-5(a). In the
seond step, the data from the rst and the seond measurements of the stereo
system, as well as the data of the sonar ring system are plotted in gure B-5(b).
The third step is similar to the seond one, however, the dierene is that the
data from the rst, the seond and the third measurements of the vision system
are plotted in the same graph, as seen in gure B-5(). All the data from all the
measurements of the vision system, together with the sonar ring are depited in
gure B-5(d).
A situation similar to that in the above plots ours in gures B-5(e), B-5(f),
B-5(g) and B-5(h); where the respetive plots of the laser readings are added to
eah respetive plot of sonar and vision plots.
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(b) Sonar 1st and 2nd.
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(d) Sonar data reading.
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(f) SIFT 1st and 2nd readings.
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(h) SIFT data readings.
Figure B-3: Figure shows the plots of the sonar and the vision data aqui-
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(a) Laser-sonar 1st.
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(e) Laser-SIFT 1st.
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(g) Laser-SIFT 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
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(b) Laser-sonar 1st and 2nd.
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(d) Laser-Sonar data readings.
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(f) laser-SIFT 1st and 2nd.
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(h) Laser-SIFT data readings.
Figure B-4: Figures (a,b,,e,f,g) show the 1st, 2nd and 3rd laser-SIFT
and laser-sonar data readings. Figures d and h show the plot
of the data of 30 measurements.
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(a) SIFT -sonar 1st.
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(e) Laser-SIFT -sonar 1st.
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(g) Laser-SIFT -sonar 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
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(b) SIFT -sonar 1st and 2nd.
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(d) SIFT -Sonar data readings.
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(f) Laser-SIFT -sonar 1st and 2nd.
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(h) Laser-SIFT -sonar data readings.
Figure B-5: Figures (a,b,,e,f,g) show the 1st, 2nd and 3rd SIFT -sonar
and Laser-SIFT -sonar data readings. Figures d and h show
the plot of the data of 30 measurements.
Proofs
AppendixC
C.1 Bayes' rule
Theorem C.1.1. (Total probability theorem)
B1, B2,...,Bk belongs to the sample spae S suh that P (Bi 6= 0) for i = 1, 2, ..., k,
then, for every event A of S,
P (A) =
k∑
i=1
P (Bj ∩A) =
k∑
j=1
P (Bj)P (A|Bj) (C-1)
Proof. (Total probability theorem)
From gure C-1, denition 2.2.9 and orollary 2.2.2.
A =(B1 ∩A) ∪ (B2 ∩A) ∪ · · · ∪ (Bk ∩A)
P (A) =P (B1 ∩A) + P (B2 ∩A) + · · ·+ P (Bk ∩A)
P (A) =
k∑
j=1
P (Bj ∩A) =
k∑
j=1
P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
(C-2)
B1
B2 B3
B4
Bn
A
Bk
S
Figure C-1: Partition of the sample spae S.
Proof. (Bayes' rule) Equation 2.3.1.
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C.2 Attrative fore Proofs
From the denition of onditional probability 2.2.9 and the total theorem C.1.1,
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi ∩A)
P (A)
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi ∩A)∑k
j=1 P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi ∩A)∑k
j=1 P (Bj ∩A)
=
P (Bi)P (A|Bi)∑k
j=1 P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
(C-3)
C.2 Attrative fore
Proof. Equation 2-80
F att(q) =−∇Uatt(q)
=−
[
∂Uatt(q)
∂x
i +
∂Uatt(q)
∂y
j +
∂Uatt(q)
∂θ
k
]
(C-4)
From 2-79 Uatt(q) =
1
2ξρ
2
goal(q) and a proper substitution in C-4 gives.
F att(q) =−
[
1
2
ξ
(
∂ρ2goal(q)
∂x
i +
∂ρ2goal(q)
∂y
j +
∂ρ2goal(q)
∂θ
k
)]
=−
[
ξρgoal(q)
(
∂ρgoal(q)
∂x
i +
∂ρgoal(q)
∂y
j +
∂ρgoal(q)
∂θ
k
)]
=− [ξρgoal(q)∇ρgoal(q)]
(C-5)
Sine ρgoal(q) = ‖q − qgoal‖ =
[
(x − xgoal)2 + (y − ygoal)2 + (θ − θgoal)2
] 1
2
C-5
beomes.
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Proofs C.3 Repulsive gradient
F att(q) =− ξ
[
(x− xgoal)
2 + (y − ygoal)
2 + (θ − θgoal)
2
] 1
2(
∂
∂x
[
(x − xgoal)
2 + (y − ygoal)
2 + (θ − θgoal)
2
]− 12 i
+
∂
∂y
[
(x− xgoal)
2 + (y − ygoal)
2 + (θ − θgoal)
2
]− 12 j
+
∂
∂θ
[
(x− xgoal)
2 + (y − ygoal)
2 + (θ − θgoal)
2
]− 12 k)
=− ξ [((x − xgoal)i + (y − ygoal)j + (θ − θgoal))k]
F att(q) =− ξ(q − qgoal)
(C-6)
C.3 Repulsive gradient
Proof. Equation 2-83.
From 2-81
Urep(q) =
1
2η
(
1
ρ(q) −
1
ρ0
)2
F rep(q) =−∇Urep(q) =
−
1
2
η
{
∂
∂x
[(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)2]
i +
∂
∂y
[(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)2]
j
+
∂
∂θ
[(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)2]
k
}
=− η
(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)[
∂
∂x
(
1
ρ(q)
)
i +
∂
∂y
(
1
ρ(q)
)
j +
∂
∂θ
(
1
ρ(q)
)
k
]
=− η
(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)
1
ρ2(q)
[
−
∂
∂x
ρ(q)i−
∂
∂y
ρ(q)j −
∂
∂θ
ρ(q)k
]
F rep(q) =η
(
1
ρ(q)
−
1
ρ0
)
1
ρ2(q)
∇ρ(q) (C-7)
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